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Report for: Record of Decision Taken Under Delegated Authority 

Item Number: 

Title: Queen’s Wood Natural Flood Management Scheme 

Results of Consultation 

Report authorised Ann Cunningham, Head of Highways & Parking 

by: 

Report presented to: Cllr Chandwani, Cabinet Member for Transformation 

and Public Realm Investment 

Lead Officer: Thomas Henry, Group Engineer Highways and 

Maintenance 

Pankit Shah, Lead Flood & Water Management 

Wards Affected: Highgate & Muswell Hill 

Report for Key/Non- Non-Key Decision 

Key Decision: 

Date 1st February 2022 

1. Issues under consideration 

1.1 This report sets out the results of the statutory consultation undertaken in 2021 on 
the proposals for a natural flood management scheme at Queen’s Wood. 

1.2 This report also summarises the issues arising from the consultation and how they 
are best addressed, including consequential changes to the scheme design 
proposals and subsequent delivery. 

1.3 The Council is required to consider objections and representations received during 
the consultation, in particular any objection to the proposals, prior to proceeding to 
any implementation of the scheme. 

Introduction 

2.1 Queen's Wood is an ancient woodland, a local nature reserve, a site of importance 
for nature conservation (along with Highgate Wood and Parkland Walk), and an 
ecological site of metropolitan importance. 

2.2 Due to the sloping nature of the site and poor drainage infrastructure within the wood, 
a significant flood risk is posed to downstream residential properties, and nearby 
sporting facilities in the Wood Vale area. 

2.3 Within the wood, there is a Thames Water surface water sewer which carries water 
from the highway drainage and from the Highgate Woods area. The surface water 
runoff from the wood also, in some places, connects to this sewer. 
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2.4 Initial analysis of the Updated Flood Map for Surface Water and Property Points 
Dataset identified the following as being within an area of surface water flood risk: 

• Approximately 35 properties in the Wood Vale area. 

• Hanley Tennis Club Pavilion and Courts, Georgians Tennis Club pavilion and 
courts, Crouch End Playing Fields pavilion and courts, and Highgate Cricket and 
Lawn Tennis Club. 

• Approximately 36 no. properties on the A1201 Park Road. 

• Hornsey Central Neighbourhood Health Centre and a private GP surgery. 

2.5 Historically, there have been flooding incidents in Wood Vale and some have been 
reported and recorded. In 2005, there were four flooding incidents recorded in this 
area. In 2006, there were 3 flooding incidents recorded; in 2007, there were 2 and, 
in 2009, there was 1 incident recorded in this area. In July 2021, there was flooding 
within the wood, Wood Vale, and properties in Wood Vale. 

2.6 Queen's Wood falls within one of the Borough's critical drainage areas (CDAs) of 
Haringey's Surface Water Management Plan (2011), as well as the Environment 
Agency's (EA) Surface Water Flood Map. The latter identified this area as having one 
of the highest numbers of properties at risk from flooding and where the effects of 
climate change are likely to increase this risk. 

2.7 Haringey Council, as a Lead Local Flood Authority, in partnership with the EA, 
explored a range of mitigation strategies to minimise the flooding to the woodland 
and downstream properties. These options were then evaluated to narrow down to a 
short list where one option was subsequently chosen. The approach led to a scheme 
proposal which was based on using natural flood management (NFM) features, to 
mitigate the surface water flood risk whilst also improving the amenity and 
biodiversity in the wood. 

2.8 On 9th March 2021, a report was submitted to the Council’s Cabinet entitled ‘Flood 
Water Management Investment Plan 2021/22’. The report included reference (in the 
appendices) to the Queen’s Wood natural flood management project and clarification 
that it was the subject of both statutory notification and public consultation. As part 
of the statutory notification process, residents, traders, and stakeholders would have 
the opportunity to approve/object to the proposals and these would be considered 
before implementation of the schemes that were clarified as being subject to that 
process. 

2.9 The preferred NFM option was developed and consulted upon between February 
and April 2021. The results of this consultation are outlined in this report and showed 
a high number of objections to the proposal. 

2.10 The report sets out the responses to the consultation and the subsequent 
consideration that has been given to the comments made. The report also sets out 
that there are further actions that the Council needs to take to address key elements 
of the design, environmental consideration, construction site management and 
materials storage, in advance of implementation of the scheme on site. 
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2.11 The primary purpose of this report is to ensure that the approved 9th March 2021 
Cabinet report recommendation 3.1(b) (action point 3) is met – namely ‘to consider 
representations received in response to consultation and to report significant or 
substantial concerns back to the relevant Cabinet Member’. 

2.12 The approved 9th March 2021 Cabinet report recommendation 3.1 (b) (action point 
1) gave delegated approval to the Head of Highways and Parking to ‘make decisions 
relating to scheme design and implementation.’ The presentation of this report to the 
Cabinet Member for Transformation and Public Realm Investment thus constitutes 
just one part of the progression of the scheme, rather than a decision to proceed with 
implementation. 

3 Recommendations 

That the Cabinet Member for Transformation and Public Realm Investment notes: 

3.1 The level of concern expressed through the consultation process by way of 
objections to the natural flood management scheme. 

3.2 That officers have taken and will continue to take mitigating measures to ensure that, 
as far as is reasonably practical, the scheme design presented at the consultation 
stage is enhanced to provide a scheme that can be delivered and, thereby, reduce 
the likelihood and scale of flooding within and downstream of the wood in the future. 

3.3 That the design shown in the drawing included as Appendix 6 represents the latest 
design, reflective of comments to date. 

3.4 The design shown in Appendix 6 will continue to be enhanced through ongoing 
stakeholder engagement and through further input from the Council’s design 
consultant, contractor, specialist sub-contractor and the officers involved in the 
delivery of the scheme. 

3.5 The Head of Highways and Parking is sufficiently content that the responses to the 
consultation have been sufficiently considered, allowing the scheme to progress to 
further stages of detailed development and subsequent implementation. 

4 Reason for Decision 

4.1 The details of the scheme, outlined within this report, are flood prevention proposals 
through natural flood measures within the wood which have been developed 
considering stakeholders’ feedback throughout the design and development process. 

4.2 Whilst the majority of respondents did not support the proposals consulted upon, their 
objections have been classified into five categories. Each of the topics have been 
responded to individually, as is set out in section 9 below. The responses received 
are in Appendix 1 to this report. 

4.3 Queen’s Wood and downstream locations have been identified as at a high flood risk 
to a number of properties that are already subject to flooding. This scheme 
represents the best option for reducing the future risk of flooding in the area. 
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5 

4.4 A significant level of concern expressed in the consultation relates to the extent to 
which the Council is considering the environmental impact on Queen’s Wood of the 
natural flood management scheme. Haringey’s Planning Service considers that there 
is sufficient information provided for the local planning authority to adopt the 
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Screening Opinion submitted on 24th 

September 2021 in relation to the proposed works in the woods. 

4.5 Pursuant to Regulation 5(5) and having regard to the information submitted, the local 
planning authority has adopted that Screening Opinion, in that the proposal is not 
EIA development as described in the Town and Country Planning (Environmental 
Impact Assessment) Regulations 2017. The details of the planning decision are 
attached in Appendix 7. Notwithstanding this, the Council will, assisted by local 
stakeholder engagement, continue to enhance the scheme to mitigate, as far as is 
reasonably practical, the negative environmental impacts of the scheme. 

Alternative options considered resulting from consultation 

5.1 As an open space, the wood can provide storage for intensive rainfall events, mostly 
through open ditches and on-site storage. These attenuate the water, enabling it to 
discharge at a slower rate to prevent flooding downstream and damage to the wood 
and its soils. 

5.2 Alternative flood prevention options were considered and were rejected as not being 
viable due to a number of factors that include potential damage to woods and their 
costs. In general, these alternatives, as distinct options, were not considered as 
having a positive impact on the wood. 

5.3 The proposed option of natural flood management measures includes incorporating 
some of the benefits of the alternative proposals. These other options and a summary 
of their disbenefits are listed below: 

a) Do nothing or do minimum 

There would be no improvement to the current situation and the flood risk is likely 
to increase in the future with climate change. 

b) Replace and repair the existing surface water sewer system in the woods 

This option would cause construction damage by open cut excavation works. The 
sewer is a Thames Water asset, and it would have to carry out and manage this 
work. 

c) Create open channels 

Some new channels, from this option, are to be incorporated within the proposed 
scheme. Creating just channels in isolation to other flood measures would result 
in excavations through the wood and limit the total flood attenuation. 

d) Creation of flood wall on the site of the existing wall 

A new flood wall on the alignment of the existing brick wall, as required for this 
option, would necessitate extensive construction works and additional costs as 
most of the flood water is then held at one location in the wood. The scale of this 
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work would not be proportionate to the ancient woodland setting. As a stand-alone 
option, this would not prevent soils being washed down the slopes in the wood in 
a flood event. However, the latest design proposals will incorporate the use of the 
existing brick wall as retention for some of the water in the wood. 

e) Property level protection 

This option is not considered to have a long-term benefit and relies upon residents 
to deploy such measures, as required. It should be noted that not all the properties 
downstream are suitable for such proposals. Implementation will require 
householder agreement and a fast response time when there is a warning of likely 
flooding. Furthermore, whilst current property owners would be aware of the need 
to deploy such measures in the event of heavy rainfall, they may not be present 
at the time of such an event whilst. In addition, the need for deployment may not 
be conveyed by existing residents to new residents when properties change 
ownership. 

f) Daylighting of existing surface water sewer 

This option alone does involve engineering works and some excavation in the 
wood. Daylighting by following the line of the existing sewer would cause 
extensive damage to the wood as the sewer is laid below some trees and shrubs. 
The preferred NFM scheme incorporates some of these measures and diverts the 
sewer to new and existing channels. 

5.4 In addition to these considered options, the Friends of Queens Wood asked the project 
team to consider storage of water upstream and outside the wood and divert the sewer 
around the wood. This was not considered viable for many reasons as this would 
require: 

• a large storage tank within the highway (Muswell Hill Road); 

• traffic management disruption; 

• utility diversions; and 

• extensive construction costs. 

Thames Water would need to carry out this work and thereafter maintain the new 
infrastructure. It should also be noted that Thames Water did not consider this as 
viable. 

5.5 Thames Water has informed the Council that it wants the delivery of a “green” solution 
and not a “grey” one. A grey solution, as outlined in 5.4, is in stark contrast to an 
international drive to bring water to the surface, make it accessible and manage land 
so that it supports resilience to climate change. It should be noted that the diversion 
of the sewer would not prevent the surface water runoff within the wood causing 
flooding damage. 

5.6 The options were considered in a standard and structured methodology to ensure that 
the preferred option was arrived at in a logical manner. The proposed option is 
supported by the Environment Agency and Thames Water and considers the damage 
to the wood, disruption and costs that would result from the other options. 

5.7 An alternative option is not to approve the progression of the scheme in this fiscal 
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year and defer it to future years. However, such an option would put the Council at 
risk of losing funding from the Environment Agency (EA) and potential other funding 
support from Thames Water. An application to the EA for funding in later years would 
be required, but this may not be successful as the project has already been delayed 
by one year. 

Background 

6.1 The Greater London Archaeology Advisory Service (GLAAS) confirmed that the 
wood is not a Scheduled Monument, Registered Battlefield or Registered Historic 
Park, nor is there a direct statutory heritage status for it that would require a formal 
permission from Historic England. 

6.2 Queen’s Wood and downstream areas have been identified as a flood risk area for a 
high number of properties and therefore have attracted funding for flood mitigation 
works. 

6.3 A scheme proposal has been developed by the Council working in conjunction with 
external experts, the EA and through consultation will stakeholders, including the 
Friends of Queen’s Wood. 

6.4 There is an existing Thames Water surface water sewer running within the woodland 
from west to east which appears to be damaged and is likely to have tree root issues 
and leaks into the wood. To repair or replace these pipes is likely to cause damage 
to the wood as it runs through a heavily tree-lined route. 

6.5 Considering the ecological and historic nature of the site, the EA and the Council 
propose a natural flood management (NFM) approach for the scheme as this choice 
is practical, causes least damage to the wood and is financially viable practically. 

The proposed NFM scheme includes: 
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a) The daylighting (open channelling) of the existing Thames Water surface water 
sewer and diversion of these water flows into an open watercourse, or a modified 
existing watercourse, across the site. 

b) The construction of instream NFM structures such as channel stuffing, and leaky 
dams constructed from imported timber and some in situ large woody debris, all 
to create natural attenuation and control the flow within the watercourses. 

c) The formation of temporary wetted areas by installing earth berms to provide a 
floodplain for the watercourse to spill into during times of heavy flows. 

d) The installation of localised retention basins to create attenuation and settlement 
areas. 

6.6 The proposed interventions were originally designed to cater for a 1 in 100-year storm 
event plus a 40% climate change allowance, but recent changes to the proposals 
have yet to be analysed on its design flood rate. The scheme will slow down the rate 
of the water flow in the woods and thus reduce erosion and protect properties 
downstream from flooding. 

6.7 This scheme will help to reduce the potential flood risk level to 10 residential and 2 
non-residential properties immediately adjacent to the wood, and a total of up to 35 
properties in this Wood Vale area. Further downstream, the scheme will reduce the 
risk of flooding to 2 tennis clubs, playing fields, cricket, lawn tennis club, medical 
surgeries, other businesses, approximately 36 properties on the A1201 Park Road, 
Hornsey Central Neighbourhood Health Centre and a private GP Surgery and other 
businesses. 

6.8 The emerging NFM proposals were discussed by the Council's Parks and Highways 
Services with representatives of the Friends of Queen's Wood (FQW) during a site 
meeting on the 17th October 2019. At that time, officers considered that the emerging 
scheme proposals were positively received by all parties. 

6.9 There were virtual meetings in April 2020 and December 2020 attended by FQW 
representatives, the Council’s specialist consultant and an EA officer, where the 
developing scheme proposals were discussed. These meetings were mid-pandemic 
although on-site meetings, if allowed, would have been a more productive 
mechanism in helping the Council reach the design proposals. Following the 
meetings, the FQW submitted many ecological and other survey details to the 
Council which were considered in the detailed design that was consulted upon. 

6.10 The FQW were concerned about the NFM features and the potential impact this 
would cause to the wood and have submitted many queries to the Council during the 
scheme’s development, particularly in the latter stages. All FQW queries were 
responded to in writing and the Council outlined how any of these were addressed in 
the design. The flooding in July 2021 highlighted concerns of soil erosion and flooding 
in the wood which was evident, and the proposed scheme will help to address some 
of these problems by slowing down the water through the wood. 

6.11 Details of the consultation that was carried out is outlined in paragraphs 7.0 to 7.10. 

6.12 Following advice from Cabinet Members, Ward Councillors and senior officers, 
‘frequently asked questions’ were added to the Council’s website, and these can be 
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found in the link below and in Appendix 2. Additionally, officers were instructed to 
have an on-site meeting with the Friends of Queens Wood to go through the 
proposals and make any changes to the design that were considered viable. 
Queens_Wood_NFM_Scheme_Questions-and-Answers.pdf (Haringey.gov.uk) 

6.13 These NFM proposals were discussed on site between the Council’s officers (Parks 
and Highways), the design consultant, an EA representative and the FQW on the 
26th October 2021. From this meeting, there were many changes proposed to the 
scheme and the detailed design of these is now being progressed. This revised 
design considers most of the amendments proposed, as agreed at this site meeting. 
Appendix 6 outlines the design proposals which will be subject to a hydraulic 
analysis and, following this, there may be minor amendments to the final details. 

8th 13th6.14 The FQW’s solicitor wrote to the Council on July 2021 and again on 
September 2021 expressing, on behalf of the Friends of Queen’s Wood, that an 
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) was required. At the outset of the 
development of the scheme, officers progressing the NFM scheme took the view that 
an EIA was not required. Irrespectively, an independent planning and development 
consultant was engaged to compile and submit an EIA “Screening Opinion” to 
Haringey’s Planning Service. 

6.15 The FQW wrote to the Council in November 2021, asking the Council for the revised 
final scheme, construction management plan, maintenance plan, detailed report of 
ecological effects, soil analysis, historical and archaeological impact, pollution 
impact, operation, and hydraulic function. 

6.16 At that time, the FQW hadn’t given their full support to the scheme and indicated that 
they required this information before they could do so. Some of these details have 
been previously provided and other information could not be sent until after further 
stages in the development of the scheme had progressed, such as the appointment 
of a specialist sub-contractor that will provide some of this information. The details of 
this communication can be found in Appendix 3 of this report. 

6.17 The Environment Agency has asked the Council to confirm formally if it is able to 
deliver this scheme by the end of this financial year, otherwise, it will need to transfer 
the funding to other projects elsewhere that can be delivered before the end of March 
2022. 

6.18 If the project were not to be progressed, then downstream properties are at risk of 
flooding, as occurred in July this year in Wood Vale and further downstream. The 
pictures showing some of these damages are in Appendix 4 of this report 

6.19 A decision was made by Haringey’s Planning Service on 3rd December 2021 that the 
NFM scheme proposals do not constitute EIA development, as described in the Town 
and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2017. The 
details of the planning decision are attached in Appendix 7. 

6.20 On 13th December 2021, that decision was challenged by the FQW though their 
solicitors by way of a letter pursuant to the Judicial Review Pre-Action Protocol. The 
Council responded on 29th December 2021, standing by the decision taken on 3rd 

December 2021. 
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6.21 On 23rd December 2021, the Assistant Director Direct Services wrote to the Chair of 
the FQW, offering to act as a senior officer point of contact within the Council. The 
letter explained the processes that the Council is obliged to follow and offered 
reassurance that the Council wished to work with the FQW in progressing the 
scheme in an appropriate manner. 

6.22 The Chair of the FQW replied on 9th January 2022, indicating the FQW Committee 
would be setting out its thoughts on how the scheme could be progressed. The 
Council and the FQW have continued the email exchange since then to further 
develop the working relationship. 

7.0 Consultation Process 

7.1 The Council undertook a consultation and, following a request from the Friends of 
Queen’s Wood, advertised the scheme proposals, including the design drawings, on 
their website. 

7.2 The consultation on the Queen’s Wood NFM Scheme commenced on 22nd February 
2021 and closed on 8th April 2021. The consultation letter and drawings can be found 
in Appendix 5 of this report. 

7.3 Residents were informed of the consultation by the following methods: 

▪ Notices advertised in the Council website 

▪ On-street notices and within the woodland’s entrances. 

▪ Over 2,000 consultation letters with plans, along with freepost feedback cards 
were printed and delivered to residents and businesses in the area. 

▪ The Frontline Consultation email address was also offered as a contact point, but 
residents tend to prefer using freepost. 

7.4 In the months preceding the consultation, the Friends of Queen’s Wood and other 
interested groups were contacted and invited to give their views on the proposed 
scheme. 

7.5 The Council also consulted statutory bodies such as the Environment Agency, 
Thames Water, police, ambulance, fire service, Thames 21, and other residential 
groups. 

7.6 As part of the consultation over the proposals, over 2,000 local properties and 
businesses were notified. 

Consultation Results 

8.1 No objections to the scheme were received prior to a meeting with the FQW held on 
the 24th March 2021. However, during this meeting, the FQW expressed their 
objection to the scheme based on the perceived damages that it would have on the 
woodland, and that there would be no significant benefit to the ecology and 
biodiversity of the wood. The FQW stated the opinion that, by implementing the 
designed scheme, the Council would be deliberately adding water into the wood which 
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would, in turn, change its ecology and biodiversity. 

8.2 A late influx of objections was subsequently received following the 24th March 2021 
meeting. Out of all the responses received, 14% (51) were in support of the scheme, 
82% (300) against and 4% (16) fell within other categories. 

8.3 A summary of the main reasons for the objections is as follows: 

a) Poorly designed, invasive, irreversibly damage historic trees and ecosystem. 

b) Lack of consultation, rushed design, lack of expert evidence on the benefits. 

c) Need to engage with users, the FQW and experts to agree a better approach. 

d) The Council needs to recognise the rare social and ecological nature of the wood. 

e) How will the site be restored and how long will the disruption last? 

8.4 Around 80 responses were received by freepost feedback cards. Over 250 emails 
were received in the closing week of the consultation – nearly all of which objected to 
or contained so many questions about the NFM measures that they were classified as 
objections. Many of the responses referred to issues and concerns raised by the 
Friends of Queen’s Wood. 

8.5 Relatively few of the objections addressed specific NFM measures, but they did make 
claims that Haringey had not consulted with the Friends of Queen’s Wood or other 
stakeholders, nor had it developed a coherent scheme. 

8.6 Haringey’s NFM scheme is closely aligned with defined natural flood management 
measures approved and accepted by the Environment Agency. This was largely 
ignored by those objections. 

8.7 A general view expressed by objectors is that the scheme will cause irreversible 
damage to an historic site, and that it is driven by 'engineers’ rather than those with 
real concern for the environment. 

8.8 Objections have been examined. Section 9 of this report sets out officers’ responses 
to the key themes arising from these objections. 
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Support / object 
Support Object Other view 

Count Row% Count Row% Count Row% 

Locn Connaught Gdns 2 10% 17 85% 1 5% 
Cascade Avenue 0 0% 3 100% 0 0% 
Cranley Gj ns 3 27% 7 64% 1 9% 
Etheldene Ave 0 0% 6 100% 0 0% 
Muswell f-ill Rd 4 50% 4 50% 0 0% 
No address/ non local 3 2% 135 93% 7 5% 
Onslow Gjns 9 50% 9 50% 0 0% 
Park AvenJe 1 10% 9 90% 0 0% 
Priory Gdrs 5 38% 7 54% 1 8% 
Shepherds Hill 9 82% 1 9% 1 9% 
South Close 1 25% 3 75% 0 0% 
Southwood 0 0% 3 100% 0 0% 
Wood Lane 3 20% 12 80% 0 0% 
Wood Vale 9 36% 15 60% 1 4% 

Woodland Gdns 5 31% 11 69% 0 0% 
Woodland Rise 3 43% 3 43% 1 14% 
Other Harinaev locations 1 2% 54 96% 1 2% 

Count % 

Views Poorly designed, invasive, w ill irreversibly damage 93 25% 
categorised historical trees & ecosystem 

Should engage with Fri ends of QW, and experts to 86 23% 
define a better approach 

Lack of consultation, rushed design, lack of expert 60 16% 
evidence on need or benefit 

Supoort the scheme 59 16% 
Reconsider. Council needs to re cognis e the rare 58 16% 
social and ecological nature of QW 

How will the site be restored? How long w ill 15 4% 
disruption last? 

Total 371 100% 

9.0 Consultation Analysis 

9.1 Summary by location 

9.2 Objections categorised 
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unt % 

Reason for Suppo rt th e scheme 60 16% 
objecti on In adeq uate publi c co nsultati on no 57 15% 

prope r EIA or sc ientific impact 
assess m ent 

Prope r co nsultati on to be com pleted 55 15% 
w ith FQW, eco log ists and oth ers w ith 
loca l expe rti se 

Wa nton environme ntal destru cti on, 41 11 % 
w ithout evidence it is needed 

Thi s OTT, engin eerin g-based 39 11 % 
approac h wi ll dam age irrep laceab le 
trees , wood land and unique habitat 

2m w ide chann els, leaky dam s, 38 10% 
removing trees w ill li ke ly cause m ore 
damage and pollution 

Provide proven ass urance th at thi s 37 10% 
sc l1 eme is needed and is th e on ly 
opti on 

Imported clay, tim ber and topso il w ill 27 7% 
enco urage invas ive species and 
damage trees 

Harin gey's reco rd is poo r, dec is ions 16 4% 
should be made by ecolog ists, not 
enginee rs 

Total 370 100% 

9.3 Summary Result for Reasons for Objections 

9.4 These objections have been classified into five topics. These are responded to 
individually below in the following text. 

Responses to Objections 

Objection 1 Inadequate public consultation, no environmental impact 
assessment, no scientific impact assessment. 

Extensive consultation was carried out with stakeholder groups for over a year prior 
to the proposals being developed for statutory consultation. The Friends of Queen’s 
Wood and other groups were invited to participate in the planning process and 
contribute their knowledge. Given the somewhat technical terminology of many of the 
proposed measures (swales, leaky dams, run-off ponds etc.), it was decided that it 
would be more appropriate to work with stakeholders and partners to develop a clear 
set of proposals before consulting residents and visitors. 

The Environment Agency has taken the lead role in helping the Council design the 
NFM scheme for Queens Wood and it has published data, case studies and evidence 
to explain the role of natural flood management in reducing flood risk. Other studies 
have been published by Susdrain and TfL. Haringey Council has also constructed 
many previous SuDS projects that include Rectory Gardens and Priory Common. 
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Objection 2 Proper consultation to be completed with FQW, ecologists and 
others with local expertise. 

An ecological review and environmental impact study have been carried out and 
published. Haringey Council has also employed leaders in the field of SuDS 
development in the form of Robert Bray Associates whose expertise in the design 
management of SuDS goes back to 1996, and McCloy Consulting, who are experts in 
SuDS design, hydraulic modelling and flood risk.  

Extensive effort has been made on numerous occasions to involve the FQW in the 
planning process. The main concerns raised relate to the effects of the scheme on the 
eco-system of the wood and risk of spreading pollution and encouragement of invasive 
plant species. These are issues which such schemes are designed to address. The 
Council fully understands the ecological importance of Queens Wood and this aspect 
forms part of the long-term management plan. Equally, the NFM (natural flood 
management) proposals are designed not only to reduce flood risk but are also 
expected to achieve benefits by helping wildlife habitats, improving water quality and 
helping make the catchments more resilient to the impacts of climate change. 

Certainly, the Council is very keen to take advantage of local expertise and intends to 
continue working with the Friends of Queen’s Wood in further developing the scheme 
up to the point of implementation (and beyond, in relation to future management of 
Queen’s Wood. However, the nature of this scheme is such that it is also appropriate 
to employ leaders in this field for design and implementation. The project team is very 
much aware of the importance of Queen’s Wood as an ancient woodland and in its 
more recent role as a nature reserve. 

Objection 3 Wanton environmental destruction without evidence that it is 
needed. 

The Council rejects this objection. The risk of flooding from uncontrolled ‘upstream’ 
water run-off as a result of extreme rainfall events has increased rapidly in recent 
years. In 2017, the Environment Agency published data, case studies and evidence 
of how this increased flood risk can effectively be tackled by natural flood 
management. Working with the natural processes proposed in the Haringey’s scheme 
to reduce flood risk is not some new concept and the evidence behind natural flood 
management (NFM) published by the Environment Agency includes over 60 case 
studies from across England. TfL has also pubished a report showing the need for 
and importance of SuDS schemes. The key factor in NFM is that natural processes 
are used to reduce the risk of flooding. Natural flood management works with a 
catchment-based approach, as has been proposed by the Council to manage the flow 
of water from its source. 

Objection 3 is therefore not considered a valid reason to stop the project. 

Objection 4 This engineering-based approach will damage irreplaceable trees, 
woodland, and a unique habitat. Wide channels and leaky dams 
will increase pollution. 

SuDS schemes do involve technical and engineering skills - for instance, in managing 
water runoff from areas of impermeable surfaces, like roads and car parks. Haringey 
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Council, as the local highways authority and working with its project partners, has 
relevant technical knowledge and skills and is a key reason why its highways, 
engineering and parks officers are taking the main management role in this project 
from conception to its maintenance by the Parks Service. During the course of the site 
works, an Ecological Clerk of Works will be employed as support for the contractor 
and the Council. Equally, there is a need to protect the unique habitat by taking advice 
from Susdrain and the Ponds Conservation Trust is fully recognised. 

https://www.susdrain.org/files/resources/other-guidance/ecological_benefits_summary.pdf 

Objection 5 Haringey does not have the relevant expertise to manage the 
scheme and actions such as importing clay, timber and topsoil 
will encourage invasive species and damage trees 

A Susdrain study confirms that a problem with many existing SuDS schemes is the 
presence of Crassula helmsii in about one third of all SuDS ponds. This species is 
highly invasive and the Council very much wants to avoid the risk of invasive species. 
The Council’s proposed contractors will have specific instructions to ensure that non-
native aquatic or marginal species are not included in planting schemes. SuDS 
schemes are part of the natural drainage system of a catchment, and all planting 
should be seen as de facto release to the wild. This means that there will be a general 
presumption against all forms of ornamental planting of aquatic and wetland plants. 
High-risk plants such as water fern, parrot’s feather, floating pennywort and New 
Zealand pigmyweed would not be permitted anywhere. 

It is also true that landscape consultants often request standard lists of suitable 
wetland plants. It is accepted that such generalisation would be wholly inappropriate 
to the unique environment of Queen’s Wood and that only local appropriate species 
be used. The Ponds Conservation Trust will be contacted to provide oversight and 
local expertise will be welcomed. 

Haringey Council does have some expertise in its Highways and Parks Services, 
having previously worked with Robert Bray Associates, Thames21, and Hugh Pearl 
(Land Drainage) Ltd on both the Rectory Gardens SuDS project and the Priory 
Common rain meadow project. The Rectory Garden scheme showed how the full 
SuDS aspiration of ‘managing quality and quantity aspects of runoff while delivering 
amenity and biodiversity benefits’ can be met in an existing urban park setting. 

http://content.tfl.gov.uk/sustainable-urban-drainage-november-2016.pdf 

Furthermore, Haringey Council won a ‘Highly Commended’ award in 2020 from 
Susdrain in its category of Retrofit large scale SuDS for its Crescent Gardens SuDS 
project. 

The concerns raised are fully understood and problems can be avoided by making it 
a contractual requirement that only suitable wetland plants be considered for the 
scheme. It is also known that new SuDS schemes may also become dominated 
rapidly by invasive native plants, particularly common bulrush, and that these must be 
controlled so as not to prevent other vegetation getting established. 

https://www.sudrain.org/files/resources/other-uidance/ecological_benefits_summary.pdf 
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10.0 Contribution to Strategic Outcomes 

10.1 Options assessment for the scheme included ensuring that there was a sufficient 
strategic, economic case, commercial, financial and management case to proceed. 

10.2 Further objectives specific to the proposed NFM option included: 

• To reduce flood risk to the potential flood risk to approximately 35 properties in 
the Wood Vale Area, as well as, further downstream, Hanley Tennis Club pavilion 
and courts, Georgian Tennis Club pavilion and courts, Crouch End Playing Fields 
pavilion and courts, and Highgate Cricket and Lawn Tennis Club, approximately 
36 no. properties on the A1201 Park Road, Hornsey Central Neighbourhood 
Health Centre, a private GP surgery and other businesses downstream of 
Queen’s Wood. 

• Reduce pollution and enhance biodiversity in Queen’s Wood. 

• Increase the educational opportunities offered by Queen’s Wood to local schools. 

• Prevention of soil being washed away in the woods at high intensity storms. 

10.3 By reducing the risk of flooding, the scheme is anticipated to deliver multiple benefits 
within the wood. The scheme proposed should enhance biodiversity, landscaping, 
amenity, and air quality. 

10.4 The baseline risk from the existing situation of surface water flooding for properties 
was estimated at 5 properties that are at ‘very significant’ risk and 5 properties that 
are at “significant” risk of surface water flooding. All 10 residential properties currently 
are at the risk of flooding will be moved from ‘very significant’ and “significant” to 
‘moderate’ or ‘low” risk bands, should the scheme be implemented. 

10.5 Reduced risk of flooding benefits were also calculated for Henley and Georgian Tennis 
Courts further downstream to the properties. 

10.6 The Council will be responsible for the assets delivered and their future maintenance 
through the Parks Service. The costs associated with maintenance of this scheme are 
expected to be minimal and to be incorporated within the normal maintenance regime. 

10.7 To maximise the benefits from the scheme and to ensure the aspirations of the local 
community are met, a continuous engagement with key stakeholders and public will 
be maintained throughout the project works on site by an ‘Ecological Clerk of Works’. 

10.8 Once the scheme is implemented, monitoring if the benefits are realised will be 
assessed. This includes working with residents, elected members and community 
groups (like the Friends of Queen’s Wood) and checks to ensure the scheme functions 
correctly. 

11.0 Finance 

11.1 For the scheme, grant funding from the Environment Agency Local Levy of £167,000 
has been approved, subject to the developed scheme meeting the business plan 
objectives. Council capital funding of £93,000 was an approved investment at the 
Cabinet meeting on the 9th March 2021. Thames Water is supportive of the scheme 
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and, if scheme implementation is approved, then the Council will seek up to £70,000 
funding contribution from them. This additional funding, if realised, will be used to 
enhance the scheme and, if then affordable, provide improvements to the wood’s 
infrastructure. 

11.2 Maintenance of the natural flood management features will need to be met from 
existing Parks Service budgets. 

12.0 Procurement 

12.1 Site works are to be let through the Highways Maintenance term contract and will 
involve the use of a specialist sub-contractor. 

13.0 Legal 

13.1 Queen’s Wood is subject to the Highgate Wood Protection Act 1897. This Act required 
the woods to be open for public use and preserved as open space. 

13.2 Queen’s Wood has been designated as a Local Nature Reserve under section 21 of 
the National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949; Queens Wood is also a 
Site of Importance for Nature Conservation – designated under local policy. Both 
impose duties on the Council to preserve and conserve Queen’s Wood, and not act 
in a way which may cause harm to the woods. 

13.3 The proposals for natural flood management at Queen’s Wood were subject to an 
EIA Screening Opinion and this determined whether the proposals needed to be 
subject to an Environmental Impact Assessment. Please refer to paragraph 6.19. 

14 Equality 

14.1 The consultation documents were distributed to all the households / businesses within 
the agreed consultation area to ensure that all stakeholders were made aware of the 
Council’s proposal. 

15.0 Appendices 

Appendix 1 - The results of the Statutory Consultation. 

Appendix 2 – Frequently Asked Questions 

Appendix 3 - FQW Message November 2021 

Appendix 4 - Pictures of July Rainfall event 

Appendix 5 - The Statutory Notification letter along with Drawing 

Appendix 6 – Latest proposals, drawings (resulted from the on- site discussions and 

the consultation) 

Appendix 7 – Environmental Impact Assessment – Screening Opinion 

16.0 Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985 

16.1 Not applicable 
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Appendix 1 - The results of the responses 
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upport / object/ other 
Support Object Other view 

Count Row % >> Count Row % >> count Row % >> 
Ru.:tt.J Cu1111.:tuyl1l Gthl~ I 23% I 33.% I 33% 

Cranley Gdns 2 .€7% 0 0% 1 33% 
Muswell Hill Rd 4 fa% 1 20% 0 0% 
Onslow Gdns 7 1(0% 0 0% 0 0% 
Priory Gdns 5 1(0% 0 0% 0 0% 
Shepherds Hill 7 f8% .o 0% 1 1.3% 
Wood Lane 3 1CO% 0 0% 0 ff% 
Wood Vale 6 f.6% 0 0% 1 14% 

Woodland Gdns 5 fCli% 0 0% 0 0% 
South Close 1 1(0% 0 0% 0 0% 
Woodland Rise 3 75% 0 0% 1 25% 
Not stated 0 0% 0 0% 2 100% 
Total 44 f 3% 2 4% 7 13% 

Consultation Analysis 
Queen’s Wood Natural Flood Management Scheme 

Introduction 

Haringey, in partnership with the Environment Agency, proposes using natural flood 

management (NFM) features to mitigate surface water flood risk to the properties at Wood 

Vale and surrounding area and improving amenity and biodiversity value in the area. This 

includes seeing that water flow is managed by natural means rather than pipework. The 

following measures were identified as being both environmentally suitable and cost effective 

in managing flood risk: 

1. Change the existing surface water sewer into an open watercourse. 

2. Construct timber filled gullies and leaky dams (leaky barriers) 

3. Form ‘wetted areas’ by installing earth berms to divert water through the wetland, 

creating a longer flow path and providing a floodplain for the watercourse. 

4. Install localised retention basins (pools), through ponds, to create attenuation and 

settlement areas. 

Local residents and businesses were sent consultation documents and invited to give their 

views in a consultation which closed on Tuesday 2 March 2021 but extended to 8th April 

2021. 53 responses were received. 

1. Level of Support 
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Case Summaries 

Respondent Comments and suggestions 

1 Community 

/ nature 

group 

LIST OF QUESTIONS FOR HARINGEY COUNCIL 2 MARCH 2021 1.A statement 

of the overall function of the scheme and the borough-wide Council policy that 

justifies it is needed. 2.Can it now be confirmed that funding is now fully in place, 

and if so if there are any caveats - in particular on timescale? 3.Section 3 of 

Ecological Constraints Review gives recommendations. Could you confirm that 

these now form part of the project design and implementation? 4.The Ecological 

Constraints Review states that work should not be done in the bird breeding season 

(March - August) or the botanical flowering season (March - May). We would agree 

with these restrictions. 5.Who will provide the Ecology Clerk whose role seems vital?  

Will she/he be on site for the whole of the work? To whom will he/she be 

accountable? 6.The textual notes on the detailed design drawings states that ‘tree 

removal along the route of the diversion is required’. How many trees, especially 

mature ones, will be removed? 7.Please supply a map of the catchment area of the 

water to be brought to the surface. 8.The visual aspect of the works, especially, the 

leaky dams, will depend very much on the extent to which they are holding water. 

When dry or muddy, they will not look pleasant. What estjmates have been made of 

the extent to which in an average year these features will be muddy or dry? 9.The 

detailed design has been changed so that the stream now runs through the Frogpool 

rather underneath. This reduces construction work but would radically change the 

Frogpool and its ecology. The MKA report was completed before the design change, 

so an immediate hydraulic and ecological study of the Frogpool area is now needed. 

10.A major feature of the scheme is the construction of berms and adjacent ponds. 

Could you please supply detailed plans showing where the expected excavation for 

clay and topsoil will take place. These areas and the adjacent areas where coppicing 

could take place need an immediate study to start considering the effects on the 

ecology and to inform the design. 11.The design includes a ‘Stilling Area’. The 

public notice also refers to runoff from each rain event being detailed and treated in 

new drainage ditches. Please explain what this means. 12.What will be the 

provenance of any soils introduced to the wood? 13.What will be the 

provenance/type of wood used for the leaky dams if enough is not found in the 

wood? 14.Will the design/size of the leaky dams and berms vary according to the 

different stream channels? 15.What plans are there to restore the site after the works 

- e.g replanting? This was mentioned in the original ecology survey but not dealt with 

in detail. 16.What access points to the Wood will be used to bring plant and 

machinery into the Wood and where will it be stored? 
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2 Community 

/ nature 

group 

I am one of the owners of Into The Woods outdoor nursery, which operates from 

Queens Wood (licensed by Haringey). I'm also a local resident who uses the wood 

on an almost daily basis for leisure. I am not against the project. Flood management 

is vital and is only going to become more important. And I can see that some thought 

has been given to the nature of the site, and to minimising impact, but I do have the 

following concerns: Firstly, the impacts on the ecology and landscape of Queens 

Wood need to be properly borne in mind. I know that there is a nod to the ecology 

of the woods in the planning documents by way of a reference to an ecological 

constraints review, that is not published alongside. But this seems woefully 

inadequate bearing in mind the site concerned. I’m not an expert in planning, but it 

seems strange to me that no proper environmental impact assessment has been 

done alongside the feasibility study, or if it has, it has not been published. I think this 

shows a lack of perspective - these are ancient woodlands and one of north London’s 

natural gems. The changes you are proposing are actually quite fundamental (in 

terms of the woodland landscape) and therefore a very big deal, when seen in this 

context. There should be a proper EIA done, assessing the impact of the actual 

planned work, published for the public to see, before any work is approved. Also, 

our contact in the Friends of Queens wood has told me that their involvement has 

been very late stage, and that they have not been properly consulted to date. FQW 

should be a fundamental part of any process involving change in QW as they will 

help prevent any vital habitat or rare tree being lost, plant or animal species being 

threatened, or degradation of the landscape of the woods. I know they have 

concerns about certain aspects, including how the change in water courses will 

affect the topsoil. Secondly, there are no notifications in the woods about this 

scheme. This project does not affect just local residents who live in the surrounding 

streets. The woods are a natural resource for the wider community. We live a 5 

minute walk away on Park Road N8 and received no notification about the project. 

There should be clear notification in place in the woods for a reasonable period of 

time, to allow all wood users to have their views. And finally, there is no mention of 

the timing and duration of the work, that I could see. This work could have a big 

impact on our nursery operations, and a consultation should give some idea of the 

amount of disruption. 
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3 Community 

/ nature 

group 

support concerns raised by residents, the Friends of Queens Wood, The Rivers 

Forum, and a previous Haringey Council Conservation Officer in regard to the 

proposed flood mitigation works in Queens Wood. Whilst I acknowledge that the 

Council is looking to mitigate the risk of flooding to some residential properties, I 

have grave concerns that the proposals are likely to seriously damage the woods. I 

believe that open channelling of the existing Thames Water sewer and the ‘leaky’ 

dams are likely to result in sewage pollution that will disrupt the ecology of the woods, 

with the rarer ancient woodland plant species native to Queens Wood dying out, only 

to be replaced with invasive stinging nettles, docks and coarse grasses. Since 1990 

Queens Wood has been declared a statutory Local Nature Reserve (LNR) under the 

provisions of the National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act of 1949. It is also 

a Site of Metropolitan Importance for Nature Conservation (M 116). The Mayor of 

London approved this designation in 2002. In acknowledging the huge importance 

we should be placing on protecting our woodlands and their natural flora I would ask 

that the Council listens to the concerns raised from the groups and experts above. I 

would suggest that an Environmental Impact Assessment is carried out as a matter 

of urgency and that following the consultation the Officers meet with the Friends of 

Queens Wood, the River Forum and residents to co-produce a strategy for the 

woods that protects the woodland. Regards Pippa Connor LibDem Councillor 

Muswell Hill ward 

4 Community 

/ nature 

group 

We are the Council's key partner in the management of Lordship Rec in central 

Tottenham. We have led over the last 15 years on the highly-successful daylighting 

of the River Moselle through Lordship Rec, and have promoted the principle of 

further daylighting and improvements to the Moselle (including water quality) 

elsewhere in the borough. We support the Friends of Queens Wood in their 

objections to the scheme for Queens Wood as currently proposed. They are 

Haringey's key partner in the management of Queens Wood, and are committed to 

what's best for the ancient wood, extremely knowledgeable, and committed to 

effective partnership-working. It is essential that the Council takes on board their 

objections and proposals, and sits down with them for a genuine and collaborative 

re-think. If this happens this will be a highly positive outcome of this consultation. 
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5 Community 

/ nature 

group 

SEE DETAILED RESPONSE DOCUMENT. Brief summary: The Friends of 

Queen’s Wood, as a voluntary body set up over 30 years ago to help protect the 

Wood, has a unique knowledge of the Wood and has studied the Council’s proposals 

in depth. It has concluded that they are unacceptable and rejects them outright. 

·Under the scheme wide channels would be dug along existing stream and large 

wooden structures installed which would be visually intrusive and upset the fragile 

of eco-system of the Wood ·The scheme risks spreading pollution and invasive 

species ·The Wood has many plants that are rare in London that could be lost for 

ever ·There are no identifiable benefits to the Wood from the scheme in terms of its 

biodiversity and amenity value ·The scheme is not compatible with the legal status 

of the Wood ·Even if it were acceptable - which we dispute - it would be quite wrong 

to carry out such a scheme at a time when the Wood is already under great stress 

given the heavy footfall and adverse climatic conditions of the last year. 

CONCLUSIONS The demonstrable risks of permanent damage by the scheme 

are substantial. There are no significant benefits to the ecology of the Wood and its 

users. The scheme in its present form is totally inappropriate for this Wood, with its 

status as a nature reserve and a unique urban open space much loved by its visitors 

in its present form. For all these reasons we strongly oppose the scheme. 
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6 Community 

/ nature 

group 

we write to register our strong opposition. Such major Engineering works in an 

ancient woodland of Metropolitan importance for wildlife would be unacceptable as 

proposed, even if they were necessary, but we are shocked that such extensive 

ecological and archaeological damage is proposed on an unproven basis, and to 

propose it on such tenuous grounds, without proper hydrological survey of the wider 

region or liaison with the necessary expertise in a range of hydrological, ecological 

and archaeological aspects, is deplorable. The necessity for heavy plant and 

equipment, and vehicles, would cause extensive damage far beyond the actual area 

where the works will take place, and the series of dams proposed through the length 

of the wood will transform it from an important ancient oak and hornbeam woodland 

to a partly swampy environment, and these two aspects - use of heavy plant and the 

increase in wet conditions - will result in the deaths of extensive areas of trees 

through the wood - some of them hundreds of years old. This will itself result in an 

increase in pollution locally, in complete denial of Haringey's aims to reduce pollution 

and plant more trees, and will in our view be ecological vandalism. We agree with 

the Friends of Queens Wood that the scheme is being rushed through without 

adequate scientific study of its impact and, more importantly, without any scientific 

justification. We understand that the measures are to address "flooding" (whatever 

that means in practice) to gardens below the wood, said to result from run-off from 

the Wood. However, this argument is patently flawed: (1) From informal estimates 

which we have seen, it is even possible that the works will actually increase the flow 

of water to the affected area; (2) A far more careful survey of local hydrological 

conditions must be conducted. It is surely obvious that: (a) Queens Wood, and 

Highgate Wood above it, are the only permeable parts of the locality, and that their 

present capacity to absorb rainwater (it is absurd to call it "flood water") naturally, 

without any artificial works with unproven outcomes, is vital for the surrounding area; 

(b) despite the fact that the majority of the area above the affected houses and 

gardens is not woodland, but houses, hard standing and roads, many with regularly 

blocked surface water drains, no study has been made of the proportion of rainwater 

running off these hard surfaces and down into the affected properties. There is 

surely every possibility that this is the source of the greater element of the "flood" 

water. It is critical that a proper hydrological survey of the origins of run-off from the 

wider, by expert outside consultants, should be commissioned before any proposals 

can be made. Your highways department cannot have this required expertise. (3) 

The proposals include unnecessary destruction of a historic ancient - mediaeval or 

even earlier - boundary earthwork at the southern edge of the wood. We presume 

this is because no effort was made to ascertain what historic archaeological features 

are likely to be affected by the works. In a historic ancient woodland, where 

archaeological features can be expected, this is completely unacceptable, and if any 

works prove to be necessary, mitigation measures must be included to ensure 

minimal damage to archaeology. This will require an archaeological survey, by 

approved consultants, before any work commences. We have therefore asked 

Historic England's Greater London Archaeology Service to ensure that the 

archaeological implications of any works are understood and mitigation 
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implemented. In summary, the Highgate Society considers these works ill-

considered and based on inadequate parameters as regards the cause of the 

underlying problem they are aimed at solving, and as a result may cause immense 

ecological and heritage damage without addressing the real issues. We therefore 

urge a halt to the project until proper consideration can be given to the actual cause 

of the problem and a collaborative approach taken involving expert hydrologists, 

English Nature, GLAAS and the expertise and local knowledge of the local 

community. 
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7 Community 

/ nature 

group 

strongly oppose the proposals as set out in the statutory notification: ‘Queen’s Wood 

Natural Flood Management Scheme’ (March, 2021). Such proposals would seriously 

damage the nature and ecology of one of London’s most important remaining 

ancient woodlands, a highly valued statutory Local Nature Reserve, and a Site of 

Metropolitan Importance. The scheme proposes to bring to the surface an existing 

sewer, to install around twenty ‘leaky dams’, and to create a number of associated 

earth ‘berms’. Some of the existing ditches, that form part of the headwaters of the 

River Moselle, will be ‘realigned’. These proposals would have a dramatic and 

deleterious effect on the existing hydrology and ecology of the Wood. The ‘leaky’ 

dams would allow sewage pollution and nutrient rich water to spread widely, causing 

eutrophication to the surrounding soils. These edaphic effects would in turn result in 

the dominance of widespread and invasive plant species such as stinging nettles, 

docks, willowherbs and coarse grasses. The rarer and more demanding plant 

species, and those particularly associated with ancient woodland, like wood 

anemones, pignut, woodruff, early dog-violet and goldilocks buttercup, are likely to 

rapidly decline as they are out-competed by the more invasive species mentioned 

above. Many of the rarer plants are currently found close to the existing drainage 

ditches, so they are particularly vulnerable to the proposed flood management 

scheme. In 1990, Haringey Council declared Queen’s Wood a statutory Local Nature 

Reserve (LNR) under the provisions of the National Parks and Access to the 

Countryside Act of 1949. The declaration was made following detailed discussions 

and agreement with the Nature Conservancy Council (later to become English 

Nature and Natural England). Under the terms of the Act, LNRs must be managed 

for the benefit of the wild plants and animals that they support. The current proposals 

will, among other consequences, effect the existing complex hydrology of the Wood, 

which will in turn, as described above, have negative consequences for the flora and 

fauna. As a consequence, such proposals may well be unlawful. Queen’s Wood is 

also a Site of Metropolitan Importance for Nature Conservation (M 116). The Mayor 

of London approved this designation in 2002. Such Sites are those which contain 

the best examples of London’s habitats, Sites which contain particularly rare 

species, or Sites which are of particular significance within otherwise heavily built-

up areas of London. The draft London Plan stated that the Mayor expects Boroughs 

to give ‘strong protection’ to such Sites in their Unitary Development Plans. I imagine 

that succeeding London Plans (which I do not have to hand) will have continued to 

offer this protection. The current proposals do not offer such ‘strong protection’ as I 

have pointed out above. Nor will the proposals result in “improving the amenity and 

biodiversity value in the area” as stated in the proposal. Queen’s Wood is also an 

important archaeological site, and a Regionally Important Geological Site. No 

Environmental Impact Assessment appears to have been carried out, and should be 

done so as a matter of urgency. The Council have outlined several alternative flood 

alleviation schemes the would be far less damaging to the Wood, and these should 

be carefully investigated. The current proposals are by far the most damaging to the 

Wood. 
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8 Community 

/ nature 

group 

·Land ownership issues: oDoes this impact on HfH land (Compartment M?) and if 

so are they being consulted yet? §Does the impact on the JKW in that compartment? 

§This is the area that follows on from the Build Base site as shown at the bottom 

centre and right of dwg 114 ·Soils/berms: oIs all material for berms created only from 

on-site excavations?...if not then where is this being sourced from? What licencing 

is required for anything imported? oIs the material for leaky dams from on-site 

sources or imported? ….if not then what? What licencing is required for anything 

imported? oWhat protection is there for the shallow soils, the pH levels etc? oThe 

existing (top)soils are very shallow (one or two inches) yet the proposed berms show 

150mm topsoil….should this not be more like the 1 or 2 inches as per elsewhere in 

the site? oIf any is to be imported (which we’d be resistant of), what controls are the 

to prevent any imported soils having a negative impact on the ecology of the site? 

oHow will the movement of soil operations be managed to avoid damage? oHow will 

topsoils and subsoils be separated and managed from when they are excavated 

until they are placed? oIs there a smaller impact whacker plate that can be used 

rather than the 1,800kg one? ·Timbers: oAre all the timbers to be site-won? If any 

are to be imported, what licencing is required for these? oWhat is the lifespan of the 

proposed timbers….and what allowance is made for replacement/maintenance? 

How is this intended to be managed and by whom? oAre any of the timbers to be 

treated to prolong their life, if so with what? How will such chemicals impact on the 

site? If not, what replacement cycles have been considered and now will this be 

managed going forward? oHave the onsite timbers been assessed for suitability? 

·Works Compound and management of the works: oWhere is the works compound 

proposed to go and how will the contractor get to it, from it and around the site to do 

the works without causing damage/trampling etc to the site and ensure undisturbed 

public access along paths etc? §….we’ll need to see this and comment on/approve 

this before any decisions are made or any works can commence §We would suggest 

some options such as: ·Queenswood Road via parking suspensions? ·Can a deal 

be done with Build Base to use their hardstanding? ·We do not want the location 

and planning around the compound to be ‘done to us’….we/Parks need to have final 

say on this! oWill the compound include welfare facilities and if so how will they 

decommission this, ie without spilling anything into the Wood? oHow will chemical? 

toilets be managed, brought to site and taken away…..we don’t want large trucks 

accessing the site! oCan a deal be done with Build Base or the cafe regarding use 

for the use of welfare facilities? oThere is no information about the site circulation 

proposals oHow will the works vehicles/operatives get around site when the paths 

are not fit for vehicles? oWhat level of machinery will be held on site and how will it 

move around the site without it causing damage? oAre all the excavations to be by 

hand, to avoid damage to the existing ecology etc? oHow will any damage be 

avoided/addressed/reinstated? ·Hard infrastructure: oWhat will hard 

infrastructure/concrete assets eg manholes & inlet grates etc look like on the 

ground….how will they merge into the landscape? oHow will the various precast 

concrete heavy infrastructure be brought to site, moved within the site and installed 

without damage? Presumably the excavations for these are significant,…how will 
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these be managed to avoid damage? oIs all of the damaged existing pipe network 

etc being repaired? Are obsolete sections being removed? ·Ecological protection: 

oAny tree removals must be kept to an absolute minimum and only be for very small 

trees or dead, dying, diseased or dangerous trees oEcological report says to avoid 

works in bird ‘breeding season’ (rather than nesting season?), but not sure this is 

what is currently planned? oEcological report says to avoid Frogpool because of 

pennywort, but they are planning on incorporating frog pool, so how does that work? 

oHow will the contractor and works protect the various ecosystems, in particular: 

§Trees/tree roots (in particular ancient trees, but also any trees) §Birds (x27 species 

of which 5 are notable) §Bats (x11 species of which 7 

9 Community 

/ nature 

group 

SEE LETTER ................If the scheme is implemented as proposed, the 

construction work and the remodelling of the land surfaces will remove, destroy and 

obscure the evidence of the underlying geology. It will irreversibly alter the 

topography and vegetation of the wood and reduce its value as a 

Regionally Important Geological Site. 
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10 Community 

/ nature 

group 

SEE EMAIL + Attachments) I am writing to set out the objections from the Haringey 

Rivers Forum to the proposed Queens Wood Natural Flood Management Scheme 

First, the Forum is committed to the restoration of the Moselle Brook in Haringey and 

sees the deculverting of the Queen's Wood Stream as a natural first step to 

accomplish this. Many of the problems associated with the current proposal derive 

from the borough's lack of preparation for the overall task of restoration: 

responsibilities under the Blue Ribbon Network have not been addressed 

systematically, left either to coincide with flood risk indicators or devolved to 

developers. The Forum has respect for the project team and its consultants, but we 

believe that the borough must urgently restructure its approach and make the fullest 

possible use of the support and advice available. The flood risk, fund-raising and 

community engagement capabilities the Engineers have been developing with Parks 

are important but they are too narrowly focused. There should have been continuity 

from the collaboration with the Friends of Queen's Wood at the time of the coppicing 

fifteen years ago when it seems evident deculverting was already under discussion. 

Second, a defensive model of consultation has been adopted, defending the flood 

risk interventions from criticism rather than proactively constructing them to 

accomplish planned benefits for the Wood. This shortfall has raised questions about 

Haringey's commitment to the environmental and historical integrity of the site. It 

further exposes the borough's piecemeal approach to restoration and the failure to 

build the necessary partnerships with expert and research communities. Besides 

adopting a 'Green and Blue' Strategy overall Haringey needs to add an Open Space 

officer to its planning team and should set up a Biodiversity Commission. Third, the 

hydrology of the wood has not been described and shared. So far no modelling of 

possible flood water incidents has been published to show why such an extensive 

layout layout of berms and dams is necessary or how it is intended to operate in 

practice. Fourth, it is not just that the risks and possible deficits for the Wood have 

not been specified. The gains for the Wood in the area of habitat diversification and 

increased biodiversity have not been spelled out either. This leads us to question 

whether they have been identified at a species level. Unfortunately, much of the 

project team's thinking remains opaque. Fifth, the question of pollution control -

mostly, but not exclusively, from road run-off - should be a significant question for a 

site of scientific interest and a nature reserve. Managing it intensively within the site 

should be a major consideration. Instead it has been presented largely as a generic 

benefit for the watercourses downstream and its local impact not clearly identified. 

The opportunity to sett out a point-by-point approach to mitigation and adaptation 

has been missed leaving space for doubt and exaggerated concern which 

undermines the practice of urban watercourse restoration. Lastly, a broad range of 

literature already in the public domain contributed by a range of commentators over 

more than two decades was largely ignored in laying out the original scheme. It has 

received only a very limited response in the technical reports. The position of the 

Parks' Department, who manage the Wood, remains unclear. The community 

representatives who commit their time and expertise to understanding the Wood 

(some for more than twenty years) and to its upkeep and development are 
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unconvinced by the proposals and, in some cases, deeply concerned. . So far this 

has been a learning process for everyone involved, including this Forum. This 

learning should have been better reflected in the design of the scheme, which was 

not ready to be presented to the public. The project must be paused and 

reconfigured to establish a comprehensive collegial approach with an improved 

evidence base. The environmental complexity, the sensitivity of its habitats and the 

overall vulnerability of the Wood mean that archaeological, ecological and human 

management priorities should carry equal weight with flood management. The 

scheme should have a different stakeholder infrastructure with the relevant risk 

analyses built in from the outset. 

11 Community 

/ nature 

group 

Although in principle we are in favour of daylighting hidden rivers we have strong 

reservations about the plans set out for consultation. Queens Wood is a nature 

reserve, a unique ancient woodland and a site of geological importance. It is vital to 

preserve as far as possible the ecology of the Wood but also to have a clear vision 

of how the Wood should look in 10 and 20 years' time. There is danger with this plan 

of bringing highly polluting road run-off onto this special site. Road run-off contains 

fuel, salts, paint particles, exhaust and tyre substances and many other elements 

from vehicles. In addition we know there are widespread misconnections into the 

sewer network resulting in sewerage and washing machine products etc. ending up 

in the surface water drain. We do not consider that there has been enough analysis 

of the consequences of bringing these pollutants into the Wood on the flora of the 

Wood and the composition of the streams. In addition other materials such as topsoil 

should not be introduced. Not enough information has been provided about how the 

works could be carried out without damaging the soil and indigenous plants. We are 

concerned by the large number of leaky dams proposed and their unnatural looking 

spacing at regular intervals along the stream. We also have concerns about the 

appearance of the berms and are not convinced that they are needed. We are 

members of Haringey's River Forum and have read the detailed report by the much 

respected and extremely knowledgeable John Miles of the Forum and support his 

position on the proposals. 
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12 Community 

/ nature 

group 

we are deeply concerned about the proposed Flood Mitigation Works in Queens 

Wood. 1. It is unclear how urgent the works are. Local people in Wood Vale, 

whose gardens back onto the Wood, find that garden flooding is rare and rarely, 

disruptive. 2. It appears that no other options such as mending the pipe, lining 

the pipe, digging a canal ditch along the boundary or creating another pond, have 

been explored. 3. The Ecological Survey lacks detail, depth and local 

understanding. 4. By contrast, the Friends of Queens Wood have monitored 

and maintained the wood over very many years. They have been deeply involved 

with the Wood and its surrounds and have unparalleled, intimate knowledge, based 

on the records and information collected over many years. Among the ‘Friends’, is 

David Bevan, the longserving former, Chief Ecology Officer for Haringey. There are 

others specialists in the fields of arboriculture, bryology, lepidoptery, entomology, 

coleopterology, amongst others. All have expressed concern about the impact the 

proposed works will have upon this rare and fragile habitat. 5. The area is of 

archaeological interest with what appear to be the mediaeval banks crossing it. 

There are rumours of it being a plague pit. Certainly there has been activity in the 

area since pre-Roman times. 

13 Connaught 

Gdns 

Intrusive and not sensitive to the ancient woodland area. 2m wide drainage channels 

will be ugly and difficult to maintain. Kids, dogs can't stay away from water! Scheme 

needs environmental specialists rather than road Engineers 
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14 Connaught 

Gdns 

(SEE LETTER for full info) I would probably wish to support the proposed Scheme 

were it not for the fact that Queens Wood 

1.Is ancient woodland with many trees and flora only found in such an area 

2.Is a Local Nature Reserve in which the preservation not the endangering of nature 

should surely be the main priority. 

3.I would point out that the Haringey Council Management Plan for Queens Wood 

refers to Haringey’s Greenest Borough Strategy which includes protecting the 

natural environment. This plan states at para 8.3 that the Wood has been 

designated Borough Grade II SINC (Site of Importance for Nature Conservation) 

Local Nature. Unfortunately I have to draw the conclusion that this proposed scheme 

will pose a serious risk to habitats in the Wood some of which are fragile and 

vulnerable. 

4.Is listed by the London Ecology Unit (together with nearby Highgate Wood and 

Parkland Walk) as a Site of Metropolitan Importance; their highest grading 

5.has a very different topography from the other ancient woodland in Haringey in 

that it is primarily London clay which has been formed into 2 steep sided valleys with 

a ridge between down which Queens Wood Road runs. 

Topography 

In this case we are only concerned with the Valley on the North side of Queens 

Wood Road. I think it us important to understand the topography in considering the 

possible effects of bringing what could at times be a very large volume of water out 

of the existing storm sewer to run through the Wood. 

Water quality 

What analysis of the quality of the water in this storm sewer has bee carried out? 

One assumes that it is primarily draining water off Muswell Hill Road but what other 

roads beyond, such as the Archway Road (A1) or Southwood Lane also drain into 

this sewer. These roads inevitably have oil and other pollutants which will be drained 

into this sewer. I would also enquire what steps have been taken to ensure that 

Local properties are not draining sinks and washing machines into the surface water 

sewer – I am aware that this is unlawful but it happens and has been identified as a 

serious problem for water quality in the River Moselle in other parts of the Borough. 

It is essential that polluted water is not drained through the Wood. 

This could have serious effects on the fragille habitats in the Wood.......Considering 

the risks to the ecology of the Wood given above I am opposed to the proposed 

works. 
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15 Connaught 

Gdns 

objection to the proposed flood mitigation scheme in Queen’s Wood. The reasons I 

am against the plans are as follows; - We should be doing everything possible to 

protect and preserve every part of the ancient woodland possible, putting this 

wonderful and fragile nature retreat first, particularly with climate change being such 

a great threat to us all. -Rare plants will be put at risk by the plans - There is the risk 

of bringing in new pests in the imported timber proposed in the scheme. - There is a 

risk that invasive species could be carried down stream such as Pennywort which 

would pose a threat to the delicate woodland. - 500 year old topsoil will be disturbed 

impacting the delicate eco system of the woodland. - Ancient tree roots will also be 

disturbed and could result in the damage of the tree or even kill them, resulting in 

the decline of habitat for birds and many other species. 

16 Connaught 

Gdns 

Anything which retains the qualities of this ancient woodland is to be supported -

especially if it results in retaining / improvingbiodiversity. Natural sollutions to 

drainage issues are far better than manufactured structures. One issue is that I 

think the number of leaky dams proposed seems excessive. 

17 Connaught 

Gdns 

I've been using Queens Wood regularly for 2 years. This year there has been a 

huge influx of people - esp young families with children in play wet suits, who are 

causing damage to the wet areas which they are using as playgrounds. I can see 

loss of vegetation - even loss of trees. Thanks 
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18 Connaught 

Gdns 

1. I am not opposed in principle to the use of flood mitigation techniques in the Wood. 

Indeed I support more daylighting of the water channels there. It is simply that the 

particular scheme chosen using these techniques is totally inappropriate for the 

Wood. 2. The scheme is overblown and is not sensitive to the special characteristics 

of the Wood - its ecology as a designated nature reserve, its hilly topography and 

the heavy footfall it experiences. 3. The physical works it entails are large and and 

obtrusive - particularly the size and nature of the berms to be created, the water 

channels to be dug and the wooden structures.to be erected 4. The scheme will 

damage the delicate ecosystem of the Wood, both during its construction and longer 

term. In particular: ·it risks spreading pollution.The water channeled through the 

main sewer comes from Muswell Hill Road, which can carry pollutants, and also salt 

during the winter. The need to bring in soils from outside risks importing invasive 

species. ·it could lead to the loss for ever of many plants that are rare in London, 

and indeed important Ancient Woodland Indicator Species. The Wood is well known 

in particular for its glorious clumps of wood anemones, which would be threatened. 

·it could lead to the loss of trees during construction and over time thereafter, in the 

latter case because of the damage that can be done to root systems as a result of 

greater waterlogging. These would include mature and veteran trees, which are one 

of the glories of the Wood. 5. The amenity value of the Wood to its many visitors 

would be compromised. in particular: ·The vegetation cover of the Wood will be 

damaged during construction and will take a long time to grow back, if ever. Much 

of the works will be in shaded areas with insufficient light to encourage regrowth, 

·the berms will be made of clay and, while they will be covered with topsoil, that will 

be easily eroded, leaving them bare and ugly ·the water flow seems unlikely to be 

regular and great enough to guarantee that the water channels, holding pools and 

leaky dams will not deteriorate into muddy and unpleasant features on the landscape 

·the unpredictable loss of tree cover will compromise the woodland vistas from which 

visitors take abiding pleasure. 6. The consultation documentation speaks of the the 

scheme 'improving amenity and biodiversity value in the area.'.It give no examples 

to back this up. I have not been able to identify any such benefits myself and I 

suspect these are simply buzz words designed to lull the reader into a false 

impression of the value of the scheme. 7. The scheme seems to be incompatible 

with the legal protection it enjoys under the act of Parliament that established it -

the Highgate Wood Preservation Act 1887, and the various designations it enjoys, 

particularly its status as a statutory Local Nature Reserve and a Site of Metropolitan 

Importance for Nature Conservation. 8. Even if the project were to be otherwise 

acceptable - which I would challenge - now is not the time to carry it out. The Wood 

has suffered greatly over the last year because of the combination of the huge 

increase in a footfall as a result of Covid-19 lockdown measures and adverse 

climatic conditions over recent months. To implement it now would add hugely to the 

stress it has already been suffering and make recovery much longer and more 

difficult. 
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19 Connaught 

Gdns 

opposition to the planned flood mitigation scheme in Queen's Wood which I feel has 

not been vetted for its environmental impact and due consideration for all 

stakeholders, including members of the public who use the wood. I believe the 

proposed scheme could damage local biodiversity and impede efforts to keep out 

pollution and invasive species. I am worried about the disruption of vehicles in the 

wood that could threaten an already fragile ecosystem 
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20 Connaught 

Gdns 

concerns: 1. On-going operational maintenance costs of the scheme, and whether 

the budget exists for this. The leaky dams and channel stuffing are likely to require 

considerable maintenance. These woods are heavily used, and in the summer 

months kids are likely to innocently dismantle the smaller structures to make dens 

(one often sees child-built gatherings of fallen branches). Less innocently, groups of 

youngsters spend time in there and will no doubt use the nice dry materials for their 

bonfires. Beyond this, there will be the wear and tear caused by casual 

“investigation” by the inquisitive, the impact of being clambered over by the 

adventurous and the progressive, natural, breakdown of the structures by the 

elements (particularly the buried ends of the leaky dams). Knowing these woods, 

and the pressure on them, I envision a situation where, without maintenance, in just 

a few years the carefully designed and constructed system is no longer capable of 

functioning as intended. I would like to understand from McCloy Consulting what 

they would estimate the on-going maintenance costs to be, and whether that 

estimate was based on comparable works in a similarly intensely used environment 

and how Haringey will meet those costs. In short, what is the plan to maintain the 

structures, and would any Environment Agency grant for the construction cover 

maintenance? 2. Scale of proposed works. Having known these woods for over half 

a century, and their propensity (or otherwise) to flooding, I’m afraid the scheme feels 

a bit over-Engineered - even taking into account the increased likelihood of flash 

flooding from climate change. There are over 30 areas of works, and the majority of 

the total length of the watercourses are marked as being redefined. As a small 

illustration of the over-Engineering, diagram Detail E shows an “Athlon” stop gate 

to control flow. But who is ever going to operate this and under what circumstances? 

Considering that some 21 dams are marked on the plan, I am a bit worried by the 

following statement: “TIMBER- TREE TRUNKS SOURCED WITHIN WOODED 

AREA WHERE POSSIBLE- NO. OF TRUNKS REQUIRED VARIES DEPENDING 

ON HEIGHT OF DAM” That means a lot of trees will need to be “sourced”. What 

with that and all the machinery required, I fear that the wood will end up looking like 

a battleground, notwithstanding the intention to “place boards on the woodland floor” 

(we know how well contractors comply with these sorts of requirements, especially 

given the number of sites they will be working at). 3. Water quality and the proposal 

to “daylight” the existing storm drain. From what I’ve been able to ascertain from the 

documentation, I believe the idea is to allow the output from the existing storm sewer 

coming from the Muswell Hill Road to discharge into an open drainage ditch, and for 

it to then flow through the woods. However, the “Overview layout plan” suggests that 

water from a number of rainwater drains (green lines) along the Muswell Hill Road 

feed into this sewer. I am worried about the scope for misconnections from houses 

into the surface water drainage system, with the result that grey water gets 

discharged into the woods. I know that such misconnections still exist in this area, 

despite efforts in recent years by Thames Water to remove them. But even without 

that, when it rains after a dry spell, the run-off from busy roads won’t be good for the 

flora and fauna in a nature reserve as it will contain fuel residues, tyre deposits and 

the like. It was surely for these sorts of reason that the storm sewer was originally 
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built to run under and divert pollution from the wood. In short, what is the evidence 

for believing that the output of the existing storm drain is now clean enough for 

discharge into the wood? 

21 Connaught 

Gdns 

22 Connaught 

Gdns 

This strategy is for a much larger landscape and inappropriate for Queens Wood. 

The wood is very small but is a very important amenity with its ancient woodland. 

The amount of dams seems excessive. The pictures of the dams look dreadful. 

When we visit the woods we want to feel in touch with nature - and not be in an 

Engineering project. 

23 Connaught 

Gdns 

The path from Connaughts Gdns to Highgate Woods passes through this scheme 

area. The foot path is constantly wet, muddy and unpleasant to walk along. Indeed 

it only dries out for a couple of months in Summer. Any future scheme should ensure 

that the footpaths are proerly drianed and easy to use. Thank you 
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24 Connaught 

Gdns 

. I am a member of Friends of Queens Wood and support their statement that can 

be found on the website www.fqw.org.uk <http://www.fqw.org.uk> . However, the 

comments below are my own. Need for the scheme This is questionable. The work 

described is very extensive and costly. I would suggest that before making 

Engineering changes in the wood interior, repairs should be attempted on drains at 

the boundaries near the properties said to be affected by flooding. Proper scrutiny 

needed Normally, a consultation on extensive works of this sort, would entail 

workshops, exhibiting of plans with staff available to explain. To my knowledge this 

has not been provided, probably not possible during a pandemic. To make the 

situation worse our elected representatives will not be able to meet with us during 

elections. To continue with the scheme under the very limited current distribution of 

limited information, posted to residents living very close by, would be undemocratic. 

The scheme must be dropped until it can be properly examined. The wood is a 

nature conservancy The Friends of Queens Wood have devoted years to protect the 

ecology of the wood. Some were already experts in various scientific aspects: 

archaeology, botany, wild life - mammals and birds, fungi, insects and lots more. 

The website gives more information. The team of officers in charge of the scheme 

have none of this expertise. I do not think the Friends were consulted during the 

planning stage. Various issues would have been raised had the officer talked with 

the FQW committee. For instance, there has been greater stress on the wood 

caused by increased footfall during the pandemic. This causes impaction of the soil, 

damaging ancient plants, all of which help rainfall absorption. Muddy conditions 

widen footpaths and make this worse. Natural methods to increase rainfall 

absorption include coppicing, organised periodically by the Friends. Also, the works 

described must bring in foreign materials, vehicles, machinery etc. All of these are 

currently debarred or at least discouraged to prevent contamination. The works will 

increase footfall tremendously, making the situation worse, not better. The 

volunteers in TVA currently do renovation work in the wood but they observe 

sensitive practices appropriate to a natural woodland. Note that repairing pathways 

would be more helpful than the scheme described. People walking through the 

wood, when muddy, are often trampling both sides of the path making it wider and 

encroaching upon the natural vegetation. Respect for local experts. I would suggest 

that more respect is given to the local people who have the experience and 

understanding of Queen’s Wood. The officers responsible for the scheme should 

talk to them. As it stands the scheme threatens to destroy what many of us have 

sought to protect. I for one would be very angry if works such as these were allowed 

in the wood. I oppose the proposed flood mitigation scheme. 
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25 Connaught 

Gdns 

strongly disapprove of the proposed works in Queens Wood on the following 

grounds: ·The council’s consultation statement says that the scheme will assist in 

‘improving amenity and biodiversity’, but they have been unable to identify any 

benefits for these. ·It is proposed to construct about 250m of widened or new 2m 

wide channels along the existing stream valleys ·Leaky dams consisting of timber 

will be placed at intervals, which will involve bringing in wood from outside, which 

may bring new pests into the wood. ·Banks of clay (berms) will be piled up to contain 

water when it rains heavily. Some of the clay and topsoil will be imported, again 

bringing the risk of invasive species. Because of the shade it will take a long time if 

ever for vegetation to grow on the new clay; the banks will be unsightly and possibly 

a safety risk for people, especially children, slipping on them. ·Opening up the 

culverted water is likely to bring water pollution into the streams and the proposed 

link to the frog pond risks leading to invasive floating pennywort spreading 

downstream, not just in the wood but beyond. ·The wood is at least 500 years old 

and the topsoil has built up over this time and could never be replaced. ·Plants rare 

in London will be destroyed. ·Ancient tree roots are likely to be damaged and the 

trees may die. ·While works go on, footpaths will be closed to the public so other 

paths will be still more overused. ·Construction vehicles will be parked in the wood, 

causing damage to an area of regeneration and emerging wood anemones ·The 

wood is a local nature reserve and protected in perpetuity by act of parliament ·Last 

but not least. During the pandemic footfall has increased massively causing 

compaction and loss of vegetation. Not only would this be increased further but 

remediation of existing damage would be delayed . This is the worst possible time 

for any major work like this. 

26 Connaught 

Gdns 

When we moved here we talked to people whose fond memories of the wood went 

back to the 1930s. In fact the family who lived in our home previously took in a lady, 

a relative, who had fled from the Bolsheviks and was known to have raised her hands 

in a snowy Queens Wood and said, "This reminds me of my beloved Russia." My 

point being, we must be careful and sensitive as to how this area of ancient woodland 

is treated. 2) I would endorse the points that Friends of Queens Wood have made 

re loss of topsoil, possible damage to ancient tree roots, loss of plants some of which 

have appeared in the last few years through the coppicing programme. 3) A few 

years ago, it was a great delight to see Shire horses working in the wood. The 

purpose of this was to prevent damage to the topsoil during coppicing.Had vehicles 

been used damage would certainly have occurred. 4) This is a rare woodland for a 

city and any schemes for possible flood prevention need to take into account 

anything that might harm this beautiful, calming nature reserve. 

27 Connaught 

Gdns 

I oppose the proposed scheme as I don’t think that it has taken in to account the 

views and concerns of the people who know Queens Wood best. The scheme is 

intrusive and damaging to ancient woodland which is an asset to the borough 
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28 Connaught 

Gdns 

There is no doubt that flood protection in Queen’s Wood is necessary and needs to 

improve. But the proposed scheme is inappropriate in several respects and the 

Council does not seem to have addressed the various risks involved in the proposed 

scheme. First of all, the scheme is so large and extensive that it will cause lasting, 

irreversible damage to this ancient wood. Approximately 250 metres of up to 2m 

wide channels along the existing stream valleys will change the make-up of the wood 

completely. Those works will require closing off any existing paths, which in turn will 

lead to the excessive use of other parts. How do the Council plans aim to deal with 

this? Secondly, the proposed works will necessitate the use of vehicles inside the 

wood, which will damage flowers, other plants and the topsoil, which has built up 

over many years and cannot be replaced. In its current configuration, the suggested 

scheme will also involve the use of timber, which runs the risk of importing new 

invasive species into the wood. The same applies to clay and new topsoil. All this 

poses a direct risk to the rare plants and ancient tree roots, threatening their 

existence. What protection is the Council putting in place to avoid this? Thirdly, the 

works involved in the Council’s proposed scheme would prevent the urgent 

regeneration that Queen’s Wood needs. During the pandemic and the various 

lockdowns, it has been used even more than usual. With increased footfall comes 

damage, loss of vegetation and the overuse of both old paths and new ones across 

parts of the woods that urgently require remediation. Has the Council considered 

this? Fourthly, it is not clear how the proposed scheme will prevent flooding in future 

and on what basis it has been designed. Nor has the consultation process been 

sufficiently thorough. As a resident we are disappointed by the rush with which these 

plans have been drawn up and imposed on the local community. In short, the 

proposed scheme will not only delay work to repair existing damage but also cause 

new, untold damage to this ancient wood protected by parliament and entrusted in 

perpetuity to the people of London. As local residents, we object to the proposed 

scheme in the strongest possible terms. 
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29 Connaught 

Gdns 

strongly opposing your solution. Some of the reasons you will find below which I 

would like to reiterate please: It is proposed to construct about 250m of widened or 

new 2m wide channels along the existing stream valleys · Leaky dams consisting 

of timber will be placed at intervals, which will involve bringing in wood from outside, 

which may bring new pests into the wood. · Banks of clay (berms) will be piled 

up to contain water when it rains heavily. Some of the clay and topsoil will be 

imported, again bringing the risk of invasive species. Because of the shade it will 

take a long time if ever for vegetation to grow on the new clay; the banks will be 

unsightly and possibly a safety risk for people, especially children, slipping on them. 

· Opening up the culverted water is likely to bring water pollution into the streams 

and the proposed link to the frog pond risks leading to invasive floating pennywort 

spreading downstream, not just in the wood but beyond. The wood is at least 500 

years old and the topsoil has built up over this time and could never be replaced. · 

Plants rare in London will be destroyed. · Ancient tree roots are likely to be 

damaged and the trees may die. · While works go on, footpaths will be closed 

to the public so other paths will be still more overused. · Construction vehicles 

will be parked in the wood, causing damage to an area of regeneration and emerging 

wood anemones · The wood is a local nature reserve and protected in perpetuity 

by act of parliament Last but not least. During the pandemic footfall has increased 

massively causing compaction and loss of vegetation. Not only would this be 

increased further but remediation of existing damage would be delayed. 

30 Connaught 

Gdns 

object to the council’s flood mitigation scheme. This much loved wood is a vital part 

of our lives and this scheme is being rushed through without proper consultation and 

a scientific study on the impact of the trees & bird life. In addition, it is not even 

proven that the proposed scheme will actually benefit the water levels. Obviously 

something has to be done about the excess water, but this scheme is not the right 

one. 
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31 Connaught 

Gdns 

strongly object to the option chosen by Highways and Parking, to attempt to alleviate 

flood risk by converting the existing surface water sewer into an open watercourse. 

1) The invasive proposal to convert the existing sewer containing all the traffic 

pollutants from Muswell Hill Road and creating an open 2 metre wide watercourse 

across a nature reserve is quite extraordinary and irresponsible. It will create untold 

damage to the rare plants, wood anemones and the trees, as well as looking 

excessively ugly with clay banks creating a scar right across the middle of the wood. 

2) Because of Covid, the Wood has been excessively used and and this is likely to 

continue, which has created even more compacted clay paths which don't drain. If 

construction work was to be undertaken now the situation would be made even 

worse with users of the Wood being forced on to a fewer number of routes. 3) Why 

are Highways and Parking managing a project that should be a at least a joint 

responsibility with the Parks dept. who would have a greater understanding of the 

issues? 4) There is no reference made to other alternative options for flood 

prevention. It is hard to see why this approach should achieve anything; why not 

make sure there are no leaks in the current water sewer pipe first? Why will this 

proposed scheme help any of the properties in Wood Vale either side and not 

immediately below the bottom of the current pipe? 5) Bringing water to the surface 

is the complete opposite of what Queen's Wood needs. For half the year the Wood 

is now a muddy quagmire and for many unusable. Paths need to be constructed and 

properly maintained to guarantee access for the increasing number of users across 

the whole year. 6) This proposed project is ill considered, will create excess damage 

to the Wood and it is not even clear that the scheme will work. We strongly object 

to the proposals and commend Haringey to completely rethink their approach. 

32 Cascade 

Avenue 

disagreement with the Council's current major plans for these works in Queen's 

Wood. I fully support all the arguments already put forward against this by the 

Friends of Queen's Wood. The plan is disproportiionate and unproven in its possible 

benefits 

33 Cascade 

Avenue 

sent on behalf of my neighbour ________ who does not use email. It was dictated: 

"I write to object to the proposed scheme. It is much too big for Queen's Wood, is 

a precious ancient wood which would be damaged by what you propose". 

34 Cascade 

Avenue 

Haringey Council is proposing major Engineering works in Queen’s Wood. While 

we accept that there is a need for improved flood protection, this scheme is not right 

for this ancient and greatly loved wood. Queen’s Wood is a nature reserve and is 

protected by an act of Parliament, and it is alarming that our council would not do 

everything it can to protect its delicate balance of fauna and flora. Instead Haringey 

Council appears to be rushing through a scheme without adequate consultation or 

scientific study of its impact and for uncertain benefits for flood prevention. At a 

time of increased global concern about our impact on the environment, the council 

should be making every effort to preserve this ancient treasure, not destroy it. 
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35 Cranley 

Gdns 

I am so concerned already at the level of decimation of the undergrowth In Queens 

Wood, from the over use by the public due to the pandemic. The general public (and 

cyclists who use the woods as a short cut and should not be riding through anyway) 

have created so many new paths and have flattened great areas of undergrowth and 

there are now large open spaces where there would normally have been foliage. 

This is also destroying wildflife habitat. Also Insurance companies have been trying 

to cut down ancient oaks to avoid paying out to householders on the fringes of the 

woods. I seriously oppose this further decimation of the woods. I can see no real 

reason why this is being proposed in the first place. Please leave the woods in 

peace!! 

36 Cranley 

Gdns 

the letter provides no analysis of the 'problem' that the proposed works are designed 

to 'solve' and it is therefore impossible to judge whether the proposals are 

proportionate. Without such analysis, I can only therefore object to the proposals. 

37 Cranley 

Gdns 

38 Cranley 

Gdns 

Thank you for the information. It looks as though your workign with teh Environment 

Agency has produced an effective plan 

39 Cranley 

Gdns 

scheme provides no proven benefits - please work with Friends of Queen's Wood to 

come up woth a proper sulution. 

40 Cranley 

Gdns 

41 Cranley 

Gdns 

I oppose the proposed scheme, as I do not believe it will be beneficial for Queen's 

Wood as a natural reserve, nor the local residents. 

42 Cranley 

Gdns 

I would agree that work is definitely required to protect against flooding but I have a 

number of concerns about the proposed plans. The wood is a much-loved area for 

the community and the impact of any plans should be thoroughly examined before 

any work is carried out. Has every step been taken to minimise the impact on trees 

and flora in the wood? Also, the timing of the work couldn't be much worse given 

how many people are using the wood at the moment. From what I have seen, the 

benefits of the proposed works are unclear and the potential negative impacts are 

significant. I object to the scheme in its current plans. 

43 Cranley 

Gdns 

I believe the scheme as currently proposed is being rushed through without 

adequate consultation and scientific study and I would urge Haringey Council to 

engage with the Friends of Queen’s Wood to reach a more appropriate solution for 

this historic woodland. 

44 Cranley 

Gdns 

It has not been possible to review the Queens Woods waterways plan in detail as 

the information re where it is to be found on the council website was insufficient. This 

fact alone creates suspicion and I feel no option but to go along with the reaction of 

the Friends of Queens Woods judgement that the work should be withheld until full 

detail is provided and a proper assessment of the implications for the woods and the 

public is made. 
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45 Cranley 

Gdns 

The map you supplied was inadequate to make an informed decision. What is the 

source of tributaries? Would a dam be a wiser move regarding managing the flow 

which follows residential areas? Please provide more details of sites and gid 

reference / road names. Also the aerial location. 

46 Etheldene 

Ave 

It is a nature reserve protected by an act of parliament it is ancient unspoilt and 

wonderful to be in.please dont ruin it ? Has enough study been made to make Sure 

that after thousands of years man made construction will be worth its spoiling 

?diggers machinery will wreck A large Section and close it off .it is a paceful well 

used well loved place to walk. Dont wreck it and invade it? Let us protect it still from 

CONSTRUCTION and leave it natural please please 

47 Etheldene 

Ave 

object strongly to the suggested Engineering scheme -- allegedly for flood mitigation 

-- that, if carried out, is likely to damage the ancient woodland of Queens Wood. I 

have been a resident of the area for over 50 years and have with my family been a 

regular walker in the Wood throughout that time. I respectfully ask the Council to 

consider the following points and questions: 1. There is a need for the Council to 

conduct a proper consultation on a matter of such importance. I have received no 

communication of any sort from the Council regarding this proposal and the limited 

information I have received has very recently come from neighbours by word of 

mouth and local voluntary groups through brief leaflets. To proceed without a proper 

consultation risks bringing the Council disrespect. This proposal should not be 

approved until its full impact has been professionally assessed and the results 

published. 2 For example, local residents and community charge payers throughout 

the Borough are entitled to know: ·What is the source of this proposal? Who, if 

anyone,will benefit from it? ·How does it relate to the Council's overall policy on 

climate change? ·Where is the evidence on which it is based? In 50+ years as a 

local resident I have never witnessed any flooding in this area. ·What impact 

assessment, if any, has been made on the ecology of Queens Wood? And by 

whom? ·What will be the overall cost to the public purse? Have the proposed costs 

been published? ·What alternatives have been considered and costed? For 

example, alternatives such as the low impact schemes carried out a few years ago 

in Park Road, at Dale Court and at other sites in the Borough. ·What steps have 

been taken to discourage house owners from concreting over gardens and paths? 

This is copied to our Member of Parliament as a matter of public concern 

48 Etheldene 

Ave 

strong opposition to the proposed scheme. I have lived in Haringey since 1976 and 

in Muswell Hill since 1988. I walk in Queen's Wood virtually every day and know it 

well. I do not want to see the disruption and damage that the proposed scheme will 

inflict on this remarkably peaceful old piece of woodland. 
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49 Etheldene 

Ave 

I oppose the Council’s current proposed flood management scheme in Queens 

Wood. This scheme is being rushed through without adequate consultation or study 

of its impact. The benefits that might be incurred for flood prevention are uncertain. 

Rather, the scheme brings dangers to the wood - risk of invasive species, water 

pollution, death of rare plants, new pests, erosion of topsoil that can never be 

replaced, damage to ancient tree roots, death of trees… . Alternative strategies 

need to be considered and with full consultation. This is the worst possible time for 

any major work like this, in this season and during a pandemic that brings increased 

footfall. The wood is a local nature reserve and protected in perpetuity by act of 

parliament. I walk in these woods every week. Please reconsider. 

50 Etheldene 

Ave 

. The wood is an irreplaceable ancient woodland with wonderful biodiversity. It is a 

treasure to the local area enjoyed by wildlife and local residents. Whilst I appreciate 

the importance of flood management and protecting properties neighbouring the 

wood, I am concerned about the potential negative impact the proposed works will 

have on the wood. It is hard to establish based on the limited information that has 

been published what the short and long term effects of the works will have on the 

wood. I therefore object to the proposals. 

51 Etheldene 

Ave 

to register my opposition to your proposed flood mitigation scheme in Queens Wood. 

The proposal is to build 250m of widened or new 2m wide channels along the 

existing stream valleys. This represents an enormous amount of disturbance to what 

is a fragile, old (at least 500 years old) ecosystem. Any materials brought in from 

outside - to build the 'leaky dams' and the clay bearms - risk bringing in with them 

pests and invasive species. The trees will suffer as tree roots will inevitably be 

damaged, and the topsoil , which has been built up over those 500 years, can never 

be replaced. The wood is a local nature reserve and is protected in perpetuity by act 

of Parliament. I do not understand how it is possible to envisage that your proposals 

will in any way improve the wood. 

52 Muswell Hill 

Rd 

deep concern about plans for the drainage ditches being planned for Queens Wood. 

I do not live in one of the nearby houses, but as a resident of Muswell Hill have long 

used and enjoyed this area of ancient woodland as recreation, particularly during 

this last year, along with hundreds of others. The letter written to residents is totally 

unacceptable as it gives very little information to the lay person about what is actually 

intended. There also seems to be very little understanding or mention of the 

importance of the woods in terms of history, regeneration, preservation of the rare 

Wild Service Trees, or the insect and wildlife that rely on the various areas of the 

Wood. Having seen what has happened after the devastating and indiscriminate 

felling of trees along the nearby nature walk, it worries me deeply that Haringey 

Council have very little interest in preserving this wonderful part of ancient woodland 

for the sake of a money-saving objective. 
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53 Muswell Hill 

Rd 

strongly oppose the Queen's Wood Natural Flood Management Scheme proposal. 

We believe it is being rushed through without consultation or scientific study with 

ecology or other tree and plant experts who help keep this ancient wood in good 

health. It will destroy a lot of the wood with heavy equipment and the plan to bring 

in timber, and soil from elsewhere will distribute unwanted invasive weeds and 

possibly disease. It would be invasive, cause problems for trees and biodiversity, 

bring with it "uncertain benefits" and therefore harm a conservation area. 

54 Muswell Hill 

Rd 

Appears to be an excellent scheme. We hope it will be implemented and that it 

proves to be - as stated, cost effective. 

55 Muswell Hill 

Rd 

56 Muswell Hill 

Rd 

Great! Also wish Haringey would fix the pavement outside my house! 

57 Muswell Hill 

Rd 

To stop flooding in Muswell Hill Rd, the drains and culverts need to be cleaned more 

often 

58 Muswell Hill 

Rd 

I WISH TO OBJECT TO THE PROPOSALS AS THEY STAND. I feel that the 

creation of open watercourses up to 2 metres wide through the woods, of ‘leaky 

dams’ and of clay berms alongside these new watercourses will harm the essential 

character of this outstanding and valued amenity space. It seems possible that the 

importation of clay and topsoil needed to form the berms and of any additional timber 

needed for the construction of the dams, could result in damage to the ecology 

through the introduction of alien plant and insect species. It might well take many 

years for get vegetation coverage over the sides of the berms which, additionally, 

may well present a real risk hazard to young children who will inevitably be drawn to 

such features. I am further concerned that there is the strong possibility of the loss 

of or damage to existing well-established and historic trees - particularly oaks. The 

Wood can ill afford to lose any of these trees as they contribute massively not just 

to the character of this special amenity but also to the well being of so many Haringey 

residents. There is little evidence of new oaks generating naturally in the Wood. The 

popularity of the Wood has been demonstrated by the sheer number of visitors and 

neighbouring residents who have sought and been given solace here during these 

last 12 or so months. I would wish to see further consideration given to other 

proposals for achieving the stated aim of mitigating the possibility of the stormwater 

damage referred to in your document. I would also wish to be reassured that 

whatever work is proposed is fully discussed with not just users of the Wood but 

particularly with the Council’s own Ecologists and Forestry officers. 
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59 Muswell Hill 

Rd 

object to the above proposals for the following reasons: 1. This consultation is 

inadequate. I feel that there should be widespread public consultation to consider 

alternative options .Such consultation should take place after lockdown restrictions 

have been lifted to enable public involvement and should be extended to all Haringey 

residents and users of the Woods: not just limited to residents living adjacent to the 

Woods. Additionally the public has the right to hear the view of the council’s own 

experts in the Parks and environment Department not just those of the Highways 

and Parking Department. 2.A comprehensive Ecological Review is necessary to 

enable informed public consideration of the proposal.There seems to have been little 

consideration of possible damage to the historic character and rare and unique 

flora and fauna of the woods .The recent damage to the Parkland Walk does not 

inspire confidence that the same mistakes will not be repeated by inadequately 

briefed and unsupervised contractors . 3. Pollution caused by opening existing water 

sewers into open watercourses seems a strong possibility and will only involve 

Haringey in longterm responsibility for treatment.The introduction of construction 

timber and soil must risk further contamination from alien pests and plants. 4. What 

evidence is there that this solution is “environmentally friendly and cost effective” as 

the statutory notification of 22nd of February claims? Were alternative options costed 

and did costs include longterm maintenance and the ability of the cash strapped and 

understaffed Haringey council to undertake such maintenance into perpetuity? For 

all of these reasons I request that this proposed work should stopped 

60 Not stated object to the proposed flood scheme. 1.No account has been taken of wheelchair 

users, partially sighted and older less stable footed users . The path along the 

existing watercourse to the frog pool runs alongside the path. If the drain is opened 

at the earlier junction more water will be undermining the path and making the only 

flat attractive area to the Wood Vale entrance, dangerous and unusable for many 

people with disabilities. 2. 3.The Wood is always open and is not fenced with no 

council provided security. It is over trampled now thanks to covid and any work with 

machinery would ruin the trees and understorey which provide a habitat for rare 

plants, insects and birds. Jane Warren 

61 Not stated I echo the objections made by the Muswell Hill and Fortis Green Association / 

Friends of Queens Wood to reconsider the planned flood management. 

62 Not stated I would like to say I approve of the proposed new natural flood defence works 

planned for Queens Wood, Muswell Hill. It sounds in line with the new methods of 

woodland and flood management. 

63 Not stated Thank you for the Queens Wood drainage plan. Anybody who walks through this 

beautiful space knows about the impossible body parts where the water drainage 

design needs to be maintained. Stay well and thank you for all the hard work. 
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64 Not stated - invasive, and potentially destructive, of a precious natural resource - unnecessarily 

big in scale and over-the-top in function - insensitive to the delicate ecosystem and 

local need - badly timed, given the time of year, and the pandemic Most egregiously, 

I object as a Haringey rate payer that the Council is proceeding without an open 

consultation, since many who use Queens Wood do NOT live in the adjacent streets 

that may have been given official notice. I live a 10 minute walk away, and many like 

me would like to be kept informed. Last but not least, Queens Wood has existed for 

centuries, and the use of the techniques proposed seem quite out of keeping with 

this ancient woodland. It is no exaggeration to say Queens Wood is a lifeline for 

people, and for countless species, in our delicate balance of people and planet. 

Kindly listen to and properly include those who care for and use this special space. 

65 Not stated , I cannot support this approach to improving the flood security within Woods. I am 

asking therefore that you and the Haringey Council re-think the plan to tackle these 

issues and develop a solution that is less invasive and more respectful of the 

protected status of the woods, its wildlife and beauty while recognising the well-being 

benefits that this environment provides Londoners particularly through the last 

twelve months. On a related point, there may be less of a flood challenge within the 

woods if the street draining systems in the surrounding areas was operating 

properly. I live on Cranley Gardens which along with many other streets surrounding 

the Woods, has a high proportion of severely blocked drains. I have reported this to 

the Council and planned work on the drains was recently posted in the street but 

then quietly cancelled without any notification as to the reason for this. I would have 

thought that the pressure on the Woods would increase if excess water is not being 

dissipated via the normal street drainage systems. This may in fact be a better 

solution all round. 

66 Not stated . As a family we have enjoyed the unspoilt beauty of the wood all year round, every 

year. We do lots of litter collecting and help keep the wood in its best condition in 

any way that we can. We are very concerned at this proposed Flood Scheme and 

why there hasn't been an open public meeting about this. We handed out leaflets to 

passersby in the Wood yesterday and not one person had read the small notice that 

is pinned to a tree at the Connaught Gardens entrance. As a notice, it is small and 

virtually indecipherable, not explaining the scheme, why it is needed and what 

impact it will have on the flora and founa of the wood itself. I understand that the 

Friends of Queens Wood have not been consulted. These volunteers work tirelessly 

to keep the Wood in good order and are experts on the local eco-system. It is 

shameful that they have been ignored 

67 Not stated . I am concerned the scheme will damage ancient tree roots, rare plants and the 

proposed clay banks will be unsightly. The wood has had damage recently because 

of the increase in footfall due to the pandemic and the wood will not have the chance 

to recover with the proposed construction work 

68 Not stated ...............AGAINST the proposed flood mitigation scheme. 
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69 Not stated ......The concern, and that of the FQW and HRF is the lack of including the locally-

knowledgeable partners into this means excluding ways of working which prove 

beneficial to the soils and ecology of this precious woods which is so dear to north 

Londoners but so important in terms of its soils, geology, ecology and nature such 

as the species mentioned previously. The current scheme as is, which I object to 

on the grounds that is is not sound in terms of its safeguarding of the ecology, nature 

and soils of these woods. Lockdowns and pandemic have proven the essential 

benefit of preserving these woods to the best we can do. Therefore I strongly oppose 

the strategy as set out currently in the Queens Wood Natural Flood Management 

Scheme. I propose it must include the partners FQW and HRF. John Miles and 

others have experience in seeing the problems such as pollution run off , in going 

ahead with current plan without further review and partnership working. John Miles 

convenor of the Haringey River Forum has written a report of this issue in January 

2021 which needs and deserves including into this consideration. Again, HRF and 

FQW are aware of importance of flood risk management, but believe this strategy 

as is is not the right way without partners acknowledgement of knowledge and 

involvement in these precious woods and the best future for preserving this ecology 

for people and nature. After all Queens Wood is a statutory Nature Reserve and 

deserves this support and back up from you. Thankyou for your time in considering 

and supporting this important issue for Haringey's nature ecology and people for the 

best and safest way forward which has to be in these partnerships. 

70 Not stated ....I am against this proposal. I believe that the scheme could actually make flooding 

in the wood itself worse than it already is after heavy rain, as this scheme is designed 

to generate more muddy areas. That is the last thing we want as it could involve 

people slipping down dangerous banks, dogs getting stuck, and owners unable to 

follow. It would seem that health and safety issues have not been fully explored. I 

believe that the number one priority should be to safeguard this immensely important 

Local Nature Reserve as it is ancient woodland. At a time of climate crisis and 

massive loss of biodiversity, we should be doing all we can to protect and preserve 

the unique flora and fauna of this site (and all woodland). There has been no 

consultation with the Friends of Queen's Wood, who lead on the day-to-day 

management of the site, there have been no visits from the Conservation Officer, 

and there has been no walk-around the site with Ecologists to look at the proposals 

in detail. I believe that areas of the woodland will be reduced to a clay layer, which 

would be totally detrimental to the beautiful woods. From an ecological point of view, 

it would be a disaster: for all wildlife, flowers, insects, trees, people, and dogs. 
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71 Not stated ....I have worked in these woods for years, and can see the damage and impact 

already caused by the lockdown and the use of the woods. I am very concerned that 

you should be undertaking such a project at this time when the woods are more used 

than ever - and therefore closing sections of them (to also bring in external matter?) 

will have a totally devastating effect on such a precious and delicate ecosystem as 

this in an urban environment. Have you seen the wood anemones this year? As you 

are aware these are ANCIENT WOODLAND and this is an incredible thing to have 

in London, and should be treated as such. As far as I can tell you have not carried 

out a detailed environmental impact assessment on the works planned, and neither 

have you consulted with (or taken the advice from) people who actually know about 

managing a wonderful urban unique wood? Once again this seems to be a project 

about protecting property in Wood Vale. In my experience I am not aware that 

property has been flooded in Wood Vale so this is preemptive, right? Please can 

you specify exactly which trees you will need to chop down, and their respective 

ages? There are several possibilities along the routes you have shown on the map. 

I am happy to continue to tell you why I object to this proposed project, and also to 

provide you with great suggestions about how to achieve what it is you are looking 

for. I would be delighted to read the site ecology survey you have carried out please? 

Or could you send the ecological constraints document you refer to? In conclusion 

- I OBJECT to Queen’s Wood Natural Flood Management Scheme 

72 Not stated ...I challenge the very idea that a flood mitigation scheme is needed for these woods. 

Even last October, which had the highest rainfall on record, the Moselle had only a 

small amount of flowing water through it. There were no large pools of water, 

anywhere. Queens Wood is part of a swathe of ancient woodlands in North London, 

a special habitat for a wide variety of wildlife, a resource for human well-being, and 

the idea that heavy machinery will be brought in and earth-moving works carried out, 

which will disturb the peace and tranquillity of the place, is a travesty, especially as 

the scheme is not needed. Having looked at the plans, and seen the letter to 

residents of Wood Vale, I don’t see a good reason given for this work to be carried 

out. It will be a waste of time and money, and right now that could go to better causes, 

ie, mitigating Covid related poverty in Haringey 

73 Not stated 1.The works will destabilise the ground soil developed over 500 year 2.Importing soil 

and timber from elsewhere risks introducing species that are not native to the Wood's 

stable ecosystem. 3.Vehicle traffic will damage the Wood's ecosystem developed 

over 500 years. 4.The works will cause destruction in the Wood. 5.Access to the 

Wood will be restricted by the works causing footfall already heavier than ever before 

to be diverted and do more damage to the permissable areas. 6.Finally it has not 

been spelled out what specific flooding is to be mitigated: is this possible future 

flooding due to Global Warming or regular floods following heavy storms on already 

soaked ground? 
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74 Not stated Absolutely no! To this supposed and theoretical flood mitigation scheme for Queen’s 

Woods. There is a solitude no sustained evidence in the proposal that this would 

work and would require 2nd and third opinions before going ahead with such major 

and disruptive works in a nature reserve destroying trees and plants and the homes 

of wildlife. I am astounded that you would even consider going ahead with this on 

the basis of what has been suggested. Absolutely no! I will ensure a ‘revolution‘ 

takes place in the woods if you show an inkling of authorising for the go ahead of 

such a nonsensical plan. There should be a law against the destruction of woodland! 

Please do not encourage it until we can all investigate it further and be absolutely 

sure it is the effective thing to do. 

75 Not stated against taking any action in the precious fragile ecosystem of Queens Wood without 

thorough consultation with experts and independent organisations to ensure this 

important site is not damaged. Stop this dangerous scheme. 

76 Not stated Although in principle I am in favour of daylighting hidden rivers I have strong 

reservations about the plans set out for consultation. Queens Wood is a nature 

reserve, a unique ancient woodland and a site of geological importance. It is vital to 

preserve as far as possible the ecology of the Wood but also to have a clear vision 

of how the Wood should look in 10 and 20 years' time. There is danger with this plan 

of bringing highly polluting road run-off onto this special site. Road run-off contains 

fuel, salts, paint particles, exhaust and tyre substances and many other elements 

from vehicles. In addition there are widespread misconnections into the sewer 

network resulting in sewerage and washing machine outlets etc ending up in the 

surface water drain. I do not consider that there has been enough analysis of the 

consequences of bringing these pollutants into the Wood on the flora of the Wood 

and the composition of the streams. In addition other materials such as topsoil 

should not be introduced. Not enough information has been provided about how the 

works could be carried out without damaging the soil and indigenous plants. I am 

concerned by the large number of leaky dams proposed, their unnatural looking 

spacing at regular intervals along the stream. I am concerned by the appearance of 

the berms and am not convinced that they are needed. I would draw attention to the 

detailed report by the much respected and extremely knowledgeable John Miles of 

the Rivers Forum and I support his position on the proposals. 
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77 Not stated an objection to the works planned at Queens Wood as part of the plan to managing 

flooding in the area. Whilst I understand managing flood risks are very important and 

it’s great that the council is seeking to use natural means to manage this risk, it has 

not been made clear to the local community how these works will go ahead without 

causing significant damage to an ancient and beautiful woodland. More measures 

need to be done to ensure that these works will not cause irreparable damage to 

ancient trees, disruption to wildlife and to ensure the risks of accidentally introducing 

any kind of invasive species or organisms into the ecosystem of the park will be 

mitigated. What’s more, it needs make clear how these works will increase 

biodiversity and how these benefits have been weighted against any damage that is 

likely to be caused. Whilst increasing biodiversity is a great aim, it is only worthwhile 

if it doesn’t come at the cost of destroying woodland that cannot be replaced and 

releasing carbon back into the atmosphere at a time when we need to be keeping 

as much in the ground as possible. Preserving ancient woodlands like Queens Wood 

is so important not just for the climate but also for the well-being of our communities 

who access them. Please therefore make clear how these proposed works can take 

place without leading to significant damage to this precious ecosystem. 

78 Not stated Any scheme needs further consultation or scientific study of proposed works for any 

potential impact. There is a need for improved flood protection but this scheme is 

not right for queens wood. 

79 Not stated As a Friend of Queens Wood I object to the proposed flood mitigation scheme which 

I believe will be harmful to the ecology of the wood. 

80 Not stated As a Friend of Queens Wood my objections are ~ Leaky dams consisting of timber 

will be placed at intervals, which will involve bringing in wood from outside, which 

may bring new pests into the wood. ~ Banks of clay (berms) will be piled up to contain 

water when it rains heavily. Some of the clay and topsoil will be imported, again 

bringing the risk of invasive species. ~ Because of the shade it will take a long time 

if ever for vegetation to grow on the new clay; the banks will be unsightly and possibly 

a safety risk for people, especially children, slipping on them. ~ Opening up the 

culverted water is likely to bring water pollution into the streams and the proposed 

link to the frog pond risks leading to invasive floating pennywort spreading 

downstream, not just in the wood but beyond. ~ The wood is at least 500 years old 

and the topsoil has built up over this time and could never be replaced. Plants rare 

in London will be destroyed. ~ Ancient tree roots are likely to be damaged and the 

trees may die. ~ While works go on, footpaths will be closed to the public so other 

paths will be still more overused. ~ Construction vehicles will be parked in the wood, 

causing damage to an area of regeneration and emerging wood anemones ~ The 

wood is a local nature reserve and protected in perpetuity by act of parliament ~ Last 

but not least. During the pandemic footfall has increased massively causing 

compaction and loss of vegetation. Not only would this be increased further but 

remediation of existing damage would be delayed . This is the worst possible time 

for any major work like this. 
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81 Not stated As a Friend of Queens Wood my objections are the same as theirs ~ Leaky dams 

consisting of timber will be placed at intervals, which will involve bringing in wood 

from outside, which may bring new pests into the wood. ~ Banks of clay (berms) will 

be piled up to contain water when it rains heavily. Some of the clay and topsoil will 

be imported, again bringing the risk of invasive species. ~ Because of the shade it 

will take a long time if ever for vegetation to grow on the new clay; the banks will be 

unsightly and possibly a safety risk for people, especially children, slipping on them. 

~ Opening up the culverted water is likely to bring water pollution into the streams 

and the proposed link to the frog pond risks leading to invasive floating pennywort 

spreading downstream, not just in the wood but beyond. ~ The wood is at least 500 

years old and the topsoil has built up over this time and could never be replaced. 

Plants rare in London will be destroyed. ~ Ancient tree roots are likely to be damaged 

and the trees may die. ~ While works go on, footpaths will be closed to the public so 

other paths will be still more overused. ~ Construction vehicles will be parked in the 

wood, causing damage to an area of regeneration and emerging wood anemones ~ 

The wood is a local nature reserve and protected in perpetuity by act of parliament 

~ Last but not least. During the pandemic footfall has increased massively causing 

compaction and loss of vegetation. Not only would this be increased further but 

remediation of existing damage would be delayed . This is the worst possible time 

for any major work like this. 

82 Not stated as a resident, who backs onto the woods, who loves the woods and all the wildlife 

who live there, I have concerns regarding the proposed work. If the Friends Of 

Queen's Woods are opposing the work, it would be for good reason. I really hope 

that you listen to those who truly know the woods and volunteer in looking after them 

and not invest tax payers money in a badly thought out scheme which could do more 

harm that good. 

83 Not stated As far as I can see from the proposal, this would provide no proven benefit to the 

wood. This scheme could spread pollution and invasive species. As a consequence, 

there will be many rare plants that would be lost forever. There is bound to be huge 

disruption whilst this is taking place. This has been my haven during the pandemic 

and for it to be a no-go area whilst these works will be taking place-is unacceptable-

with so few such places available. I do believe this scheme is being rushed through 

without adequate consultation or scientific study of its impact and the uncertain 

benefits for flood prevention. I have lived in this area for 20 years and I have not 

seen any flooding-hence the scepticism for this project. We acknowledge the need 

for flood protection, I have viewed some horrendous footage of areas of the UK on 

the news devastated by floods, but this scheme is not right for our woods. 
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84 Not stated As someone who has supported environmental initiatives in the past I wish I could 

say I'm confident about this particular plan - but recent experience of the council's 

activities prevents me doing so. How often have Wood Vale houses suffered from 

flooding? What has prompted the council's fear of that potentiality? What would a 

computerised projection, of the subject area of Queenswood, after the works look 

like? How closely will the contractors be supervised? What precise role will be played 

by conservation officers? Queenswood is protected ancient woodland and deserves 

sensitive care. Surely the best way forward would be to begin the process with a full 

public consultation. Given the special nature of Qeenswood I strongly encourage 

the council to instigate one without delay. 

85 Not stated but I am writing to object to the proposed flood mitigation in Queens Woods. I am 

sure that experts and Engineers can find ways to cope with any flooding without 

affecting the woodland area at all. If the recent ‘clearance’ of the many years worth 

of plant-life growth and habitat along the railway track from Alexandra Palace to St 

James Lane - decimation and wildlife supporting Armageddon seems a more apt 

description - is anything to go by then god help Queens Wood. I object to this 

proposal 

86 Not stated concern about the proposed flood scheme development and share my concerns 

about the impact on the flora and fauna and the negative impact of the scheme on 

this ancient wood. While recognizing that there are issues around flooding . However 

there are a number of issues which it does not address and could lead to the loss of 

some rare species and the whole ecosystem. I urge you to reconsider the scheme 

and consult further with scientific experts and local people for this rare and fragile 

woodland . 

87 Not stated concerned about this project. I walk in queens wood almost every day and apart 

from a few weeks or days when the lower opening is very muddy - it is quite easy to 

navigate this by going round the other side of the wall. It has only been exceptionally 

muddy this year because of the increased volume due to COVID-19. I don’t see the 

benefit of flooding different areas and making them muddy instead of the original 

area. I also think it is really difficult for anyone to understand what your plans actually 

mean. I am concerned the friends of queens wood have not been involved in your 

decision making and I think you need to do a proper consultation before you start 

fencing areas off and bringing machinery into the wood at the expense of the wildlife 

there. Have you conducted a threat to wildlife study? Please reconsider you 

approach to this project and involve local residents with a more “plain English” 

approach, explaining in simple terms exactly what will happen, how it will 

inconvenience walkers, what impact on wildlife it will have and how reflooding one 

area at the expense of another is an improvement that outweighs all the disruption. 

Uploading a catalogue of hard-to-read diagrams is really unhelpful to anyone who is 

not used to reading detailed site plans, which I assume is most of the people your 

plans will affect. 
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88 Not stated concerned not to have been consulted about the flood work. And if the wood's user 

group itself has not been consulted it sounds as if very lightweight efforts were made 

in this regard. My overriding view is that we rely on our council officers to stand up 

to insurance companies taking the easy option of despoiling nature to save 

themselves money. This applies to flood works as much as to tree felling 

89 Not stated concerned that the proposed flood mitigation plan will permanently damage the 

shape and nature of this ancient wood and have received no convincing evidence 

that it is needed now. I am therefore opposed to it. 

90 Not stated concerned to hear about the council's proposed upheaval to Queens Wood, Muswell 

Hill. My understanding is that this is an ancient wood, older than Highgate Wood, 

which has been used as a plague burial ground in previous centuries. That deep 

excavations should disturb such a site, seems to me to be potentially very 

dangerous, particularly during the current pandemic. 

91 Not stated dismayed to read about the proposal for an experimental scheme which, in my view, 

serves no purpose and will disrupt the tranquility and unique aspect of the woods 

with no apparent benefits. I urge Haringey to reconsider this plan 

92 Not stated express my strong opposition to the proposed plans for the Queen’s Wood Natural 

Flood Management Scheme. I have acquainted myself with the plans on the website 

and am appalled at the level of intervention which will be required to construct the 

flood mitigation features. This seems excessive given that Haringey on its own 

website states: “Haringey is not currently considered to be an area at high risk of 

flooding”. I am a frequent user of Queen’s Wood and have been lucky enough to 

have grown up in its locality. I have had 62 years of appreciating what it provides to 

people living in the area. During the pandemic, it has become even more popular 

and a vital part of maintaining the well-being of all those using it as part of their daily 

exercise. I’d like to remind you that Queen’s Wood is a local nature reserve and is 

protected in perpetuity by an act of parliament. The wood has been in existence for 

at least 500 years. Topsoil which has accumulated over time could never be 

replaced after being ravaged by the diggers you propose to use as part of your flood 

management scheme. The same can be said for the rare plants and precious trees 

of this arboreal gem. You have been ‘economical’ in your explanations as to 

precisely how you would ensure that the minimum number of trees would be felled. 

I acknowledge that you do make a reference to limiting removal of trees but this 

would require very close supervision by an environmental expert with particular 

knowledge of ancient woodland and its biodiversity. It is essential that the 

unnecessary devastation to trees which took place on the Parkland Walk is not 

repeated. You have an unenviable responsibility to the community to ensure that 

you address the minor threat of flooding to the local populous whilst also 

guaranteeing that the impact on Queen’s Wood is kept to the absolute minimum. 

Your present proposal seems extreme in its approach and needs to be revised. In 

its revision would you please encourage participation by the local populous in 

making it the best possible compromise for all concerned. 
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93 Not stated great concern at the plans to start major Engineering works in Queens Wood. It is a 

terrible idea and I am dismayed that you haven’t eve had a consultation on the 

matter. I have been walking my dogs for nearly 20 years in Queens Wood. It is an 

ancient and much loved wood and a very special place for many people. It is a place 

of sanctuary and has been a godsend to families during the lockdown. I urge you to 

rethink this whole scheme. It is wrong on many levels. 

94 Not stated Haringey’s Consultation team need to consult with the Friends of Queen’s Wood on 

this proposal, listen to their opinions and respectfully consider their objections. 

Friends of Queen’s Wood, a voluntary organisation, help maintain the wood and 

greatly value it. Please reflect upon the following: Leaky dams are a good idea and 

easy to construct but where will the tree trunks/wide branches come from? There is 

no guarantee that unwanted invertebrates will not be introduced by this procedure.. 

The berms on the sides of the channels [whether existing or new] will require the 

delivery of topsoil and clay, with the potential of, very likely, unwanted [invasive] 

species as well. Additionally one can expect dogs and children will clamber over the 

berms and splash through the water. The berms will gradually be worn down. Areas 

with shallow soil could be lost. The introduction of new soil is not the answer as 

woodland soil is more acid than “normal” soil. Rare plants, indicators of Ancient 

Woodlands, are also likely to be lost and one cannot “replant” these. Pennywort, an 

invasive species, exists in the Frog Pool and is at a high risk of being caried 

downstream and out of control once the culverted water is opened up, as proposed.. 

Ground nesting birds will be affected, dependent on the time of year the work is 

proposed. Queen’s Wood is listed as a Statutory Local National Reserve and is of 

Metropolitan Importance, managed for the protection of biodiversity and we strongly 

wish to keep it as such. Haringey’s proposals are ignoring this 
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95 Not stated horrified that the Council appears to be ignoring the concerns raised by the Friends 

of Queen's Woods, whose historic knowledge and care for this very precious 

environment, and valued local amenity should be acknowledged and respected. 

Thair failure to collaborate with the Friends of Queens Woods and draw upon their 

in-depth knowledge of this ancient woodland displays a damaging arrogance that 

also ignores the advice of successful flood mitigation programmes that stress the 

paramount importance of working collaboratively with both local communities and 

the environment. We have been going to Queens Woods for 30 years, and we love 

it. Although it is a much loved and much prized resource, every time I go I am 

horrified by the fact that in previous times the Council decided to sell off a substantial 

chunk of this ancient woodland to Buildbase - an unsightly timber merchant. The 

Council clearly has history when it comes to ignoring both the environment and the 

local community. It would be a tragedy for this pattern of behaviour to be repeated. 

Furthermore, the Council appears to be ignoring innovative approaches flood 

mitigation programmes pioneered across the country (see, for example, 

<https://www.rewildingbritain.org.uk/support-rewilding/our-campaigns-and-

issues/rewilding-and-flood-risk-management>). These programmes highlight the 

way in which inappropriate flood mitigation programmes can damage the 

environment and increase the threat of flooding, and also stress the importance of 

working with local communities - and the environment - to minimise potential 

damage from floods. The Woodland Trust also stresses the importance of planting 

more trees to minimise flooding. It is very concerning that the Council's plans appear 

to include the removal of ancient trees, and the bio-diverse environment they 

support, as part of the Council's current proposals. (See 

<https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/trees-woods-and-wildlife/british-

trees/flooding/>) The plans appear to have been done in haste and without adequate 

consultation. Given that the consequences of poor decision making at this point 

could result in irreversible damage to the local environment, it is hard to know why 

the consultation process has been so swift and - it would appear - underhand. As a 

member of the Labour Party, I am profoundly disappointed that a Local Council 

should behave in this high handed and damaging way. It is also very poor politics 

to do so in the run up to a local election 

96 Not stated I am a regular recreational user of Queens Wood. I understand that the proposed 

Current flood mitigation scheme is controversial with many users alarmed that the 

scheme may cause damage to Queens Wood and in order to explore fully the validity 

of these objections I request that implementation of the scheme be paused to allow 

more consideration of the specific objections being raised by the Friends of Queens 

Wood. 

97 Not stated I am concerned to learn that the proposed Queens Wood Flood Mitigation Scheme 

seems to have failed to consult with a adequate group of stakeholders. This is a 

very, very precious part of north London and further consultation should take place 

before plans are assessed and implemented. If we are concerned about flooding, 

why cut down all the vegetation along the woodland walk? Please do make sure 

that plans are thought through 
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98 Not stated I am writing to express my concern over the proposed works in Queens wood. As a 

regular walker in the woods for many years, I greatly value it as a unique space in 

London. This is mainly due to the beauty of its unspoilt nature and its history. It is a 

precious space for us and must be preserved unspoilt for future generations. The 

Friends of Queens Wood have been managing it for years and know it's flora, fauna, 

challenges and issues better than anyone. The works, in their learned and 

experienced opinion, will not provide the benefit that you are hoping and, more 

importantly, will severely damage the wood's flora and destroy important species for 

the area. Please reconsider your position and work more closely with The Friends 

of Queen Wood! The wood has suffered enough this year already with the increased 

numbers of visitors. 

99 Not stated I have been made aware by the Friends of Queenswood association of the plans to 

perform significant Engineering work in the Wood. I was made aware of the lack of 

adequate consultation /scientific studies demonstrating that the Woods ecosystem 

would not be badly impacted by such Engineering works. I therefore wish to make 

my voice heard and ask you to provide such scientific evidence before any further 

action is implemented. As a local resident, living between Finsbury Park and 

Archway, I want to add that Queens wood has been such a fantastic place to walk 

into during lockdown. We need to be sure to preserve such places and their 

ecosystems. This is our community responsability. I have always voted Labour in 

the local elections, but this could be a factor to make me vote Green in the one 

coming in a month. 

100 Not stated I have had a look at the plans for the Flood Mitigation scheme in Queen’s Wood and 

I am very alarmed at how much disruption to this ancient woodland that this would 

cause. What scientists/ecologists are learning is how delicate ecosystems are and 

how easily they can be put out of balance with devastating effects on plants, insects, 

birds animals etc. I can’t see from the information available that flooding is a 

particular risk here and on my many walks through the wood, including at times of 

heavy rain, I have not seen any evidence of flooding. I have also has a look at what 

Friends of Queen’s Wood are saying about this which seems very reasonable. I 

think your consultation should be extended and some robust research carried out to 

evidence the impact of this proposed work and the case to justify that it is necessary. 
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101 Not stated I have lived a few hundred yards from the Wood for over 30 years and consider 

myself very lucky to have this piece of ancient woodland on my doorstep. I am an 

active member of the Friends of Queen’s Wood and regard this as a way to do my 

bit to help protect what I can of the natural environment for future generations. It is 

a haven of peace and calm and also preserves a valuable and increasingly rare 

habitat within a busy urban area. Both these features have been even more 

important during the pandemic, but also under threat because of the large increase 

in the number of people taking advantage of the Wood for relaxation and exercise. 

My initial reaction to hearing about the scheme was that it might be a benefit by 

opening up the streams in the Wood, but as details have slowly emerged, it has 

become apparent that this is far from the case. The Friends of Queen’s Wood are 

submitting a full analysis of the scheme, which I will not repeat. The main points for 

me are that the proposed two metre wide channels and the large mud berms will be 

destructive of the visual appearance of the Wood. The opening up of the streams 

risks bringing water pollution into the Wood and beyond and will help spread invasive 

species like floating pennywort. The works will multiply the already heavy stress on 

the ecology, putting at risk unusual plants for an urban environment and compacting 

the soil in ways which may lead to damage to trees. If the work is done now, nesting 

birds will be driven away. The record of supervision of works in sensitive habitats 

in Haringey is not good, with unintended damage having been caused in the works 

on Parkland Walk. Even if the supervision is better on this project, the risk of old 

trees being brought down and valuable plants like wood anemones being trampled 

over a wide area is unacceptable. The Wood is safeguarded by the Act of Parliament 

giving it to the borough of Hornsey and by its status as a Metropolitan site of 

importance for Nature Conservation. It is recognised by Haringey Council to be one 

of its premier open spaces. All this would be totally undermined by this intrusive 

scheme, particularly if implemented at this time when the Wood is struggling to 

survive the impact of the high current usage. I hope you will agree that alternative 

means must be found to tackle whatever the risk of flooding downstream is. 

102 Not stated I have never seen flooding that would warrant works on the scale proposed. There 

are some points where it can get quite muddy in the winter and like many of the local 

parks/woods it has been affected by the increase in traffic due to COVID. The worst 

parts of Queen’s wood are the lowest part of the wood near the exit path to Wood 

Vale and in the dip of the path connecting Connaught Gardens to Muswell Hill road. 

The latter spot always used to be bad in the winter but, 10 years or more ago, a 

simple channel was dug next to the path to divert water that would run across the 

track to the nearby stream. At the moment that channel is blocked with leaves and 

other debris but could be cleared quite easily. 

103 Not stated I have read that you are planning to send unsupervised Engineers in to Queen’s 

Wood, just like on the Parkland Walk but this time for a Flood Management scheme. 

Trees will die if earth levels around their trunks are raised, precious flora and fauna 

will be lost. Don't meddle with a Nature Reserve! 
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104 Not stated I have read the plans for the work and the objections by the Friends of Queen’s 

Wood (the six points articulated in the newsletter here: 

<https://www.fqw.org.uk/flood.htm>). In my view, a public consultation meeting to 

discuss these, and other, points would be extremely desirable to understand how 

the works will affect the biodiversity of the wood as well as its status as an ancient 

woodland and a much-loved local landmark. I understand that, in view of the covid-

19 pandemic, it may be preferable to have this via videoconferencing- I’d be perfectly 

happy with this approach. Until we have a public meeting, I will oppose the planned 

works. 

105 Not stated I have seen the proposed flood mitigation scheme for Queen’s Wood and am writing 

to state my strenuous opposition to the proposal. So much of the proposed scheme 

is un-proven, the works with their heavy machinery will be large and disturbing to the 

existing environment and habitat of the woods and there is no evidence that the 

result will actually be effective or that it will offer more benefits than the harm which 

the works themselves will do. These woods need handling carefully and for those 

of us, myself included, who live nearby the prospect of a heavy-handed and 

unproven Engineering intervention is both alarming and distressing. I hope you will 

reconsider the plan and come up with something far more in keeping with this highly 

sensitive environment. 
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106 Not stated I have seen your public notices on this consultation and I have taken time to look 

carefully at the online documents relating to this proposed scheme. I have several 

concerns about this project and would like to register my objection to the scheme as 

unfit for purpose. This proposal feels brutal on the ecology, poorly assessed for 

impact and is proposed at a time that is unwelcome. ·I fear that water brought into 

this ancient woodland will bring more harm than any good to any existing aquatic 

wildlife. The addition of toxins, nitrates and other imported pollutants will be 

detrimental to this wood’s fragile ecosystem. ·I am also concerned that as well as 

chemical pollutants, invasive species from the surrounding area will also be given a 

direct route into the very heart of the wood. This could be devastating to the current 

water ecology of this rare wood and have wider implications to surrounding wildlife. 

·External materials such as logs, timber, soil and clay will be brought into the site in 

large amounts, and with those come new pests, insects, fungi, and pathogens, etc-

all of which will be alien to this ecosystem- again, the very centre of this wood will 

be exposed to a great many external risks that could be devastating. The mitigation 

that the open bodies of water will improve the wildlife could be undermined if any 

benefits are outweighed by the risks. ·Some of the proposed water slowing 

structures look like they might add hazards for users of the wood, especially children. 

The wood is currently a safe place for families and it seems regrettable that this 

might be changed with the addition of clay slopes and deep structures near water. It 

would be a shame to lose the freedom that users of Queen’s Wood currently enjoy. 

·Growth in the wood is slow and much of the central area is in deep shade. It is 

unlikely that slopes and banks will regrow quickly, if ever, along much of this 

scheme’s intended route, which may leave a lasting scar on the wood that will not 

recover. ·The timing of these works feels very out of balance with current events-

the wood is seeing much greater footfall with more people visiting for longer and 

more often, due to restrictions on the rest of their lives. The wood has suffered from 

this increase in use and its delicate balance is clearly struggling. New paths, the 

widening of existing routes and general trampling as people socially distance and try 

and find solitude needs time to heal. The last thing that is needed is heavy plant, a 

workforce, vehicles and all the disruption these major works will inevitably bring. In 

addition, users will be detoured away from their usual routes and this will add 

detrimentally to the formation of new paths and the expansion of existing ones. ·No 

one using the wood is going to welcome new restrictions in the one place they have 

felt free in recent times, which feels insensitive by the council and not very 

empathetic to the value of outdoor spaces to their users. ·The wood needs time to 

grow and recover from the stress of 2020 and any major plans should better timed 

or indefinitely delayed. Rather than this proposal, which seems far more for the 

benefit to the properties down stream of Queens Wood than for the wood itself, it 

would be much more beneficial to have a scheme that looks to preserve the wood, 

not further carve it up. The wood suffers from poor drainage and shallow soil- if the 

council were looking to invest in the wood, it would be much better if it were to look 

at how rain water runoff currently makes many of the paths unusable and washes 

away the precious topsoil. Sadly, the proposed scheme does nothing to address 
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these issues at all. The wood does not need improvements to the central channels, 

it needs a system of water capture on both sides of the steep valley flanking it, which 

will collect and slow the water and cross the paths more safely. The users need a 

better experience that deters them from straying into the rare species that shelter off 

the main track, and that starts with much better water management inside the wood. 

All this proposed scheme does is bring new water into the wood and justifies why 

that should pass through by claiming to be an ecological asset. The water in Queens 

Wood does need managing, but this scheme offers no solutions to that while instead 

bringing a range of new dangers to this already vulnerable woodland. 

107 Not stated I have used Queens wood daily for 18 years. It is a rare wild haven and has been 

changed over time by nature. The flow of water has always been present, it 

sometimes alters the landscape but the wood should never be controlled or 

restructured in any way. No Engineering work. No man made structures. Leave this 

glorious wood and all the flora and fauna alone. 

108 Not stated I realise I have missed the deadline but wanted to express my strong opposition to 

a this scheme which will result in significant damage to this wonderful ancient 

woodland? I have walked in the wood everyday during the past year , as have many 

others and it is essential that it remains in its current form as a community resource. 

Elizabeth Rouse 

109 Not stated I really value its biodiversity and history as well as being a great amenity in the area. 

I want to add my voice to those who strongly object to this proposal because the 

scheme could actually make flooding in the wood itself worse and its ecological 

adverse effects have not been thought through. From an ecological point of view, it 

would be a disaster. For birds, flowers, insects, trees, people, dogs, it would be a 

disaster. This scheme is designed to generate more muddy areas in the wood. That 

quite honestly is the last thing we want: children slipping down dangerous banks, 

dogs getting stuck, owners unable to follow. It would seem that health and safety 

issues have not been fully explored or a Risk Assessment carried out. The number 

one priority should be to safeguard this immensely important Local Nature Reserve. 

Queen's Wood is ancient woodland. At a time of climate crisis and massive loss of 

biodiversity, we should be doing all we can to protect and preserve the unique flora 

and fauna of this site. There was no consultation with the Friends of Queen's Wood 

who lead on the day-to-day management of the site. There have been no visits from 

the Conservation officer and there has been no walk-around the site with ecologists 

to look at the proposals in detail. We do not want large areas of the woodland 

reduced to a clay layer. 

110 Not stated I should like to object to the proposed works of 'improvement' and would urge a more 

sensitive and nuanced approach which takes into account the damage the Wood 

has suffered and is suffering during this covid pandemic as the result of the 

massively increased footfall of many extra visitors on a daily basis. 
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111 Not stated I strongly request that you take your time before rushing headlong into any 

potentially damaging construction work. The wood is a precious resource to the local 

residents and the wider community. If the scheme is to go ahead it must be carried 

out with the lightest of touches to avoid the possibility of damaging this ancient 

woodland that was opened to the public and is protected by an act of parliament. 

112 Not stated I understand there is a lot of concern over the current proposals regarding enough 

understanding on the impact and uncertain benefits for flood protection. I believe 

there needs to be more time and thought into a correct solution to the problem. 

113 Not stated I visit Queens Wood regularly and I am concerned by the proposals . I find that 

Queens Wood in any case can get very boggy. This Winter at times it was impossible 

to walk there and when other areas have dried out Queens wood still has very boggy 

areas. I assume that the Haringey proposals would substantially increase this 

problem as the idea is to retain water. Are all the paths going to be upgraded so 

that the full extent of the woods can still be enjoyed? I am also concerned that if the 

“leaky dams” increase the water in Queens Wood this may damage trees that do not 

flourish in very wet conditions. 

114 Not stated I vote no to flood mitigation work as proposed in Queens Wood 

115 Not stated I want Haringey Council to liaise openly and thoroughly with The Friends of Queens 

Wood on the following concerns: 1. Will the widening of the existing streams cause 

damage to existing paths and wildlife? 2. Leaky dams. Repairing with outside timber 

could bring in new pests and diseases. 3. Banks of clay (berms). Bringing in new 

clay will bring in new pests, diseases and invasive species. How will you ensure this 

does not happen. 4. How will you protect the existing frog pond. 5. This wood is at 

least 500 years old, how will you protect it during the construction from machinery 

and vehicles, foot traffic, portable loos, damage to existing flora, extra rubbish 

including food and their containers eaten by the workers all leading to the destroying 

of rare plants, ancient trees. 

116 Not stated I want to express my dismay that such a special, extra-ordinary place of tranquility 

and beauty has proposals to radically change it in order to mitigate flooding. I would 

like to know how this proposal has been arrived at and what alternatives to 

destroying ancient woodland and diverse rare plants has been explored. The 

number one priority should be to safeguard this immensely important and popular 

local Nature Reserve. At a time of climate crisis and massive loss of biodiversity, we 

should be doing all we can to protect and preserve the unique flora and fauna of this 

site. I understand there has been no consultation with the Friends of Queen's Wood 

who lead on the day-to-day management of the site and who are, for many reasons, 

opposed to the scheme. Please think again and work with the people who know and 

love these woods to find a better, cheaper, more ecological solution or be forever 

known as the Council who wreaked such damage to a beautiful local amenity. 
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117 Not stated I've just heard that the Haringey is planning flood defence but can see no evidence 

of planning on the Haringey Council website. As a matter of urgency please could 

you send me this or at the least tell me what the planning code is. I've walked in 

Queens Woods since I was 1yrs old and am a very regular visitor of this special 

woodland. It retains a biodiversity that Highgate wood, just over the road has lost 

because of the even greater footfall there. Any plans that the council wishes to 

undertake must be presented to Friends of QW, who work very hard to preserve this 

beautiful area and to locals. Attempts at flood defence would seem on the face of it 

·potentially highly damaging ·another total waste of the council's funds. Why isn't 

this sort of money being spent on really constructive parkland protection and 

enhancement in the borough - so many things that should be done 

118 Not stated in opposition to the scheme as it has been currently designed to daylight 2 of the 

streams in Queens Wood on the grounds that it will cause destruction of habitat on 

a huge scale . The wood is already extra vulnerable as a result of the increased 

pressure from walkers and dogs during the pandemic and this scheme seems to be 

ill judged and not properly researched . I hope that Haringey will call a halt to the 

project immediately 

119 Not stated it's being rushed through with adequate consultation or scientific study & for 

uncertain benefits. 

120 Not stated lived on Muswell Hill Road from 1983 to December 2019 enjoying the woodland with 

a garden backing onto it. In those days the wood was looked after and still is, by 

Friends of Queens Wood and was a haven. As a Nature reserve it was managed 

for the benefit of wildlife. Over the years it has become more popular and as a result 

has suffered erosion and degradation of habitats as people and outdoor nurseries 

use and abuse it. Desire lines are everywhere and since lockdown and inclement 

weather the wood has been ravaged and I despair of it returning to its former glory. 

In all the years I lived close to it I have never seen or witnessed any flooding and 

certainly no danger of a deluge! Your vague and badly presented map serves no 

purpose other than to conceal over zealous and inappropriate measures. What is 

the evidence that fuels your proposals? Funding to rip up it’s infrastructure would be 

better spent implementing measures to control rampant human degradation and 

facilitate its healing as one of the most valued and beautiful woodlands left in North 

London. These plans are not fit for purpose and would result in the most serious 

assault on what is a still wild and wonderful place. 
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121 Not stated Local conservation organisations, especially the Friends of Queen’s Wood, as well 

as SHIFT (Stop Home Insurers Felling Trees) and the Community Tree Protectors, 

remain unconvinced that before deciding to embark on this scheme, the Council has 

carried out a rigorous enough consultation and planning process with both ecological 

and botanical experts and also with local residents. Indeed, the FOQW and at least 

two local botanists have raised serious questions about the potential negative impact 

of the works on the fragile ecosystem of this important piece of woodland. Has there 

been a full - short and long term - environmental impact study, and if so, could the 

results be made available to us, the public, before any final decisions are taken? A 

subsequent, thorough, public consultation process will need enough time to ensure 

that any objections are fully taken into account. Timing: It is well known that there 

has been a huge increase in footfall in Queen’s Wood during the pandemic and 

lockdowns. Why is this work, which will greatly reduce the area available to walkers 

for some time, planned to take place now? If it goes ahead, could it not be carried 

out next year? Possible negative impacts: Please only proceed with absolute caution 

if it becomes necessary to bring vehicles into these precious woods. There are 

sensitive areas of anemone and bluebell bulbs that could be ruined. Worryingly, 

there is mention of trees being felled. Have the individual trees been identified and 

marked? Are any mature trees included? Will the contractors know how to recognise 

and protect the rare species that exist in this wood? Will they be properly 

supervised? There may also be negative consequences if you do go ahead with 

importing logs from elsewhere and if soil is indeed brought in. The topsoil in the 

woods has been developing for centuries and pollutants or parasites could 

inadvertently be introduced by using soil from elsewhere. Similarly, logs could also 

introduce insects or parasites to the area. Ancient woodland is irreplaceable. 

PLEASE bear that in mind. What is done cannot be undone. Any interference needs 

to be meticulously managed. And unfortunately, based on recent experience of the 

shocking management of the area’s other nature reserve, the Parkland Walk, it is 

clear that a much more careful management and supervision process would be 

imperative if these works were to go ahead. 
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122 Not stated my objection to the Queen’s Wood Natural Flood management Scheme. Queen’s 

Wood is a unique and regionally important area of ancient woodland. It has been 

continuously wooded for at least one thousand years. It is recognised a Regionally 

Important Geological Site (RGIS). It is a statutory Local Nature Reserve (LNR). It 

lies within an Area of archaeological Importance (AAI) Queen’s Wood is protected 

by Act of Parliament. The Highgate Wood Preservation Act of 1897 requires the 

Council to ‘…….preserve so far as practicable the natural conditions and aspects of 

the wood…’. The stated aim of the flood management scheme is not to preserve 

the wood but to change the wood, with the aim of reducing flood risk to the properties 

in Wood Vale and the surrounding area. The discharge into the wood of potentially 

polluted water from a surface water sewer will lead to profound changes in the 

hydrology of the wood. In the absence of any hydrological evaluation, it is not clear 

how the scheme would reduce flood risk to the properties in Wood Vale and the 

surrounding area. Paradoxically, the changes to the ground water hydrology may 

increase the risk of flooding in Wood Vale and Crouch End playing fields. The 

scheme will cause significant and irreversible damage to the topography, 

archaeology, vegetation and wild life of the woods. It provides no benefits to the 

wood and may increase the risk of flooding in Wood Vale and surrounding area. It 

disregards the requirements of the Highgate Wood Preservation Act of 1897 and 

should be abandoned. 

123 Not stated My primary concern is for the wildlife in the wood which it does not appear to me in 

your proposal, is being given enough priority. Queen's Woods is a rarity in London 

and everything should be done to preserve it for current and future generations. I am 

not convinced that the flood mitigation scheme has come about in this spirit, but 

more as a quick fix to a problem without significant thought for the long-term 

implication. The idea of turning a sewer into an 'open water course' also sounds 

particularly alarming. In short, I would like the scheme to be looked into further and 

for other alternatives to be explored. 

124 Not stated object to so-called flood mitigation scheme. Queen's Wood is an ancient woodland, 

and the damage to plants, trees and soil, which by definition cannot be replaced, is 

completely unacceptable. Importing soil and wood for the berms and leaky dams will 

introduce organisms that are not natural to the wood and may well become invasive. 

The currently invasive floating pennywork may also spread downstream if 

watercourses are deculverted. In the pandemic the increased footfall has caused 

soil compaction, meaning that plants will struggle to regrow. You must not add to 

this problem by adding clay berms in this shady wood. This scheme must not go 

ahead 

125 Not stated object to the council’s proposed flood mitigation scheme without further investigation 

as to its potential impact on wildlife and the environmental 

126 Not stated object to the council’s proposed flood mitigation scheme without further investigation 

as to its potential impact on wildlife and the environmental 

127 Not stated object to the current plan to fence off large areas of Queens Wood 
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128 Not stated object to the flood mitigation scheme proposed for Queen's Wood. Following the 

rather severe vegetation removal works recently undertaken on the Parkland Walk, 

my partner and I are both very concerned that the scheme as it stands - in particular 

the 2m wide channels stated in the proposal - would not be carried out with the due 

care needed in such an ecologically sensitive area. We believe the work as currently 

described would result in long-lasting damage to the ground flora and root systems 

in the wood, and as such we ask that the proposal is re-evaluated with broad local 

consultation. 

129 Not stated object to the proposal to manage flood damage in the Queen's Wood on several 

grounds. First Heritage: Queen's Wood is a recognized ancient woodland and 

deserves to be preserved as such. Trees are the lungs of London and Queen's Wood 

contains 400-year-old oak trees. Second Ecology: it is also an acknowledged Nature 

Preserve whose ecological balance should be maintained undisturbed. Changing 

the water table would disturb the balance of both plant and animal life by introducing 

competitors to native flora and fauna. Third Pollution: Opening sewers and leaking 

drains would release pollutants into the environment near and far and spread harm 

even to humans. Fourth Recreation: Many people enjoy walking in Queen's Wood 

and relaxing away from the pressures of urban life for a while as they 'think green 

thoughts in a green shade'. 

130 Not stated object to the proposed flood mitigation scheme in Queens Wood. The ancient wood 

is a wonderful space in London. There needs to be research into how much impact 

the proposed work would have on the wildlife and environment of the wood. Do we 

know how effective the proposed scheme would be in improving flood protection 

because if there is even a slight chance that it wouldn’t be a significant improvement 

than this should be rethought! Can you provide proven benefits and assurance that 

this scheme is the only option? I oppose the commencement of works until a 

thorough consultation has taken place. 

131 Not stated object to the proposed flood mitigation scheme. Queen's Wood is an ancient and 

rare place with a delicate ecological balance. It is also a highly valued local amenity, 

which has been especially heavily used during the pandemic. Keeping access and 

ecology in balance is difficult at the best of times. The proposed Engineering works 

risk significant harm to the wood, without any discernible benefit.I urge the council 

to rethink or abandon this scheme 

132 Not stated object to the proposed Queen's Wood Natural Flood Management Scheme as I am 

concerned about the following: - bringing new timber, topsoil and clay on site is likely 

to bring new pests and invasive species into the wood - the culverted water from the 

roads is likely to increase water pollution in the streams - introducing new materials 

and heavy construction vehicles is likely to upset the balance of the topsoil in the 

woods, which has been built up over 500 years and is impossible to replace once 

lost - veteran and ancient trees with extensive root systems are likely to be damaged 

or lost. The wood is a local nature reserve, protected in perpetuity by act of 

parliament, and should not be used as a means to make up for inadequate 

infrastructure in the human spaces surrounding it 
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133 Not stated object to the proposed Queen's Wood Natural Flood Management Scheme as I am 

concerned about the following: - bringing new timber, topsoil and clay on site is likely 

to bring new pests and invasive species into the wood - the culverted water from the 

roads is likely to increase water pollution in the streams - introducing new materials 

and heavy construction vehicles is likely to upset the balance of the topsoil in the 

woods, which has been built up over 500 years and is impossible to replace once 

lost - veteran and ancient trees with extensive root systems are likely to be damaged 

or lost. The wood is a local nature reserve, protected in perpetuity by act of 

parliament, and should not be used as a means to make up for inadequate 

infrastructure in the human spaces surrounding it. 

134 Not stated object to this scheme on envionmental grounds. This is a nature reserve containing 

some rare species and ancient woodland and is protected in perpetuity by Act of 

Parliament. Any extensive work in this area would damage the existing flora and 

fauna and damage ancient tree roots. Think again please Haringey! 

135 Not stated objecting to your proposed flood mitigation scheme We have lived backing onto to 

Queen s wood for 21 years In this time we have seen no problems with flooding It 

rains It gets muddy the sun shines it dries out What we have seen is A unique 

ecosystem where ancient trees, flora and fauna happily coexsist The bird life is 

active and lively and owls happily tweet away at night This will be destroyed by 

vehicles coming in and out of the wood Bringing in topsoil from elsewhere will also 

damage this unique environment Children come to the woods from Kings Cross as 

it the nearest oasis for them to play in Please Please do not go ahead with this 

scheme and save this unique place for the next 500 years to be enjoyed and loved 

by all 

136 Not stated objection to the current proposal for a flood mitigation scheme within Queen's Wood. 

I am a local resident of Crouch End, and walk every day in Queen's Wood. I mainly 

support the Friends of Queen's Wood opposition to the flood scheme on the basis 

of its 2m wide channels along the existing stream valleys, which would cause huge 

disruption to the delicate ground flora and root systems of the wood, and the use of 

construction vehicles. These would cause clear, unnecessary and long-lasting 

ecological damage to the wood, which is already under strain through compaction 

by visitors. I would have had objections to this scheme on these grounds anyway, 

but following the appallingly poor example of recent vegetation works undertaken by 

the council along the Parkland Walk nature reserve, I would have no confidence that 

these flood works would be carried out with any sensitivity to the woodland 

ecosystem. 
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137 Not stated objection to the proposed Engineering works in Queen’s Wood. While I appreciate 

that there is an issue with flooding in the wood, I do not believe that this scheme is 

the right solution. I am also concerned at the lack of proper consultation and 

scientific study to work out what is the best solution. We’re talking about a wonderful 

established woodland, which is an enormously valuable resource to Londoners on 

so many levels. The carbon capture, the biodiversity and the huge societal benefits 

of green space and woodland. And this is in the context of woodland disappearing 

from our planet at an alarming rate. We all collectively need to be doing everything 

possible to preserve and retain the scarce woodland we still have - and although I 

understand that dealing with flooding will include the intention to protect the wood, 

this plan isn’t protecting this nature reserve on the level that it should and can. 

Haringey needs to start taking responsibility for its trees and natural spaces now. I 

have been involved in the campaign to protect trees on the Parkland Walk for this 

same reason - the approach there was very clearly prioritising structures over trees. 

We’re in a climate emergency. Trees need to be thought of as an equally valuable 

resource. I urge the council to halt this scheme and invest the time and resources 

necessary in coming up with a scheme which is far more protective of the woodland. 

138 Not stated objection to the proposed flood mitigation scheme for Queens Wood based on the 

following concerns I believe it is an overlarge project for a wood this size The risk 

assessment of flooding has never been shared with Friends of Queens Wood. 

Digging 2m wide channels all through the wood will be huge intrusion to the wood 

and very unsightly Vehicles will be parked on a regenerated area where precious 

wood Anenomes are returning The removal of top soil will destroy many plants that 

are rare in London The wood is not only a site of Metropolitan importance and a 

Nature reserve but has remained untouched for at least 500 years 

139 Not stated objection to the proposed flood mitigation scheme for Queens Wood based on the 

following concerns I believe it is an overlarge project for a wood this size The risk 

assessment of flooding has never been shared with Friends of Queens Wood. 

Digging 2m wide channels all through the wood will be huge intrusion to the wood 

and very unsightly Vehicles will be parked on a regenerated area where precious 

wood Anenomes are returning The removal of top soil will destroy many plants that 

are rare in London The wood is not only a site of Metropolitan importance and a 

Nature reserve but has remained untouched for at least 500 years 

140 Not stated objections to the proposed scheme for the flood management of Queen's Wood. The 

ecological concerns of The Friends Of Queen's Wood worry me and I fear that, 

despite your assurances, the biodiversity of the wood could be irreversibly harmed. 

Since the pandemic began footfall has dramatically increased and this has greatly 

affected the ground layer of the wood. The magnitude of these works can only serve 

to increase the pressure on its ecology. I also find the need to remove even a single 

tree troubling as this will add to habitat loss. I hope a way can be found to have less 

of an impact on Queen's Wood and protect against flood damage 

141 Not stated objections to this scheme. There has patently not been enough consultation about 

what is being suggested and not enough answers given to questions raised by the 

Friends of Queens Wood. 
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142 Not stated oppose the planned scheme in it’s current form. Whilst I accept that there is a need 

for changes to be made, this plan has been rushed and doesn’t appear to have 

thought through all the potential damage to the precious habitat found in the Wood. 

Also there was very little publicity about this, and I have friends who live on roads 

next to the woods who hadn’t heard this was even planned. We live 4 streets away, 

and Queens Wood was our sanctuary during lockdown, when we came to appreciate 

how special it is. Please can you reconsider your plans taking into account all the 

concerns voiced by the FQW 
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143 Not stated opposition to proposed works in queens Wood for many reasons as detailed below. 

I am a local resident and professional urban forester/arboriculturist. I also walk in 

these woods on a regular basis. This small woodland is a fragile ecosystem. It has 

huge ecological and social value for many reasons including the following: ·As a 

carbon sink, ·A biodiversity reserve ·An undisturbed forest soil with huge amounts 

of irreplaceable fungi, bacteria and nutrient cycling organisms ·One of the last 

remaining reserves of oak and hornbeam semi natural London forest ·Trees and 

woodlands are very efficient at reducing flooding ·A pocket of peace to help people 

stay healthy through the pandemic and beyond The proposed works would have 

the following detrimental effects: ·Compaction and disturbance of the woodland soils 

by machinery. This will in turn damage tree root areas which will reduce the tree and 

woodland health ·Trees will be cut down to allow the work reducing the ecosystem 

and biodiversity systems ·Reduction in public access to the woodland ·Further noise 

in an oasis away from traffic and roads It is not necessary to carry out such intensive 

flood remediation work in Queens Woods with tree removal and machinery. There 

are extensive green areas below the woods in the cricket and tennis club grounds in 

addition to streets, gardens and pavements that can be also be amended to reduce 

water flow and flooding. This work could speed up water flow by compacting soils 

and removing trees to undertake the works rather than reducing water flow. The 

statement on ‘arboricultural works’ on the McCoy drawing is inadequate in detail and 

does not form an arboricultural implications assessment, tree protection plan or an 

arboricultural method statement as should be provided for such works on this 

sensitive site. In the Construction section of the drawing notes, it is stated that 

‘boards to be placed on woodland floor as and when required’. Who is to make this 

decision?. Presumably the contractor who has no knowledge of woodlands, trees, 

tree roots and woodland soils. This contractor also wishes to carry out the work as 

easily and quickly as possible. Unfortunately, this statement is meaningless unless 

proper arboricultural management is to be implemented. The Construction notes 

also state that ‘site traffic routes and site storage to be agreed with the Engineer’. 

This is a decision that should be made by a forester/ecologist who is aware of 

particularly sensitive ecological areas and not an Engineer. There is no mention in 

the scheme of contamination. Refuelling machines is a common way that petrol, 

diesel and oil spills occur. Woodlands are also challenging areas for machinery and 

when machines are damaged, large oil spills can easily occur. Is there a procedure 

for dealing with these risks? I see no mention of an ecological survey as is a legal 

requirement. Has the area of the proposed work been surveyed for legally protected 

species such as mammals, reptiles and amphibians and in particular bats? In 

summary, even if the work is to be undertaken, the following restrictions should be 

applied: ·No machinery should be allowed within this woodland. ·All works should 

be carried out by hand. ·Community involvement and engagement should be sought 

to ensure that woodland users are aware of the reasons for the work and how the 

woodland will be protected during the works. ·A full ecological and arboricultural 

survey & assessment with proper and adequate professional ecological & forestry 

supervision allowed for as part of the works. This is the only way to ensure that the 
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woodland soil, protected species and trees are not degraded by the works. We need 

a thoughtful, considered approach rather than ill throughout interference in existing 

valuable social, ecological, carbon sink and a beautiful small woodland. 

144 Not stated opposition to the proposed Queens Wood flood management scheme. My house is 

in Wood Vale, at the lower end of the wood, which is the area for which flooding is 

apparently a concern. However, we have never experienced flooding problems here, 

so there seems to be little justification for the proposed system of dams in the wood. 

A far more important consideration is that the flood management scheme involves 

the cutting down of trees, and changes to the water course which would have a 

significant impact on the ecosystem of the wood. The loss of trees is a particularly 

serious matter, as the trees in Queens Wood are a precious asset to the community. 

Many of them are hundreds of years old, and they cannot be replaced. I would 

therefore like to request that this scheme should not go ahead, at least not in its 

present form. Perhaps a compromise scheme could be devised in consultation with 

local woodland experts and the Friends of Queens Wood, who know more about the 

wood than any contractor who might be brought in to do this work. 

145 Not stated pease leave our few ancient green spaces alone. I am very opposed to the the 

proposed flood mitigation scheme and concerned the scheme could actually make 

flooding in the wood itself worse ...it is designed to generate more muddy areas in 

the wood. That quite honestly is the last thing we want: children slipping down 

dangerous banks, dogs getting stuck, owners unable to follow. It would seem that 

health and safety issues have not been fully explored - the number one priority 

should be to safeguard this immensely important Local Nature Reserve, it is ancient 

woodland. At a time of climate crisis and massive loss of biodiversity, we should be 

doing all we can to protect and preserve the unique flora and fauna of this site. ... 

There seems to have been no consultation with the Friends of Queen's Wood who 

lead on the day-to-day management of the site, there have been no visits from the 

Conservation officer and there has been no walk-around the site with ecologists to 

look at the proposals in detail...large areas of the woodland will be reduced to a clay 

layer. 

146 Not stated Please can you ensure that proper consultation on the above matter is completed 

with the Friends of the Wood, with a properly qualified ecologist and with the 

Conservation officer. The loss of biodiversity in our area over the last decade is 

frightening and our woodland with its precious flora and fauna will be severely 

disrupted by this proposal. They are so fragile they may never recover. 

147 Not stated Please leave our wood alone and undisturbed. Do not open up the ground to 

potential invasive and alien plant/seed entry such as Japanese Knotweed. Large 

channels with a good water supply will do this and could be disastrous for all users. 

The wood works beautifully as a safe haven for locals just as it is. Save your money 

and spend it on housing the homeless and domestic abuse shelters please 

148 Not stated Please stop this madness now!!! The people of London need these green spaces 

to maintain some sanity during COVID. 
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149 Not stated SAY NO TO THE COUNCILS PROPOSED FLOOD MITIGATION. I believe that 

the current proposed scheme is being rushed through without adequate consultation 

or scientific study of it’s impact for uncertain benefits for flood prevention. We 

acknowledge the need to improve flood protection but believe this scheme is not 

right for Queens Wood. So at this stage, I would like to add my voice to: SAY NO. 

150 Not stated See email for ful details. I am concerned that this intrusion in this unbelievably 

precious space has not been properly considered and that the environmental impact 

and potential damage to trees and wildlife far outweighs any alleged need for these 

works. I also am concerned that the result of the works may harm the wood more 

than it may help them. My major concern for the future is that the council, my local 

authority, will decide to build in the woods or conduct additional construction works. 

151 Not stated serious concerns about the proposed flood mitigation scheme. While the information 

available states that the plans are to be carried out with regard to environmental and 

ecology of the woods, I have concerns about this. Recent activities by Haringey with 

regard to the environment do not fill me with confidence, and we need to have 

absolute guarantees that any work carried out will have a full environmental report 

first, and that all will be supervised properly by conservation experts. I also have 

concerns that open ditches could be a safety risk of children falling into them. I urge 

you to have a proper public consultation on this planned work. Queenswood is a 

protected wood, and we need to ensure it stays protected. 

152 Not stated serious concerns about the proposed works in Queen's Wood connected with flood 

management. Wiser people than me have shown that the planning is flawed. We 

walk the Woods everyday and would be happy to put up with any temporary 

disruption if it was shown to be necessary and valid. We live very close by and have 

received no information regarding the planned works except from concerned 

organisations 
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153 Not stated strong objection to this scheme, which I believe could have seriously deleterious 

consequences for Queens Wood, both in the short term and in the long term. The 

Wood as a Local Resource I have been walking in this wood for over 30 years and 

over the years my wife and I have found it to be an indispensable link to nature. Over 

the last year the footfall in the wood has increased dramatically, as more and more 

people have discovered it, and now it is under quite extreme pressure due to the 

small area it covers and its delicate ecosystem. The planned work will further 

exacerbate this situation with paths being taken out of use while the work is carried 

out and by reducing the Wood’s usability once the work is completed. Queens Wood 

is a Remnant of Ancient Woodland Being a surviving remnant of ancient woodland 

makes Queens Wood incredibly special, rare and very fragile. Unlike similar woods 

in the area such as Highgate Wood and Coldfall Wood it has a rich understory of 

brambles and wild flowers. This could be lost either through work carried out by 

heavy machinery or by the invasion of the wood by non-indigenous species imported 

in new topsoil. In addition, the introduction of berms will inevitably lead to areas of 

areas of exposed clay which are unlikely to be recolonised. Strolling through the 

wood is a very special experience and the loss of trees plus the creation of open 

areas of stagnant water will change the nature of the wood forever. For these 

reasons, I believe that the cost for the proposed solution is too high in ecological and 

social terms for the community, and therefore I feel that an alternative solution 

should be sought. 

154 Not stated strong opposition to the proposed Queen's Wood Natural Flood Mgt scheme.The 

level of intervention and proposed destruction seems excessive given that 'Haringey 

is not currently considered to be an area of high risk of flooding'. As a local resident 

who has appreciated the beauty of the Wood for many years and particularly over 

these past 12 months it would be devastating to see this diverse habitat of many 

hundreds of years standing be decimated. I add my voice to the opposition. 

155 Not stated strongly object to Haringey’s proposals for the following reasons: ·Queen’s Wood is 

a wonderful example of rare and ancient woodland that has developed over 

centuries. ·It is a delicately balanced habitat of wide ranging flora and fauna 

·Haringey’s proposals run the serious risk of introducing new and alien species via 

the importation of timber, topsoil, and clay. ·The steep and slippery banks created 

will be a serious hazard to users of the woods, particularly children. ·Heavy 

construction vehicles will pose a risk to tree roots and will, by necessity, enlarge the 

existing paths. ·Already this wonderful wood has seen paths increase and widen as 

a result of the increased usage during the Covid pandemic. Many of these paths will 

need to be closed to the public during construction work thus pushing the footfall 

onto other areas of the wood with the attendant risks to tree roots and vegetation, 

animal, bird, and insect life. We should be valuing this ancient woodland, not 

trashing it through some ill-thought out scheme. Rather than ‘improving amenity and 

biodiversity’ this scheme runs the serious risk of causing lasting and permanent 

damage to a fragile and ancient woodland 
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156 Not stated strongly oppose the councils proposed flood mitigation scheme in Queen’s Woods. 

I live in the local area and visit the woods daily, the proposed scheme would be 

hugely damaging to the ancient woodland and the wildlife within it. I believe the 

scheme is being rushed through without adequate consultation or scientific study of 

its impact, and for uncertain benefits for flood prevention. I hope the concerns of 

local residents will be taken into consideration and these unnecessary works halted 

so we can protect the ancient woodland and it’s wildlife 
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157 Not stated strongly oppose the planned development in Queen’s Wood. The actions of the 

Council fall far below the level of care and diligence required by statute and a liable 

to judicial review on multiple grounds. Natural England must be consulted on the 

destruction of this habitat and they do not appear to have been engaged at all. No 

Environmental Impact Assessment has been carried out - this is illegal. The 

Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations apply to developments carried out 

by local authorities. Where significant environmental effects are expected an 

Environmental Impact Assessment is required under Schedule 2. Projects affected 

a sensitive area must be screened even if they are below the thresholds/criteria 

otherwise. The failure of the Council to undertake this screening is breaking the law 

and subject to judicial review. [1] <> The Queen’s Wood has several designations 

which prohibit the undertaking of damaging work of the nature proposed by the 

Council: · The Wood has had Statutory Designation as a Local Nature Reserve 

under Section 21 of the National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949[2] 

<> since 1990. · The Wood features within the Haringey’s Biodiversity Action 

Plan[3] <>. · The Wood was awarded Green Flag Status in 2015 and has 

continued to retain this[4] <>. · The Wood has achieved UK Woodland Assurance 

Standard Certification[5] <> · MAGIC map[6] <> shows the Wood’s habitats are 

designated as “Woodland Improvement High Spatial Priority[7] <>. The wood is at 

least 500 years old - possibly older. The Queen’s Wood is a W16 ancient (Rackham, 

2008) [8] <> oak/hornbeam woodland[9] <> which is a precious habitat. The Ancient 

Tree Inventory project (Nolan, 2020)[10] <> shows two veteran trees (wild pear and 

common hornbeam) within the Wood, with three veteran sessile oaks just 

outside[11] <> these are likely to be damaged by the works. Destruction of 

irreplaceable ancient woodlands for the construction of HS2 has been hugely 

controversial and similar political involvement and protest should be expected here. 

The Friends of Queen’s Wood have undertaken numerous surveys of fungi, 

invertebrates, birds and flora - these have not been considered by the Council. This 

contravenes the requirements of the Council’s Biodiversity Action Plan. The wood is 

a Nature Reserve and is protected by statute. These works should not be being 

contemplated. The planned timings for the work will involve the disturbance of 

nesting birds - this is illegal. I am extremely concerned that the disturbance and 

compaction caused during the works will severely damage the soil and ecosystems. 

It will also impact on trees, such as the London plane tree, ability to grown and thrive. 

Bringing wood/timber into the woods from outside risks upsetting the balance of fungi 

and invertebrates, damaging the ecosystem. The ancient wood soil is extremely 

precious and not replicated by other imported “topsoil” - piling imported clay on top 

will damage the fungi, invertebrates and plants living in the soil. Increasing the 

surface water run off from nearby roads into the wood will damage insects and 

amphibians living in the wood. The hydrology of the wood will be affected by the 

works - this will impact the success of ancient wood indicator plants and damage the 

ecosystem. 
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158 Not stated strongly oppose the proposals as set out in the statutory notification: "Queen's Wood 

Natural Flood Management Scheme" (22 Feb 2021). Such proposals would 

seriously damage the nature and ecology of one of London's most important 

remaining ancient woodlands, a highly valued statutory Local Nature Reserve, and 

a Site of Metropolitan Importance for Nature Conservation in London. The scheme 

proposes to bring to the surface an existing sewer, to install around twenty 'leaky 

dams', and to create a number of associated earth 'berms'. Some of the existing 

ditches, that form part of the headwaters of the River Moselle, will be 'realigned'. 

These proposals would have a dramatic and deleterious effect on the existing 

hydrology and ecology of the Wood. The 'leaky' dams would allow sewage pollution 

and nutrient rich water to spread widely, causing eutrophication to the surrounding 

soils. These edaphic effects would in turn result in the dominance of widespread and 

invasive plant species such as stinging nettles, docks, willowherbs and coarse 

grasses. The rarer and more demanding plant species, and those particularly 

associated with ancient woodland, like wood anemone, pignut, woodruff, early dog-

violet and goldilocks buttercup, are likely to rapidly decline as they are out-competed 

by the more invasive species mentioned above. Many of the rarer plants are 

currently found close to the existing drainage ditches, so they are particularly 

vulnerable to the proposed flood management scheme. In 1990, Haringey Council 

declared Queen's Wood a statutory Local Nature Reserve (LNR) under the 

provisions of the National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act of 1949. The 

declaration was made following detailed discussions and agreement with the Nature 

Conservancy Council (later to become English Nature and Natural England). Under 

the terms of the Act, LNRs must be managed for the benefit of the wild plants and 

animals that they support. The current proposals will, among other consequences, 

affect the existing complex hydrology of the Wood, which will in turn, as described 

above, have negative consequences for the flora and fauna. As a consequence, 

such proposals may well be unlawful. Queen's Wood is also a Site of Metropolitan 

Importance for Nature Conservation (M 116). The Mayor of London approved this 

designation in 2002. Such Sites are those which contain the best examples of 

London's habitats, Sites which contain particularly rare species, or Sites which are 

of particular significance within otherwise heavily built-up areas of London. The draft 

London Plan stated that the Mayor expects Boroughs to give 'strong protection' to 

such Sites in their Unitary Development Plans. I imagine that succeeding London 

Plans (which I do not have to hand) will have continued to offer this protection. The 

current proposals do not offer such 'strong protection' as I have pointed out above. 

Nor will the proposals result in "improving the amenity and biodiversity value in the 

area" as stated in the proposal. Queen's Wood is also an important archaeological 

site, and a Regionally Important Geological Site. No Environmental Impact 

Assessment appears to have been carried out, and should be done as a matter of 

urgency. The Council have outlined several alternative flood alleviation schemes that 

would be far less damaging to the Wood, and these should be carefully investigated. 

The current proposals are by far the most damaging to the Wood. 
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159 Not stated the main points of my concern that I would appreciate if the council addressed: ·The 

actual elements to be used in the intervention: ·Technical: what is the size, type, 

material of elements to be used? are they sustainable? approved for use in sensitive 

areas in terms of biodiversity, responsibly sourced, small enough to avoid damaging 

routes and covering large permeable soil areas, that hold part of the water during 

flooding naturally? Is the technique to be used intrusive? ·Aesthetic: how these are 

going to look in human scale? are they going to affect the aesthetics of the park? ·Is 

the scheme recognising, monitoring and protecting veteran trees with fencing or 

other measures? (is there a map or diagram with their locations?) ·Is the scheme 

recognising, monitoring and protecting bird and insects' species? This includes 

impact of noise, pollution, chemicals. ·If harm is inevitable will the contractor provide 

mitigation and compensation measures? Are they going to 'translocate' the soil? Are 

they going to replant the same type of tree? using their seeds and/or scions? ·How 

is the scheme improving biodiversity as it claims? ·How is the scheme going to 

improve the conditions in the wood? ·Why is it necessary? ·When and how is this 

going to happen? (type of vehicles to be used if any, where they are going to be 

used, when will the wood close and for how long?) Your response to these questions 

would be very much appreciated. Please note that, on the grounds of this information 

being missing, I am objecting to the scheme proposed. 

160 Not stated The scheme could actually make flooding in the wood itself worse and is designed 

to generate more muddy areas in the wood. Large areas of the woodland will be 

reduced to a clay layer. That quite honestly is the last thing we want: children slipping 

down dangerous banks, dogs getting stuck, owners unable to follow. It would seem 

that health and safety issues have not been fully explored. The number one priority 

should be to safeguard this immensely important Local Nature Reserve. Most 

importantly, it is ancient woodland. At a time of climate crisis and massive loss of 

biodiversity, we should be doing all we can to protect and preserve the unique flora 

and fauna of this site. There was no consultation with the Friends of Queen's Wood 

who lead on the day-to-day management of the site. There have been no visits from 

the Conservation officer and there has been no walk-around the site with ecologists 

to look at the proposals. This is shocking oversight and disregard for expert opinions. 

I sincerely hope these plans are stopped and improved immediately. 
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161 Not stated The scheme could actually make flooding in the wood itself worse and is designed 

to generate more muddy areas in the wood. Large areas of the woodland will be 

reduced to a clay layer. That, quite honestly, is the last thing we want: children 

slipping down dangerous banks, dogs getting stuck, owners unable to follow. It 

would seem that health and safety issues have not been fully explored. The number 

one priority should be to safeguard this immensely important Local Nature Reserve. 

Most importantly, it is ancient woodland. At a time of climate crisis and massive loss 

of biodiversity, we should be doing all we can to protect and preserve the unique 

flora and fauna of this site. There was no consultation with the Friends of Queen's 

Wood who lead on the day-to-day management of the site. There have been no 

visits from the Conservation officer and there has been no walk-around the site with 

ecologists to look at the proposals. This is shocking oversight and disregard for 

expert opinions. I sincerely hope these plans are stopped and improved immediately 
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162 Not stated There are four ancient woodlands in Haringey: ·Bluebell Wood 

<https://www.haringey.gov.uk/libraries-sport-and-leisure/parks-and-open-spaces/z-

parks-and-open-spaces/bluebell-wood-n11>·Coldfall Wood 

<https://www.haringey.gov.uk/libraries-sport-and-leisure/parks-and-open-spaces/z-

parks-and-open-spaces/coldfall-wood> ·Queens Wood 

<https://www.haringey.gov.uk/libraries-sport-and-leisure/parks-and-open-spaces/z-

parks-and-open-spaces/queens-wood-local-nature-reserve> ·Highgate Wood 

(external link) <https://www.cityoflondon.gov.uk/things-to-do/green-

spaces/highgate-wood> All are managed by Haringey Council’s Parks Service with 

the exception of Highgate Wood, which is managed by the Corporation of London. 

Ancient Woodlands are of great historical and ecological interest, being the direct 

descendants of the original ‘wildwood’, which covered most of Britain until about five 

thousand years ago. Since Roman times (and probably before) the woods were 

managed as an important economic resource. Oak trees provided timber for 

buildings and boat construction and hornbeam was particularly valued as a source 

of fuel, its dense wood burning at a higher temperature than any other native tree. 

Hornbeam was also used for producing charcoal and the hard wood was ideal for 

making axles of cartwheels and chopping boards. Today, Haringey’s ancient 

woodlands are a vital resource for education and enjoyment for local residents, 

schools and community groups and are open all day, every day for people to drop 

in and enjoy! Haringey has three Local Nature Reserves: ·Parkland Walk 

<https://www.haringey.gov.uk/libraries-sport-and-leisure/parks-and-open-spaces/z-

parks-and-open-spaces/parkland-walk-local-nature-reserve> ·Railway Fields 

<https://www.haringey.gov.uk/libraries-sport-and-leisure/parks-and-open-spaces/z-

parks-and-open-spaces/railway-fields-local-nature-reserve> ·Queens Wood 

<https://www.haringey.gov.uk/libraries-sport-and-leisure/parks-and-open-spaces/z-

parks-and-open-spaces/queens-wood-local-nature-reserve> These statutory sites 

are protected by an Act of Parliament and have been chosen by the council in 

consultation with English Nature (see External Links section 

<https://www.haringey.gov.uk/environment-and-waste/nature-and-

conservation/conservation/local-nature-reserves> below). For anyone wanting to 

visit Parkland Walk or Queens Wood all they have to do is show up. Opening times 

for Railway Fields may vary during the week. There are also some guided walks and 

weekend activities on offer so to avoid disappointment please call or email Parks 

Customer Care for more information: Given the above the invasive, extensive and 

basically unnecessary works that the council are seeking to inflict on Queens Wood 

are contrary to all stated policy. Haringey is not noted for its flooding, again as stated 

on the council's website, and the damage resulting from the incursions of heavy 

machinery and the importation of alien materials to a delicate ecosystem cannot be 

justified, either on the grounds of cost or minimal (if any) benefit. As a concerned 

council tax payer I can but urge an urgent and stringent review of the misbegotten 

scheme that is so contrary to the council's statutory responsibilities. 
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163 Not stated There have been notices that this scheme is being pushed through without 

consultation. Please show the environmental consultations that have been 

undertaken to show the ‘damage to benefit’ calculations. The close of consultation 

date seems unreasonably short given the importance of Queens Wood to the area. 

164 Not stated There is quite good information on the proposed solution, but next to no information 

on the problem that the solution is there to solve. It is impossible to form a balanced 

view and so I object to the scheme. I have looked at the range of documents 

available and from this it’s clear what the plan is - I can see it’s a thought through 

scheme, it’s logical and will, I trust, mean that drainage is better in the wood. What I 

can’t see anywhere is why all this effort is happening. The effort will mean: big 

disruption to habitats; destruction of trees; ubanisation of a rare natural space; and 

cost a great deal of money. There has to be a really big reason for someone to want 

to commit to this. What is it? I can see a pretty vague reason in ‘reduce surface water 

run-off and collection, this in turn will help reduce any flood risk to properties at Wood 

Vale and nearby’. What does this actually mean? We need a more detailed and 

granular explanation of the need. There’s no question the wood gets soggy in winter 

and that the streams are clogged. Also, a fact that the drainage leads down to a 

single point where it goes under Wood Vale, but this already has some protection in 

place. Will the amount of run off really bust this? If it does what will the damage 

actually be? There must have been detailed work done on this. Some scenario 

planning maybe. Where is that information? Ultimately, to be able to support the 

scheme I need to know that the potential damage caused by not doing the works, 

outweighs the huge damage caused by doing it. Right now, I can only see one half 

of this and it does not look good. 

165 Not stated This ancient and much loved Wood is a nature reserve and is protected by an act of 

Parliament. It has many plants rare in London which would be lost forever at a time 

when increased footfall from the pandemic is already causing stress to the flora and 

trees. Whole areas of the Wood would be closed to the public during construction 

and vehicles would be parked and used in the Wood. The scheme is being rushed 

through without adequate consultation or scientific study of its impact and with 

uncertain benefits for flood prevention. Whilst I understand there may be a need to 

improve flood protection, this scheme is not right for the Wood. 

166 Not stated This is far too large a scheme for such a small and valuable woodland which now 

offers a natural soak area for rainfall. Leave it alone. 

167 Not stated This major development has not received proper time for consultation nor worked 

properly with the local groups most concerned with Queens Wood. Few details for 

the proposed scheme have been released and nothing on the alternatives that were 

also considered. The scheme as outlined is likely to have serious deleterious effects 

on the wood from lack of access during its construction, tree and plant removal that 

cannot be replaced and permanent serious visual impairment of the wood once 

completed. Queens Wood is a site of metropolitan and national importance: it should 

not be damaged as a result of an ill-thought through scheme such as this. It is also 

protected by statute, so that the Council and its contractors would attract liability for 

the damage the scheme caused. 
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168 Not stated to protest against the proposed scheme on many counts: -Excavation of a channel 

will disrupt the ecology and character of the ancient wood, the fragile shallow layer 

of top-soil and exposing the underlying clay in which nothing will grow. -The wood's 

only orchids grow along the proposed stream bed, precious helleborines. -a wide 

channel and ponds will attract children and dogs. It will be difficult to stop them 

playing in possibly polluted water. - There are very few houses downstream and a 

new larger pipe under Wood Vale has solved the problem of flooding there. Below 

that is the extensive green space of Crouch End Playing Fields, which form a huge 

sponge. It is difficult to see what would be under threat if the wood was left to nature. 

-Queens Wood is a haven of peace for the community, somewhere to restore sanity 

for many people, especially during this long and difficult confinement. Intervention 

using noisy and disruptive machinery would be destructive for no good reason. 

169 Not stated very concerned about the plans for flood prevention involving Queens Wood. My 

concerns are that trees will be lost and that the delicate balance of plants and 

streams will be lost. As far as I can see the plans would not benefit Queens Wood 

itself but be part of a more widespread flood prevention in North London. The 

ecosystem in Queens Wood is fragile and would not benefit from the programme. I 

would be grateful if you would reconsider this plan 
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170 Not stated very strong opposition to the proposed plans for the Queen’s Wood Natural Flood 

Management Scheme. I have acquainted myself with the plans on the website and 

am appalled at the level of intervention which will be required to construct the flood 

mitigation features. This seems excessive given that Haringey on its own website 

states: “Haringey is not currently considered to be an area at high risk of flooding”. 

I am a frequent user of Queen’s Wood and have been lucky enough to have grown 

up in its locality. I have had 65 years of appreciating what it provides to people living 

in the area. During the pandemic, it has become even more popular and a vital part 

of maintaining the well-being of all those using it as part of their daily exercise. I am 

proud to be a member of the Friends of Queen’s Wood, an organisation which is 

passionate to preserve the beauty and biodiversity of this ancient woodland. There 

are members who have expert knowledge and experience of managing woodland. 

You should be making best use of their expertise to assist you with ensuring the 

most sensitive approach to the scheme, should it really be necessary for it to go 

ahead. I’d like to remind you that Queen’s Wood is a local nature reserve and is 

protected in perpetuity by an act of parliament. The wood has been in existence for 

at least 500 years. Topsoil which has accumulated over time could never be 

replaced after being ravaged by the diggers you propose to use as part of your flood 

management scheme. The same can be said for the rare plants and precious trees 

of this arboreal gem. You have been ‘economical’ in your explanations as to 

precisely how you would ensure that the minimum number of trees would be felled. 

I acknowledge that you do make a reference to limiting removal of trees but this 

would require very close supervision by an environmental expert with particular 

knowledge of ancient woodland and its biodiversity. It is essential that the 

unnecessary devastation to trees which took place on the Parkland Walk is not 

repeated. Should your flood mitigation scheme go ahead in a revised state, work 

should not take place until the pandemic and threats of lockdown have completely 

disappeared. The nesting season for all the birdlife needs to have finished and 

ideally, trees should be in a dormant state. There should be no importation of timber 

to make the ‘leaky dams’ nor importation of clay and topsoil to create the berms. The 

delicate balance of the woodland’s biodiversity could be destroyed by invasive 

species. You have an unenviable responsibility to the community to ensure that you 

address the minor threat of flooding to the local populous whilst also guaranteeing 

that the impact on Queen’s Wood is kept to the absolute minimum. Your present 

proposal seems extreme in its approach and needs to be revised. In its revision 

would you please encourage participation by the local populous in making it the best 

possible compromise for all concerned. 

171 Not stated We are against the 2m wide channel being dug. This must not happen. How do we 

stop this terrible act. 

172 Not stated We are members of the friends of Queens Wood and we are strongly against the 

proposed flood mitigation scheme. Queens wood is a very special place of which 

very few are left in London and feel the proposed scheme could jeopardise our much 

loved nature preserve 
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173 Not stated We are opposed to the proposed Engineering works in Queen's Wood as we feel 

that there has been insufficient public consultation on the matter. We also feel that 

there appears to have been inadequate scientific study on the impact of the 

proposed works on the woodland itself and on the supposed protection from floods. 

The woods are ancient and contain many rare plants which might be lost if the works 

go ahead. The proposed 2 metre wide channels might bring increased pollution and 

invasive species to Queen's Wood. The bringing into the wood of vehicles and the 

closing off of parts of the wood to public access during construction work would be 

most unwelcome, given the potential damage that might be done to the wood. In 

the modern world, trees and woodland need to be protected for well known reasons 

connected with climate change and also for the quality of life of city dwellers. In 

summary, more scientific research on the potential damage to the wood needs to be 

carried out before the potentially damaging construction work is started. All these 

points are made in more detail and more compellingly on the Friends of the Queen's 

Wood website. 

174 Not stated We are very concerned that the proposed major Engineering works in Queens Wood 

are being rushed through without adequate consultation or scientific study of its 

impact. We fear that this wonderful, ancient nature reserve - its rare plants and 

ancient trees - will be damaged by the proposed works. 

175 Not stated We received your drainage consultation plan but do not agree that it is the only way 

to solve the water and damage to the woods issues. We have been asked to support 

the Friends of Queen’s Woods and help them to get more advice before anything 

should be allowed to progress. 

176 Not stated We strongly object to the proposal for Queens Wood. 

177 Not stated We strongly oppose the current proposed scheme , for the reasons ably set out in 

representations by Friends of Queens Wood. Please do not embark on another 

wanton act of environmental destruction, so soon after the debacle of tree massacre 

along the Parkland Walk (or as it is now know, “the Walk”) 

178 Not stated We've enjoyed the wood for the last 35 years and it's a favourite quiet place as it's 

relatively untouched - how a natural, historic woodland should be. It's been heavily 

used during COVID and has suffered damage though such heavy footfall but has 

been a source of pleasure and escape to many people and families and been 

invaluable to their well-being in these difficult times. The wood itself is not the cause 

of any flooding problems through Wood Vale and down to Park Road. I doubt that 

any work done in the wood will be the solution to those problems either. The plans 

look like they will significantly and negatively affect this historic wood with no definite 

positive impact on any problems of flooding. Ancient oaks are also under threat in 

the wood due to the current stand-off between Haringey Council and AXA. The wood 

should be left as it is for the time being. None of the current problems are the woods 

fault and I doubt these ill-thought out and invasive, destructive works will be the 

solution either. 
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179 Not stated Whilst I fully understand the need to prevent possible flooding to some houses, I feel 

there has been insufficient consultation with the public and no scientific study has 

been undertaken by ecology experts.Your proposal is, therefore, not evidence based 

and has not taken into account any alternative methods of dealing with the potential 

problem. This beautiful and ancient wood will be irredeemably damaged by heavy 

equipment and the plan to bring in timber and soil from elsewhere will distribute 

unwanted invasive weeds and possible disease. I would respectfully request that a 

full and proper consultation is conducted, in addition to a scientific survey being 

commissioned from ecology experts in the field. 

180 Not stated Whilst I understand that some measures are needed to alleviate the issue of flooding 

in the woods, it would appear that your proposed solution is not sensitive to the flora 

and trees and is not undertaking a full consultation with the public. I would propose 

that a full scientific study is undertaken and a full consultation exercise must take 

place to ensure that any works are suitable for this fragile and historically important 

urban woodland area. This needs to be done before any decisions are made or any 

works commences in the woods. 

181 Not stated years I have witnessed the deterioration of the woods in many aspects, usually as a 

result of tinkering by those in charge. The drainage problem seemed to arise 

coincidentally at a time when there was much clearance activity and although I 

cannot say that the two are connected my instinct is to leave these ancient woods 

to nature and stop tinkering. I feel the proposal is totally over the top would be 

surprised if it succeeded in any way. 

182 Not stated You have not included the ecological constraints document in your pack. The plan 

says it is to be read in conjunction with this document. How can we comment when 

we do not have this key document available. Please send me this document and 

load it onto the website. The consultation papers are hidden in the road safety 

consultations and are hard to find. They do not show under the haringey council 

general consultations section where they should be shown. Please extend the 

consultation period and include the documentation on the general consultations 

section of the website where people can find it. 

183 Not stated Can you please tell me wher to find details of the planned works in Queens Wood 

184 Not stated I am a local resident and use Queens Wood daily. I also volunteer to do maintenance 

work there. I don't live in Wood Vale but, talking to people who do, I am not aware 

that there is a serious potential flooding issue there. The proposed scheme seems 

unnecessary if protecting Wood Vale homes from flooding is the objective. The 

funding would be better spent on improving drainage and structure of the main paths 

in QW so that people can use them. Recent events have resulted in a big increase 

of traffic in the wood and the poor state of the paths has led to the creatuon of a 

mass of desire paths that quickly become waterlogged. Can you please direct your 

attention towards this problem? 

185 Not stated I would think it was a good idea to have an environmental impact study of changes 

to the stream before starting major works 
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186 Not stated object to the proposed flood management scheme in Queen’s Wood. There clearly 

is a flood problem which needs to be addressed but this scheme is not the right one 

for this ancient wood: ·The introduction of wood and other materials from outside 

may bring new pests to the wood ·The wood is heavily used during the current 

pandemic and therefore the closure of parts of the wood to members of the public 

whilst the work takes place would force people onto the remaining paths - the 

increased footfall would cause more damage to surrounding plants and trees ·Rare 

plants and ancient tree roots may be destroyed 

187 Not stated Your consultation document just dropped through the door and first request - is there 

a higher resolution plan available to view online/download? The one on the web > is 

just as bad as the mailed copy; as it’s very small text and difficult to make out details. 

If not, consider making one available to view. 

188 Not stated The references to “improving amenity and biodiversity value in the area” are 

unsatisfactory. Constraints on the proposals 1.Queens Wood is a 

highly valued neighbourhood asset: for families, for nursery groups and for local 

enjoyment of a natural asset: restrictions on access while work is in progress must 

be kept to a minimum. 2.For the same reasons, the ecology of the Wood 

and access routes must be restored to their former state when work has finished. 

3.Queens Wood is an ancient woodland and a statutory nature reserve. So the 

ecology of the Wood must not be damaged. 4.The Friends of Queens Wood 

have substantial knowledge of the ecology of the Wood and have financed 

professional studies of habitats, also of bird- and insect-life. Their expertise and local 

knowledge should be used so as to minimise avoidable environmental damage, e.g 

to nesting sites, plantlife, landscape and access. Impact of the 

proposals 1.Surface run-off from Muswell Hill Road will bring with it substantial 

chemical waste from the heavy traffic along the Road. How can the proposed leaky 

dams prevent widespread pollution of the soil of the Wood from run-off ? 

(“Constraints, 2 and 3). 2.What access will be required for construction vehicles and 

machinery ? What restrictions will this impose on local use of the Wood while the 

work is in progress ? (“Constraints, 1”). 3.What arrangements will be made for 

clearing spoil after work is finished ? The spoil must not be dumped in such a way 

that it can damage habitats or inhibit access (“Constraints, 2, 3”). 4.How will existing 

paths and rights of way be kept open for local use while work is in progress ? 

(“Constraints,1, 2”) 5.The large pond in the centre of the Wood is infested with 

floating pennywort which is extremely invasive. I believe there is a statutory duty to 

avoid further infestation downstream: how will this be done ? (“Constraints, 2 and 3”) 

6.Volunteer groups in Haringey are required to suspend tree-felling and shrub-

clearing during Spring and Summer, i.e March - August. Similar rules are applied to 

Forestry Commission estates. The Scheme should obey the same rules 

(“Constraints, 3, 4”). 7.The Wood is classified as ancient woodland and has a 

recorded history going back to the middle ages. Care must be taken to avoid 

damage to or destruction of remaining traces of its earlier history. The Friends Group 

can advise on where these traces can be found (“Constraints, 3, 4”). 
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189 Not stated It has just been brought to my knowledge that you are envisaging carrying out major 

works in Queens Wood. I have walked there several times recently and have seen 

no information about this proposed work which does rather smack of lack of 

consultation. Queens Wood is a quiet, peaceful place. It has its own unique ecology 

and, as we all know only too well during the Pandemic we mess around with nature 

at our peril. I have visited Queens Wood in the wet, in the snow and in the summer. 

I have never seen a drainage problem. The Wood is all the better for the fact that it 

is natural, undeveloped and lacking in bang up to date drainage. Drainage schemes 

traditionally decimate our population of reptiles such as rare frogs, toads lizards and 

newts. They do not understand the new drainage pipes, channels and infrastructure 

and either die or go elsewhere. Certainly in my honest opinion wasting a small 

fortune in Council Tax on such a scheme is just not called for, will be disastrous for 

the Wood and a blight on those that regularly walk there. 

190 Not stated am deeply concerned about your proposed Flood Mitigation Project, which involves 

digging 2m wide trenches and bringing heavy machinery into Queen's Wood. 

Queen's Wood is ancient woodland, 600 years old or more. Its soil and plants have 

not been touched by time very much, very luckily, but also through continuous and 

tireless efforts of environmentalists and supporters of the woods. I am one of them, 

who is also in contact with several environmental organisations and specialists, as 

for example ornithologists who have all recognized the extraordinary importance of 

this very small woodland. In autumn and winter for example, very large gatherings 

of migrating birds pause in the woods and feed on millions of insects on the 

woodland's floor, which is a treasure of roots, fungi, minerals and organisms. Indeed, 

it is the trees which are very old and special in Queen's Wood, but it is the ground 

too, which must not be disturbed for mitigation projects. I have not seen waterflow 

being a problem in the woods. In the opposite, the existing waterflows, some of the 

natural, seem to work well enough. 
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191 Not stated concerns about the proposed plans for flood management in Queen’s Wood, N10. I 

presume you have made these plans with the best of intentions. However I think 

they are misguided and should be revised. First, the new channels and berms will 

disrupt the ecology of the wood to the extent that it may never recover. This is an 

ancient woodland dating back to at least 1600, probably a lot further. The ecology of 

the wood is fragile and especially at present, while there’s more footfall owing to the 

pandemic, and the wood is already under some stress, this plan would be a disaster. 

Cutting a 2m-wide channel through the centre of the wood could mean that some 

plant species simply disappear from the wood and do not return. These species can’t 

be replanted. It would also disrupt wildlife, particularly nesting birds. The coppiced 

area near Wood Vale is fantastic proof that coppicing works to regenerate woodland, 

and the channel would cut right through the middle of it, destroying years of patient 

renewal and new growth, with young trees and wildlife. Second, I have not seen any 

proof that the proposed new channels and other drainage aids would mitigate the 

flood risk further downstream. Most current thinking seems to say that allowing water 

to collect and be absorbed by plants and trees can actually help to avoid floods, 

rather than attempting to divert it into manmade channels. Once it has flowed 

through Queen’s Wood in the new channel, the water will then enter the same pipe 

that is currently underneath Wood Vale and the playing fields, so any improved flow 

through the woods will simply hit the same barrier as currently exists. Making more 

coppicing further upstream, not destroying the current coppicing near Wood Vale, 

might help. Third, even with the best of intentions, plans can go awry once the 

diggers move in. We have seen what happened with the Parkland Walk and the way 

that contractors exceeded their brief by cutting down far more trees than was 

originally intended. This could easily happen in Queen’s Wood too, and the results 

would be irredeemable. 

192 Not stated Worried taht if cheme is done badly, it could damage the wood. Could disturbance 

caused by the work be delayed until after the bird nesting period, and the number 

of people using weed for lockdown exervise has reduced. 
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193 Not stated , the topsoil has accumulated over many hundreds of years and disturbing it will 

destroy plant seeds (including rare woodland species) and the fragile soil structure 

and insect life which has developed over time and cannot be replaced. The 

introduction and movement of construction vehicles will cause serious destruction of 

the soil, plant life and insect species which are the principal components of this 

fragile ecosystem, which may take decades to recover to its current levels of health 

and biodiversity. The people carrying out the scheme and trampling over the 

disturbed ground will cause additional erosion, compaction of the soil and 

destruction of the ecosystem, not to mention rubbish which may be dumped. The 

noise will be extremely detrimental especially to the species which live there but also 

to residents and visitors. Closure of some footpaths will lead to further overuse of 

other footpaths, causing even more compaction, erosion and destruction of the soil. 

This area is a designated nature reserve and protected by Act of Parliament, yet 

flora and fauna will be badly affected. The wildlife which has made its home in the 

wood will be irreparably disturbed and flee the area or simply decline, in particular 

nesting beetles, bees, butterflies and other important insect species, creating an 

exponentially damaging impact on birds and small mammals whose nests, homes 

and food sources will be adversely affected and threatened. Flora will be threatened 

and reduced, eg wood anemones, narcissi and rarer plant species which are clinging 

onto life. Ancient tree roots will be damaged, leading to potential death of ancient 

trees, which the city can ill afford. The importation of wood, clay and topsoil from 

outside the wood will introduce unwanted pathogens and invasive species into the 

wood, leading to further erosion and destruction of its delicate ecosystem. Increasing 

the spread of stagnant water will bring additional pollution into the streams and 

spread invasive species I am opposed to the current proposal. It is heavy-handed. 

I do not think it has properly considered the effect on this ancient wood and nature 

reserve. I think that the whole scheme should be revised following discussion with 

the Friends of Queen's Wood, who are familiar with the wood and whose purpose to 

protect it. The time frame proposed is particularly inappropriate due to the 

pandemic, which has led to far greater footfall and resultant strain on the wood's 

fragile ecosystem. The area needs a long period of time to recover from this 

onslaught, not further more detrimental and noisy threat to the habitat. Any scheme 

put forward requires a far more ecologically sensitive and timely approach. 

194 Onslow 

Gdns 

Scheme will cause a lot of visible changes all over the Wood 

195 Onslow 

Gdns 

196 Onslow 

Gdns 

I am writing to express my concern about the nature of the works that are being 

proposed. I join with the expert consultants advising the Friends of Queen’s Wood, 

and the many neighbours and beneficiaries of Queens Wood in urging re-

consideration of the plans to scale them down in order to protect the rare flora and 

fauna of the woodlands. Sometimes doing less is doing more, and I cannot believe 

that a more suitable set of plans could not be developed with the health of the 

woodlands as a higher priority than currently in evidence. 
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197 Onslow 

Gdns 

I do not support the scheme for flood mitigation in Queen's Wood as this will disrupt 

and adversely affect the natural habitat - this is the only remaining ancient woodland 

in London and should be preserved. 

198 Onslow 

Gdns 

I am writing to oppose Haringey Council’s proposed flood mitigation scheme. My 

understanding is the proposed two metre wide channels are excessive with no 

proven benefits and which could spread pollution and invasive species. 

199 Onslow 

Gdns 

My family has been living in Onslow Gardens since 1962 and the woods have been 

an important feature in our lives. We feel that the information we received from the 

council was not sufficiently detailed for us to understand precisely what the benefits 

the proposed works would be and certainly do not attend sufficiently to the potential 

risks to plants, wildlife and the unique landscape that the woods currently offers. We 

urge the council to consult more substantially with local residents and the users of 

the woods, so that we can better understand the balance between potential benefits 

and potential risks, before any flood mitigation scheme be imposed or undertaken. 

200 Onslow 

Gdns 

201 Onslow 

Gdns 

OBJECT TO THE COUNCIL'S PROPOSED SCHEME, ON THE GROUNDS THAT 

HAVE BEEN SPELT OUT BY THE FRIENDS OF QUEEN'S WOOD AND WOULD 

ASK THE COUNCIL TO RECONSIDER AND COME UP WITH MEASURES THAT 

WILL BE LESS DISRUPTIVE AND ENVIROMENTALLY DAMAGING 
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202 Onslow 

Gdns 

FIND ANOTHER WAY TO SOLVE FLOOD PROBLEMS, & VERIFY VIA 

RESEARCH WHAT KIND OF PROCEDURES, IF ANY, ARE APPLICABLE TO 

QUEEN’S WOODS. I’m writing to request that Haringey Council delay its proposed 

scheme for flood mitigation for Queen’s Wood, ancient woodland - a nature reserve, 

protected by an Act of Parliament. Also, please arrange a public consultation to 

review and consider the best way forward. It is unconsionable that such an important 

and much loved and valued area should have decisions made by Haringey, without 

public consultation, and without the necessary research carried out to evaluate flood 

mitigation methods. Research/evaluations methods should take into account the 

preservation of indigenous FLORA AND FAUNA, BIRDS, INSECTS, AMPHIBIANS 

that are special to this protected area and which have evolved over centuries. 

Planning of flood mitigation might also consider delaying any works of any kind until 

at least 2023 when the pandemic situation may be more contained, and most people 

vaccinated. Right now these woods are a haven for locals and the further afield 

public. Closing off substantial parts of Queens Woods for a protracted period would 

increase the footfall markedly there, and in nearby areas of woodland and parkland 

which are already overcrowded, especially at weekends. If the woods are muddy 

sometimes, then surely that is natural - walkers usually wear boots anyway in the 

wet seasons; plants luxuriate in stream water and get a good soaking before the 

summer months. MY VIEW IS THAT QUEEN’S WOODS ARE FINE AS THEY ARE, 

WELL LOOKED AFTER BY THE COUNCIL'S WOODS PEOPLE AND FRIENDS 

OF QUEEN’S WOODS. PLEASE LEAVE IT THAT WAY or at least FIND A WAY TO 

DIMINISH FLOODING IN WAYS THAT TAKE CARE OF INDIGENOUS PLANT 

SPECIES, WILD LIFE. PLEASE CONSULT AND RESEARCH FURTHER BEFORE 

PROCEEDING. 

203 Onslow 

Gdns 

"Wetted areas"? May be natural wet lands and ponds for frogs and wet land plants. 

Need some light for wet land plants 

204 Onslow 

Gdns 

205 Onslow 

Gdns 

We support the objective of reducing flooding but are very concerned by and oppose 

the specific proposals which appear to lack adequate sympathy for the historic 

woodlands. 

206 Onslow 

Gdns 

207 Onslow 

Gdns 

Need to knwo what arrnagements have been mad efor ongoign maintenance of the 

system. There are no staff dedicated to the upkeep (only volunteers) of the wood; 

and users seem to find it impossible to enjoy the wood without obstructing existing 

water flows with logs!!! 

208 Onslow 

Gdns 

209 Onslow 

Gdns 

Please ensure no trees are cut downand also that some new ones are planted 
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210 Onslow 

Gdns 

am very concerned at the Council's haste in implementing their proposed flood 

mitigation scheme. As Haringey's own website states, Queen's Woods is a jewel in 

Hariney's crown. It has already suffered considerably from increased footfall during 

successive lockdowns. It needs to be given time to recover before more invasive 

action is inflicted on it. The Council should use that time to undertake a proper, 

extensive evaluation of the environmental impact of any flood mitigation scheme on 

the flora, fauna, and general ecology of the wood. It should also undertake much 

wider consultation with the residents, rather than simply sending out a scruffy and 

totally unmemorable flyer through the letter box. Our house borders Queen's 

Woods. I would need to be properly convinced that this (or any) flood mitigation 

scheme is justified or appropriate. At the moment, I am not. I am asking that Haringey 

actually consults with and listens to its residents, rather than paying lip service and 

acting by fiat. 

211 Onslow 

Gdns 

We're not experts in this, but it seems to us to be a good scheme 

212 Park 

Avenue 

concerned about the plans for flood mitigation in Queens Wood. In particular I am 

concerned that any work undertaken should not damage the ecology of the wood. I 

note that trees will be removed and that these decisions, and many others, will be 

left up to those carrying out the work. This is likely to lead to decisions which make 

it easier for the contractors rather than best for the Wood. To avoid this I would like 

the detailed work to be agreed with the Friends of Queens Wood who have looked 

after the Wood over many years. The Wood has been an important resource for me 

and my family over the last 40 years. If the Friends are happy then I have confidence 

that the Wood will be looked after properly in the future. 

213 Park 

Avenue 

I am writing in support your scheme. I have seen a campaign being organised 

opposing it and wished in response to that to note my support for what I see to be a 

well balanced and environmentally sensitive approach to reducing the local flood 

risk. 

214 Park 

Avenue 

Further to my previous email I have had a chance to review the scheme in more 

detail and agree with FQW that the scheme is over blown and likely to lead to 

significant damage to the Wood with no appreciable benefits for users or for 

biodiversity. The proposed scheme appears to have few if any benefits to the Wood 

and also to involve considerable expense. The council should think again. 

215 Park 

Avenue 

Most of the plan looks good, but I agree with Friends of Queens Wood that the 

proposal for flood mitigation (on p. 64-5 of the report) needs careful planning, with 

input especially from the Friends but also from experts who can anticipate its impact 

on the ecology of the wood. 
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216 Park 

Avenue 

Haringey Council is planning to fence off large sections of the woods for major 

disruptive works as part of an experimental scheme to protect areas lower down 

from flooding. I have tried to understand the plans that have been made public, but 

I am not sufficiently experienced to conclude on the viability of the scheme. I am 

certainly very concerned that this scheme does not seem to have been discussed 

with the Friends of Queen's Wood (who, as you know, lead on the day-to-day 

management of the Wood and I have seen no independent reports from the 

Conservation officer and or from ecologists on the viability of the scheme or on its 

likely impact on the biodiversity of the Wood. This Wood is an incredibly important 

part of the area being both a local Nature Reserve and of course small part of what 

is left of the region’s ancient woodland. It has been enjoyed by family over many 

years with our children having grown up with it through the 1990s/2000s and I would 

like to think that it will continue to be as important to future families bringing up 

children in this area. I would very much hope that the Council takes full independent 

and appropriate advice (which should include consultation with the Friends of 

Queen’s Wood) with the conclusions made publicly available, before any substantive 

Engineering works are carried out. From what I have seen and read I don’t think that 

sufficient due diligence has yet been performed by the Council. Kind Regards Nigel 

(18 Park Avenue South, N8) 

217 Park 

Avenue 

As a resident of Park Avenue South, I use the woods most days to walk our dog. So 

am very surprised to hear about such major work without having received any 

communication prior to this. We do object to the plans : ·given the plans appear to 

create more muddy areas in the woods/this appears to be something in this very 

small space that would be a negative rather than a positive. ·the plans appear to be 

very disruptive (to the natural environment) and to the woods overall ·as an ancient 

woodland, we would be destroying a lot of natural habitat for this scheme ·as the 

residents in the area have had no communication or consultation we object to the 

plans being raised. 

218 Park 

Avenue 

object to this proposal. The communication has been sent to residents of the 

Queens Wood locality despite the fact that the wood is frequented by an enormous 

number of individuals in the borough and adjacent ones. Thus, the feedback 

received by Haringey is likely to grossly understate residents’ concerns regarding 

these proposals. It has not been demonstrated that the proposed drainage 

channels would deliver benefits to the wood. In fact, they could spread pollution and 

invasive species. The delicate eco-environment is precious and should not be 

gambled with in the manner proposed which may also degrade or reduce the source 

water feeding the River Moselle. This could potentially starve the river along its 

entire length leading to stagnant water courses and the overall demise of this ancient 

river. There has been inadequate consultation and scientific study to support the 

proposed flood mitigation scheme 
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219 Park 

Avenue 

I am writing to express my objections to the current proposals for the flood mitigation 

scheme in Queens Wood. The wood is one of the few remaining ancient woodlands 

and therefore everything should be done to ensure the woodland is preserved as it 

provides a unique habitat for plants and animals. Every little piece of nature we can 

conserve and allow to thrive will help us reverse the loss of biodiversity and in turn 

actually keep the planet a place that is habitable for humans. At the moment the 

woodland, although providing an oasis for people in such a difficult time, has been 

significantly degraded due to walking 2m apart - tye vegetation already needs 

several years to recover from this impact. I do not see any specific facts or evidence 

from the council that demonstrates why this scheme has been proposed. Allowing 

natural vegetation to re-establish will allow the woodland to naturally hold more water 

within the root systems and soil. There is no need for carving 2metre wide channels 

and removing these ancient trees. The council has not provided any compelling 

evidence how this scheme will help to conserve the woodland and the unique 

biodiversity. Please record my objections to this proposal 

220 Park 

Avenue 

I strongly oppose the proposed work you are doing based on the fact that it will be 

visually intrusive and harmful to the ecology. 

221 Park 

Avenue 

There seem to be two main thrusts in your arguments in favour of the Scheme: the 

need for an above ground flood relief scheme in the Wood and the proposition that 

the implementation will not damage the ecological other values of the Wood but 

indeed even enhance them On the flooding issue we feel that those of us who live 

near and enjoy the woods need to understand what are the realistic risks of serious 

flooding. No evidence seems to have been given at all. One of us has lived and used 

the woods for forty years and can remember no flooding. If this is because 

underground piping takes care of any flooding then why does any floodwater now 

have to come above ground; why does the current position need changing at all ? 

We can see no advantage to users of the wood of the proposal and instead many 

disadvantages. The wood itself is a rare and precious survival and in its current state 

provides a successful environment for nature and human users alike. The changes 

proposed will alter the wood considerably and for the worse ---- particularly in the 

introduction areas of clay and mud. The works involved in carrying out the planned 

work include loss of topsoil, risk of damage to ancient trees, disturbing existing flora 

and fauna. We therefore strongly oppose the Scheme 
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222 Priory Gdns I appreciate the fact that the council is taking the time to look at the issue of flooding 

in the wood, however, I am writing to inform you that I do not want the Queen's Wood 

Flood Mitigation scheme to go ahead for the following reasons: 1.There is a 

significant risk that some of the materials used to shore up the problem will bring in 

invasive species to this local, protected nature reserve. 2.The work will involve a 

significant increase in activity some of which is very likely to result in irrevocable loss 

of the environmentally important top-soil. 3.There will also be a number of 

construction vehicles in the wood itself and on the surrounding roads which will 

increase road traffic to the already congested roads around the wood. 4.The wood 

has already been battered by Covid. We need to let it recover. 5.Perhaps, most 

importantly whatever plan goes ahead, it needs to take into account that this is a 

local haven for people, plants, pets, bats, birds and bugs. We need to make sure 

these are all safeguarded by the scheme that does go ahead. Bearing in mind the 

flood defence works in Hampstead, which caused huge disruption for little visible 

effect (in the winter it's more flooded now than ever), we need to make sure that any 

disruption is kept to a minimum whilst maximising impact. I would recommend that 

any such plan is developed in very close collaboration with the friends of Queen's 

Wood who genuinely have its best interests at heart. 

223 Priory Gdns I do not want the Queen's Wood Flood Mitigation scheme to go ahead for the 

following reasons: 1.There is a significant risk that some of the materials used to 

shore up the problem will bring in invasive species to this local, protected nature 

reserve. 2.The work will involve a significant increase in activity some of which is 

very likely to result in irrevocable loss of the environmentally important top-soil. 

3.There will also be a number of construction vehicles in the wood itself and on the 

surrounding roads which will increase road traffic to the already congested roads 

around the wood. 4.The wood has already been battered by Covid. We need to let 

it recover. 5.Perhaps, most importantly whatever plan goes ahead, it needs to take 

into account that this is a local haven for people, plants, pets, bats, birds and bugs. 

We need to make sure these are all safeguarded by the scheme that does go ahead. 

Bearing in mind the flood defence works in Hampstead, which caused huge 

disruption for little visible effect (in the winter it's more flooded now than ever), we 

need to make sure that any disruption is kept to a minimum whilst maximising impact. 

I would recommend that any such plan is developed in very close collaboration with 

the friends of Queen's Wood who genuinely have its best interests at heart. 

224 Priory Gdns Our only concern is ongoing maintenance. WIll a lot be required? Will the council 

be able to afford it? 

225 Priory Gdns concern over the proposed measures. I do not feel that they are proportionate, 

particularly at this time, when need of local green space is paramount. This is a wild 

space which mends itself. It is also the start of a stream which wends down to New 

River. I really do not think this proposed work is going to help and could even cause 

stress on the sewage system, and endanger many rare species. 

226 Priory Gdns 
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227 Priory Gdns My view has been informed by the very helpful meeting held by the Friends of 

Queen’s Wood which provided far greater clarity than the materials posted through 

our door / available on the Haringey website. I understand that the current proposal 

is to undertake the proposed works soon - however this fails to recognise the 

importance of the nesting season for the birds that live in Queen’s Wood. I therefore 

absolutely oppose the proposal to start the work during the nesting season. If the 

start of the work were to be deferred until a later time, this then raises the important 

question of how necessary the works are given the specific historical and natural 

significance of Queen’s Wood (i.e. as one of four “ancient woodlands” in Haringey. 

Any significant work (particularly of the type proposed by the flood mitigation 

scheme) will have a devastating effect on this ancient woodland and, as far as I am 

aware, no environmental impact assessment of the proposed works has been 

undertaken which would carefully evaluate the benefits of the proposal against the 

effects on the woods. My final concern relates to the likely disruption to users of the 

woods IF the proposed works go ahead (at a suitable time and following an 

environmental impact assessment and appropriate (accepted) mitigations). As you 

will be aware the woods are incredibly and have been particularly so for people using 

them during the various COVID lockdowns we have had over the past year or so. 

My understanding is that the nature of the proposed works will require significant 

parts of the woods to be closed off for periods of time, affecting the utility of this 

green space for its users. I hope that you will continue to engage with the Friends of 

Queen’s Wood 

228 Priory Gdns To whom it may concern, I fully endorse the comments of my husband (attached) 

and oppose these flood measures, particularly at a time when the woods are already 

suffering from excessive use during lockdown. Regards Vivien Priestley 

229 Priory Gdns oppose the major Engineering works proposed for Queens Wood as proposed. We 

acknowledge the need to improve flood protection but the proposal is not right for 

Queens Wood, particularly during this time. 

230 Priory Gdns The most natural solution perhaps is to stop clearing the woods and plant vegetation 

in currently bare spaces. The developed root system of the vegetation will allow to 

retain spring/rainwater and reduce the probability of flash flooding.It could also help 

to restore the natural water flow to the pond in the middle of the woods, which looks 

like a natural collection point We believe it would be important to access (1) whether 

the increased occurence of flash floodings conicided with the clearing of the many 

areas in the woods which was happening in the past several years (2) the mechanics 

of the pond water collection From a financial point of view this solution would be 

largely cost neutral as I believe enougth volunteers will be willing to assist planting 

saplings, bushes, grasses etc. We have cc'ed the 'Friends of Queen's Wood' as they 

seem to care very much about the well being of the wood and are well positioned to 

argue the issues. 

231 Priory Gdns 
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232 Priory Gdns Excellent suggestions - especially daylighting surface water - now piped. Please 

consider extending the scheme to partially daylighting piped surface water through 

and beside the allotments leading from Queens Wood to the south side of Crouch 

End playing fields. 

233 Priory Gdns Not clear from the map where our property is located. Our garden floods evey year 

so we are keen to reduce this. How can we help the project? 

234 Priory Gdns It seems a completely unnecessary project, particularly at this time when the wood 

is being so heavily used by the public. Closing areas of the wood for the works will 

result in neighbouring areas like Highgate Wood and the open areas of Queen's 

Wood, becoming over-used. The proposed works have no proven benefit to the 

woods, and could spread pollution and invasive species. Queen's Wood is a nature 

reserve and is protected by an Act of Parliament. It is shocking that Haringey 

proposes to undertake extensive and potentially damaging works without consulting 

more widely than just the immediate streets which abut Queen's Wood (where of 

course there are very few residents). I hope the Council will postpone this project 

and re-think it completely 

235 Shepherds 

Hill 

236 Shepherds 

Hill 

237 Shepherds 

Hill 

No suggestions . I do like the idea of dry places to walk in the woods. 

238 Shepherds 

Hill 

239 Shepherds 

Hill 

240 Shepherds 

Hill 

Please only remove a minimum number of exisiting treees. Plant new trees 

241 Shepherds 

Hill 

242 Shepherds 

Hill 

I have been in Haringey for 35 years. One of the first sights I visited was Queens 

Wood It became very important to me very quickly as a place of rest and 

rehabilitation. My care and compassion for the environment grew commensurately 

as I became more aware of the crisis facing our planet. I am concerned about this 

scheme as I do not think we can any longer afford to lose trees and mess with 

biodiversity. I would wish to see that these were prioritised above homes Whilst I 

have sympathies for the home holders concerned these are private properties and I 

surmise that the owners will not be short of a penny and should be able to look for 

their own solutions with or without the borough's support. 

243 Shepherds 

Hill 

244 Shepherds 

Hill 

Quite frankly, I trust Haringey to do what is right for future generations to enjoy our 

park. God bless you all for the hard work you are doing for Haringey. 
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245 Shepherds 

Hill 

Thank you for the Statuary Notification . I walk in Queen’s Wood at least once a 

day, usually with binoculars for watching wildlife. Natural Flood Management (NFM) 

options with an open watercourse sound like a sensible proposition to me, with 

advantages for increased biodiversity in plants and insects. However, the A4 plan 

submitted is too small to make much sense of, and cannot be blown up to a larger 

size online (at least I cannot manage to Zoom in) It’s not clear to me what is meant 

by ‘Runoff from each rain event is detailed and treated in the ditch’. I would hope to 

be more supportive of the plan if given better access to information. 

246 South Close strongly oppose the Queen's Wood Natural Flood Management Scheme proposal. 

We believe it is being rushed through without consultation or scientific study with 

ecology or other tree and plant experts who help keep this ancient wood in good 

health. It will destroy a lot of the wood with heavy equipment and the plan to bring in 

timber and soil from elsewhere will distribute unwanted invasive weeds and possibly 

disease. It would both be invasive, cause problems for trees and biodiversity, bring 

with it "uncertain benefits" and therefore harm a conservation area. 

247 South Close I hope the pond in the valley will be unchanged by this scheme 

248 South Close It is obviously important to prevent the possible flooding of houses which I 

understand is the aim of the plan, however it is also obviously exceedingly important 

that the way that this is achieved prioritises, preserves and protects this special 

woodland. My understanding is that there has been no consultation with ecology 

experts and that you have not even consulted with the Friends of Queen’s Wood, 

who maintain the woodland almost entirely with volunteers. It is very concerning 

that not even this minimum level of research and consultation has occurred, bearing 

in mind that your plan is to bring heavy equipment into the woods, together with 

timber and soil from elsewhere, all of which has the potential to introduce unwanted 

plant species and disease and cause damage to an ancient and fragile wood. So I 

would ask that a full and proper consultation is conducted with all relevant parties, 

including specialist ecology experts 

249 South Close strongly oppose the Queen's Wood Natural Flood Management Scheme proposal. 

We believe it is being rushed through without consultation or scientific study with 

ecology or other tree and plant experts who help keep this ancient wood in good 

health. It will destroy a lot of the wood with heavy equipment and the plan to bring in 

timber and soil from elsewhere will distribute unwanted invasive weeds and possibly 

disease. It would both be invasive, cause problems for trees and biodiversity, bring 

with it "uncertain benefits" and therefore harm a conservation area. 
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250 Southwood greatly concerned about the proposed Queen’s Wood flood mitigation scheme, 

which seems to be a prime case of the cure being worse than the disease. Before 

this project goes ahead there should at the very least be more consultation with 

expert ecologists to assess the long-term effects on this valuable green space. This 

is ancient woodland and the felling of trees is particularly inappropriate. 

Unfortunately Haringey does not have a good track record in this respect. People in 

the area are well aware of the insensitive destruction of vegetation that the Council 

has recently inflicted on the Muswell Hill viaduct on Parkland Walk and we have no 

wish to see anything of this kind replicated in Queen’s Wood. The disruption of 

prolonged construction work - to both users of the wood and wildlife - is one thing 

but the wrecking of a long-established ecosystem is quite another. I very much hope 

that Haringey will reconsider 

251 Southwood Your plans give no indication of what advice you have sought from experts who can 

advise about the impact of the scheme on the the flora and fauna of the woodland 

area. What are disadvantages of the scheme? - these have not been stated. What 

will be the impact on the all important top soil of the heavy plant required to carry out 

the proposed work? What are the views of the Friends of Queens Wood on this 

project. That should clearly be taken i to account as they have extensive first hand 

knowledge of the woodland that it would be imprudent to ignore. Will the project 

involve any loss of area of the woodland? I sheer a risk that some of the water 

running through the proposed channels will be potentially polluted run off from 

Muswell Hill Road? It would appear that insufficiently wide consultation on this 

project has been sought before pushing ahead with it 

252 Southwood Having read about the plans they do seem atrocious! Frankly the current walking 

paths in the wood are really good, though a few do need upkeep and restoring with 

gravel or paving and a few could be slightly diverted to make them less muddy in the 

winter months. Haringey's apparent plans are, in my view and those of others, both 

unnecessary and very badly thought out..perhaps by planners who have only looked 

at maps of the area. I and my wife are writing to express our dismay and to ask you 

if you can possibly do something to persuade Haringey to abandon these poorly 

thought-out plans. 
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253 Wood Lane ..The letter and details contain no information on the cost of the project or the source 

of the funds which are budgeted to fund the project. There is no indication of how 

much public money has been spent already to get to the stage of this proposal. The 

letter and details contain no options or alternative approaches or proposals for either 

addressing the defined flooding issue or for improving the amenity and biodiversity 

of the Woods. There is no indication on when the proposed work could go ahead or 

how long it would take. There is no indication of how the concerns of the long and 

well established Friends of Queen’s Wood have been addressed in the design or will 

be managed in any construction process. The only details provided with the proposal 

are Engineering and construction drawings which, perhaps unhelpfully, suggests an 

Engineering rather than ecological bias and motivation. A construction project of this 

scale in a space as ecologically important must benefit from the input, 

understanding, and support of local residents and the Friends of Queen’s Wood, 

especially during the construction process itself. A proposal presented to the public 

for consultation which came with the support of the Friends and a clear indication of 

their role in representing the Woods in all detailed decisions any contractor needs to 

make on which tree, which root, which route, would have much more traction with 

residents and users of this unique space. 
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254 Wood Lane I have concluded that the flood mitigation scheme for Queen’s Wood must be 

opposed. While acknowledging that there are flooding issues to be addressed in 

Haringey, this is not the right scheme to deal with it. Initially I considered that the 

scheme might, by daylighting the Moselle stream, create an asset, as it has, for 

example, in Lordship Rec. But the conditions in Queen’s Wood are very different. 

The scheme poses potentially serious irreversible threats to the ecology, with no 

apparent benefit for the local ecology or for visitors to the wood. The evidence 

provided by the Council does not indicate that there is a good enough understanding 

of the potential environmental impacts, and no information about the alternatives that 

might have been considered. I walk in the woods most days, throughout the year. 

In the last 13 months the woods have seen a many-fold increase in use. It is much 

loved and intensively used. The increasingly large areas of non-vegetated 

earth/mud/clay throughout the wood indicate very clearly how the wood struggles to 

deal with ground disturbance. The thin topsoil overlaying the clay beds, the dense 

tree canopy, and the intensive footfall, all mean that loss of vegetation (including 

important scarce species) takes many years, if ever, to reverse. The flood scheme 

would put the woods under even more stress and upheaval, exposing large areas of 

raw clay (access during works and earthworks to excavate for the berms). The 

works themselves would cut off large areas of the wood to visitors, at a time when 

access to the woods is needed more than ever. In addition, dissipation of water held 

at the leaky dams would have an unknown effect on veteran tree roots and other 

flora. It is an *ancient* woodland, special precisely because it has remained with 

only minor localised interventions in terms of groundworks over the centuries. Even 

works on the smaller dams on the north branch (which contributes very little to the 

overall water flow) will cause significant intrusion, for very little (if any) benefit. By far 

the largest bulk of the water is the western branch run-off from Muswell Hill Road, 

containing certain pollutants (as the Council acknowledge in the consultation 

document, and is documented in data collected by UCL and the Haringey Rivers 

Forum), which would have unknown consequences to the ecology. If the Council’s 

aim is to manage storm water as close to its source as possible, then the Muswell 

Hill Road water should be dealt with separately, and not be the driver of this intrusive 

and potentially catastrophic scheme. These unique woods cannot be sacrificed for 

this. There must be another way. 
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255 Wood Lane object most strongly to the proposed scheme to undertake major Engineering works 

in this ancient and fragile wood. There have been no consultations with ecology 

experts, nor with the friends of Queens Wood who maintain this fragile and beautiful 

small wood almost entirely with volunteers and with great sensitivity. This scheme 

appears to have been proposed with haste and with no thought about the long term 

maintenance of this scheme. The wood lies on heavy clay with a thin layer of topsoil 

which has built up naturally over the centuries, to disturb this will result of loss of 

many native plant species, some of them now rare. Heavy machinery could damage 

tree roots. There appears to be no plan about how to protect the public from falling 

into the deep ditches, that water run off from Muswell Hill Road is likely to be polluted, 

water running through the pond and out the other side will carry the plant pennywort 

further afield which is an invasive species. Bringing in equipment, timber and earth 

for the work will also potentially bring in other unwanted plant species and disease. 

The wood is a nature reserve and was gifted to the people by an act of parliament. I 

cannot see how this will benefit any of the visitors or local people. Flooding affects 

a small number of houses, and this must be thought through more creatively before 

this wood is closed off for the duration of the scheme. 

256 Wood Lane object to the proposed flood mitigation scheme in Queens Wood on the grounds that 

it is an impulsive solution lacking proper consideration. Others have described the 

concerns over specific threats better than I can. My objection is focused on process. 

You do not disrupt 500 years of carefully preserved ecology though a six week 

consultation period, in the middle of a pandemic. By ‘proper consideration’, I mean 

the development of relationships between interested parties, both statutory and 

voluntary. This takes time and cannot be rushed. It would be more helpful to aim for 

collaboration and consensus instead of arbitrary time limits. I have experienced a 

good model of this in Suffolk, where over many years an ecologically sensitive tidal 

river, an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, has been preserved by painstaking 

collaboration between users and statutory agencies. It can be done. The life of an 

ancient wood is being held in the balance, and just as important the spirit of those 

who have cared for it in this generation. If we are to survive as a species on this 

planet, rather than seek shorting term and bureaucratic solutions, we need to 

befriend nature, and those who listen to its rhythms. 

257 Wood Lane I know nothing about flood management but I support any venture that will help the 

visual and environmental improvement of the Wood. Queens Wood has been 

hugel;y used this year since lockdown and so, like other parks, has been overly 

muddy. Anything to alleviate this wetness would be a plus 

258 Wood Lane the flood scheme is too destructive. it focuses too sharply on flooding and 

insufficiently on other objectives. it is unbalanced. most certainly no work should 

start until the pandemic is over. 
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259 Wood Lane I strongly object to the proposed works to the woods. These woods have provided 

solace and comfort for thousands of people during lockdown including me and my 

family on a daily basis. More importantly, they provide an essential haven for wildlife 

in many forms. I am extremely concerned that the proposed works will be disruptive 

for both people and wildlife over a sustained period of time and I am not convinced 

there are any environmental benefits. Moreover, there is a high likelihood of resulting 

permanent environmental damage in the form of contaminated run off, damage to 

the ancient woodland substrate and introduction of invasive species. It’s not an 

appropriate way of dealing with the risk of flooding to a few properties. Please find 

an alternative solution, ensuring you work with environmental experts and local 

residents, and in consultation with the Friends of Queens Wood. 

260 Wood Lane I walk in the woods about three times a week and my four year old attends forest 

school there. The woods have been very beneficial for our mental health over a 

difficult year. Whilst I am sympathetic to natural flood defence vision the timing is 

awful and the ecological impact needs to be throughly worked through with both 

locals and experts given the rarity and fragility of ancient woodland. Timing The 

woods are currently more damaged than I have ever seen as this beautiful place has 

provided solace to thousands of local residents like me who, whilst trying to walk 2m 

apart, have torn up a lot of soil. A major construction work in 2021 would exacerbate 

the damage to both residents and the wood. Ecological Impact Assurances need to 

be provided as to inter alia: The level of pollution of the road runoff water not being 

a risk to children and/ or frogs; The source of the new soil (invasive species/ ph 

balance); Minimising damage to the existing plants; 

261 Wood Lane 

262 Wood Lane objections to the currently proposed scheme. This ancient woodland has to be 

protected. Construction works would limit access to whole areas of the wood and 

damage plants and disturb wildlife. 

263 Wood Lane 

264 Wood Lane Unaware of any need for flood protection. There are natural ponds and a drain at 

Wood Vale where the housing is. Scheme could be disruptive and harm the wood. 

We walk in it every day and the wood should be left alone 

265 Wood Lane The plans appear to indicate more substantial development than is necessary. 

Which is likely to impact on wildlife and the trees in the wood. Have you consulted 

with the Parks Dept and the Ecologists with responsibility for the woods. What are 

their views? I am not at all clear what point this project has in any case. Has there 

been a problem of flooding in the past? Or could it be, in the wake of flooding 

elsewhere, grants have been handed out by government for flood prevention works. 

And Haringey is just taking up the offer, regardless of whether we need it or not. 

Please keep me informed 
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266 Wood Lane protest against the proposed Flood Management Scheme for Queens Wood. It 

would appear that the Highways dept has not consulted fully with the Parks dept or 

the Council’s ecologist. There might well be a good reason to improving and 

landscaping the drainage of the water flowing through the wood, but not without 

proper consultation and care for the environment of the Wood: trees, wildlife, the 

sheer aesthetic look of the proposed works. We trust that proper consultation and 

consideration will now be put in place before diggers carve their way through this 

beautiful, ancient woodland. 

267 Wood Lane am opposed to the proposed works in Queen’s Wood as it will significantly disrupt 

our enjoyment of the woods, possibly damage the trees and environment in the 

woods, introduce a source of pollution from the proposed open sewer, will cost 

money that could be spent on more worthwhile projects and there is no mention in 

the proposal that the environmental impact has been assessed or that there is in fact 

any evidence for risk of flooding to neighbouring properties. I walk through Queen’s 

Wood regularly and while it can get quite muddy at times, the existing vegetation 

does a pretty good job at retaining surface water. 

268 Wood Vale oppose the current plans for the Queens Wood Flood Management Scheme. I live 

on Wood Vale, at the area reported as having been affected by flooding, backing 

onto the part of Queens Wood that will be directly affected by the proposed works. I 

have never experienced any issues related to flooding in my 10 years of living here. 

I am concerned that the proposed scheme has not been discussed with 

environmentalists, local residents and Friends of Queens Wood with consideration 

to the environmental impact that it may have. I can see that proposals have been 

made that could adversely affect these ancient woods and their native biodiversity. 

I feel that more research needs to go into the impacts of this proposal. Yours 

sincerely, Emma Shaw-Smith 

269 Wood Vale Receiving your hand-delivered Consultation Statement a few months ago came as 

quite a surprise, as whilst we realised that our gardens became wetter following 

heavy rain, had not been aware of any risk of flooding of our properties until we 

received this notice. I found the information and plan of the proposed drainage works 

extremely difficult to follow, or even work out exactly where Wood Vale is on this 

very poor map, which doesn't even mark Wood Vale, or show the houses on the 

opposite side of the road. The houses in the lowest dip in Wood Vale must be those 

most liable to suffer from gravity-fed excessive waterflow. The diagrams showing the 

construction of the various means to 'improving drainage', are very difficult to 

comprehend to non-Engineers, and there are no illustrations as to what they would 

look like once constructed and functioning. There is no citation as to what the 

benefits to the plant, tree and wildlife would be, and more importantly what harm 

may be caused. The huge increased footfall in the Woods during the last year have 

caused considerable damage to the vegetation, and this needs time to recover 

before heavy machinery and construction work adds to the destructive effects of 

overuse and compression. My wife and I therefore strongly object to these 

proposals, and demand an open Public Meeting 
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270 Wood Vale We have lived in wood vale for 4 year and live at a part of the road where flooding 

does occur. We live very close to the entrance to queens wood on the opposite side 

of the road. Our house backs on to the shepherd cot. We have noticed an increased 

water logged soil in our garden in the recent years. The water in our garden has 

increased significantly and at times there almost is a stream running though it. The 

Consultation Statement we received a few months was initially welcomed as 

evidence that the issue was recognised and that something was being done about 

it. However, I found the information and plan of the proposed work very difficult to 

understand . The diagrams showing the construction of the various means to 

'improving drainage', are very difficult to decipher, and there are no illustrations as 

to what they would look like once constructed and functioning. I do not understand 

what is be of proposed and how this will help? There is no information as to what the 

benefits or for that matter the cons would be to doing the work proposed. I feel this 

plan is rushed and not thoroughly considered and so I strongly object to these 

proposals, and would prefer an open Public Meeting to receive more information and 

explanations, including looking at other means of water and drainage management. 

A plan is needed, not any plan but the right plan 

271 Wood Vale While I agree that flood prevention needs to happen I believe that many rare plants 

would be destroyed with the increased foot fall. I feel that more research needs to 

be done and that this scheme is not right for Queens wood. Therefore I disagree 

with the implementation of the above scheme. 

272 Wood Vale I live at Wood Vale one of the properties most likely to be affected and perhaps get 

the benefits, if there by any, from the scheme. I have carefully read the proposal and 

the comments made by the Friends of Queens Wood. Although I do not have the 

Engineering knowledge to evaluate the schemes in depth, which FQW say seems 

to make far more sense. I also have regard to the limited resources of the Council, 

and indeed of central government if it funds it. A project of this sort does not seem a 

sensible use of those resources at the moment. ~Even during this very winter the 

woods remained usable throughout and there was no threat of flooding to nearby 

property including my own. In short there is nothing that needs fixing, so please don't 

do try to fix things unnecessarily 
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273 Wood Vale council’s consultation statement relating to this matter says that the scheme will 

assist in ‘improving amenity and biodiversity’. However it seems to us that you have 

not identified any benefits. We are concerned that the bio diversity of the area is 

likely to decline and be lost forever. From what we can gather, we understand that 

the works will destroy the topsoil which has built up over time and can never be 

replaced. Bear in mind that Queens Wood is over 500 years old. Plants rare in 

London will be destroyed. Ancient tree roots are likely to be damaged and the trees 

may die. Construction vehicles will be parked in the wood, causing damage to an 

area of regeneration and emerging wood anemones. Effectively the whole 

ecosystem and bio diversity of the wood will be detrimentally effected. We are 

alarmed by the lack of research prior to suggesting this massive project. We live on 

Wood Vale, right nest to the wood, and we are members of the Friends of Queens 

Wood. We are surprised that you have not formally consulted with this Group. We 

are also shocked that you have not commissioned ecological reports,etc. The wood 

is a local nature reserve, protected in perpetuity by an Act of parliament. It should 

be respected. Particularly in this era of climate emergency. We appreciate that 

Haringey has other priorities and a limited budget but this issue should be taken 

extremely seriously with a view to the long term and protection of future generations. 

Money should be spent wisely. We therefore wish to register our objection to this 

Scheme 

274 Wood Vale Thank you for the Statutory Notification of 22/2/21 ( attached) regarding flood 

management measures in Queens Wood, to protect properties. We live on Wood 

Vale however on the south Side, so our property is not I think directly affected by 

this proposed scheme. So some queries:- ·Are there any flood issues to be 

considered on the South side of Queens Wood? ·If so where, and when will they be 

considered? Throughout the winter months there is a wide area running down 

towards the pathway running out of Queens Wood, behind the allotments which is 

throughout that period waterlogged. There is running water beside that path 

regarding which CREOS have created some drainage. ·Is there any water issues ( 

over or underground) close to the houses on the south side of Wood Vale? 

275 Wood Vale My principal reasons for objecting to the scheme are as follows: ·The plans involve 

importing considerable quantities of wood and soil material into a delicate and 

ancient ecosystem with unknown risks such as the importation of invasive species. 

·The woods contain rare plants that may well be destroyed in the work process. ·As 

a consequence of the covid pandemic and resulting restrictions in activities and 

movement, the woods have seen unprecedented footfall. The existing paths are 

showing considerable wear and in order to avoid the muddy conditions during the 

winter, people have created new paths across areas that would otherwise have been 

left unspoilt. All of this puts pressure on root systems and effective regrowth of plants 

in spring and summer - the path closures and redirection of people during the works 

process will exacerbate these issues with long lasting effects. 
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276 Wood Vale I oppose the plans for the flood management scheme for Queen’s Wood. I feel the 

plan does not take into account the ecological impact on the wood due to the 

materials that will be brought into the wood to complete the scheme I feel the benefit 

of the work proposed has not been fully explained I believe the trenches proposed 

will be a safety risk to children and people who use the wood. I feel the work will 

have to great an impact on the wood which has already been effected by the I 

creased footfall during the pandemic. I feel Haringey council should reconsider these 

plans and implement a more environmentally friendly plan when the Wood has 

recovered from the damage inflicted by greatly increased use during the last year 

277 Wood Vale strongly oppose the flood mitigation plan for Queens Wood on the following grounds: 

It seems to be a project to only address Road flood management and a few 

disgruntled residents with little or no broader environmental assessment. It appears 

to be a project purely run by Engineers for Engineers. The negative impact on the 

environment of destroying a material tranche of Queen Wood has not been 

addressed, in particular the flora and fauna that will be lost. There is no specific 

explanation of how the laws when Queens Wood was left in the custody of the 

council have been addressed. A number of organisations have contacted Haringey 

Council about this but as I am advised with little or no response. A deadline during 

a Bank Holiday is questionable to say the least. A cynic might think this was set to 

get less opposition. One again I am disappointed to find Haringey Council showing 

a systemic lack of accountability. It's the Council tax payers that pay your wages 

but I see little or no efforts to even consider that. I pay over £2k pa for frankly 

precious little other than to get my dustbins emptied and nor even garden waste! 

278 Wood Vale hARINGEY'S ENGINEERS ARE PROPOSING MAJOR ENGINEERING WORKS 

IN QUEENS WOOD WITHOUT A N ADEQUATE CONSULTATION. THIS WOOD 

IS A NATURE RESERVE AND IS PROTECTED BY ACT OF PARLIAMENT. 

ALTHOUGH WE ACKJNOWLEDGE THE NEED TO IMPROVE FLOOD 

PROTECTION BUT THIS SCHEME IS CERTAINLY NOT RIGHT FOR OUR 

WOOD. AMD IN THESE CIRCUMSTANCES WE WOULD MOST CERTAINLY 

OBJECT TO THIS PLAN 
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279 Wood Vale object to the proposed Flood Management Scheme for Queen’s Wood. Our family 

has lived for 57 years close to the Wood Vale entrance to the Woods from the 

Greenways path. I vividly remember the disaster when a blocked drain just inside 

the woods led to a torrent of water down the Greenways path, flooding several 

homes in Wood Vale. Though the proposed scheme has the intention of preventing 

another such a failure, three aspects concern us. 1.The principle of ‘leave well 

enough alone’ should be respected. The present arrangements have worked 

acceptably for decades, in fact since the flood just mentioned. It may be that some 

pipe replacement and drain cleaning is needed. However, the elaborate scheme 

proposed is essentially untested and untestable, involving many changes which may 

interact in unpredictable ways. For example, a failure up-stream may overwhelm one 

or more of the dams further down. Having the streams on the surface will, sadly, 

mean that more litter and debris will be dumped in them, especially now that the 

woods are so heavily used. Can the leaky dams be kept clear, and who will 

undertake this task now that the Woods no longer have a keeper/attendant? 2.The 

Woods are enjoyed by great numbers of children. The presence of several streams 

and possibly pools of dammed-up water with banks of potentially slippery clay (the 

‘berms’) will be a safety hazard, introducing physical risk and potential health 

hazards (especially in view of the large numbers of dogs that run loose in the woods). 

3.The proposed works are so extensive that the ecology of the woods is likely to 

change in unpredictable and possibly disadvantageous ways. 
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280 Wood Vale Leaky Dam 2/03, 0/4 and 0/5 - no objection Leaky Dam 2/02 and 2/01 - the stream 

should not be touched at this point. It is a beautiful and important bit of woodland 

heritage, it would be appalling to straighten this meandering stream as shown 

on the plans. The moss on the banks has taken decades to establish and is an 

important ecological and geomorphic feature. See pic 1. Leaky Dam and Berm 2/01, 

2/02 and 2/03 - are three really necessary? Is it really necessary to widen the 

channels? Surely just infilling the existing channel with wood found on site should 

be enough. There is in fact a supply of hornbeam logs available nearby. LD/BM 1/02 

- No berm required here. Dig up the Victorian asphalt foundation of the ‘dog pool,’ 

which is now an unattractive mud hole, and create a berm there instead. LD/BM 

1/01 - Removing the pipework and daylighting the stream here could be done, but 

only with great care. If earthworks are required between this point and the previous 

one, enormous care must be taken to avoid the two mature oaks. The watercourse 

created should not be as wide as planned, in order to avoid damaging too much of 

the new growth from coppicing in this area. Downstream of this proposed berm there 

is a wide area of asphalt. Why is there a proposed pipe connection underneath this? 

Those using the woods daily in all seasons know that this area is low-lying and 

muddy for many months of the year. If the asphalt were removed here too and the 

watercourse exposed, letting it run directly into the grating at the wall, the footpaths 

for pedestrians to use could be more clearly defined, perhaps with a simple wooden 

bridge over the stream, as has been created from railway sleepers in other parts of 

the wood. This area could form a wide natural berm, just before the water flows into 

the pipe that takes it under Wood Vale. It would in fact be unacceptable for extensive 

and expensive earthworks to take place in the woods without dealing with the 

problem of mud and public access at this point. Leaky Dam and Berm BM1/01 - This 

is absurd. Not only is this unnecessary, but also it cannot be done without damaging 

existing oaks. Raising the level of earth around these trees would kill them. Rainfall 

in this area should naturally drain into the new berm proposed above. Leaky Dam 

1.03 - Great care is needed in this area where native woodland species grow, ideally 

no work should be done in this area at all. At all costs preserve the area around the 

roots of the mature cherry and the nearby yews, see pic 2. Leaky Dam and Berm 

BM/01/04 - No objection Daylighting of existing storm sewer up to the stilling ditch -

this could be acceptable if it can be proved that toxic particles are retained in this 

stilling ditch and do not overflow into the ‘frogpool’. A proper ecological evaluation, 

including analyses of the runoff from the road during the winter months, must take 

place in advance. 
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281 Wood Vale oppose the Queen’s Wood Natural Flood Management Scheme. We live at the 

above address, with a garden bordering on Queen's Wood and my husband and I 

have used these woods every day for the 32 years we have lived here. We are 

therefore in a better position than most to judge what is needed. First of all, I should 

point out that we are at almost the lowest point in the road and we have never had 

any problem with flooding. The only problems that we have seen both in our 

neighbour's garden and in the woodland were due to blocked drains and have now 

been rectified. This scheme is not therefore needed to 'mitigate the surface water 

flood risk to the properties at Wood Vale' as is being claimed. We do understand that 

the scheme is designed to protect areas of the borough further downstream but 

cannot believe that this will be effective as this woodland is at almost the highest 

point in the borough and the build-up of water running down the slope would 

therefore not be sufficient to merit the building of dams at this point. Our view is that 

the scheme could actually make flooding in the wood itself worse and experts we 

have spoken to say that at best it is experimental. A further objection is that this 

scheme is designed to generate more muddy areas in the wood. That quite honestly 

is the last thing we want: children slipping down dangerous banks, dogs getting 

stuck, owners unable to follow. It would seem that health and safety issues have not 

been fully explored. In fact, the proposed "Pollutant removal through sedimentation" 

is surely another way of saying that toxic chemicals will be brought into the woodland 

for children to play in and plants to grow in! Most importantly this scheme should not 

be allowed to go ahead in its present form as the number one priority should be to 

safeguard this immensely important Local Nature Reserve. Queen's Wood is not just 

a Haringey park, it is ancient woodland. At a time of climate crisis and massive loss 

of biodiversity, we should be doing all we can to protect and preserve the unique 

flora and fauna of this site. The soil of the woodland is a treasure trove within which 

lie seeds and ecosystems that have developed over centuries. Any 'replanting' or 

bringing in of soil from outside the site would endanger the balance of this 

ecosystem. It is most unfortunate for our wildlife that during the pandemic the footfall 

in these woods has increased enormously and along with social distancing has 

resulted in an excessive amount of trampling through bushes and creating new 

paths. It is already evident that this has led to damage to some of the most fragile 

plants and ground-nesting birds. It will take years to recover. Further disturbance at 

this time would be a catastrophe. We are concerned also that the scheme has been 

devised by the Highways department and is a project driven by drains and 

Engineering rather than by the borough's environmental officers. There was no 

consultation with the Friends of Queen's Wood who lead on the day-to-day 

management of the site, there have been no visits from the Conservation officer and 

there has been no walk-around the site with ecologists to look at the proposals in 

detail. Haringey needs to learn the lesson of the recent tree massacre on the 

Parkland Walk with which this proposal has so much in common: 1.The residents of 

Haringey care deeply about their trees and woodland, they understand the 

importance of retaining mature trees and protecting biodiversity. There will be a 

massive public outcry if their beloved woodland is damaged 2. Environmental 
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damage can be avoided if ecologists, friends of parks groups and the council work 

together from the start. 3. Work in a nature reserve cannot be given to contractors 

to carry out without supervision. In summary, we feel that the risks of this proposal 

outweigh the benefits and that the scheme should be shelved pending further 

investigation. 

282 Wood Vale We are definitely conscious of the risk that flood water may pose to our property, 

and in fact have noticed more water in a channel down the middle of our garden 

lawn over recent years, with a boggy area even during the hot summer months. This 

may have been caused by a Thames Water leak which may have been rectified. 

This next few months will be telling, as we would expect our garden to dry out in the 

spring time. In principle any flood management protection is a good idea and we 

support it, assuming that it will improve the risk to our property on Wood Vale. 

283 Wood Vale 1) Existing surface water and sewers shoudl be used as much as possible - with 

short open watercourse feeders only. 2) Measures should also be added / included 

to hold the remaining topsoil in place 

284 Wood Vale Our property backs onto Queens Wood where the proposed Engineering works to 

mitigate flooding has been planned. From what we can gather, the proposed scheme 

has been rushed through without adequate scientific study of its impact on these 

ancient woodlands, flora, fauna, and potential benefit for flood prevention. I 

understand well the need to improve flood protection in Queens Wood as I effectively 

reside within them. However this scheme does not seem the correct one for these 

woods. 

285 Wood Vale I am writing in relation to the proposed management of flooding in Queen’s Wood. I 

live at 48 Wood Vale and we have a fairly significant problem with water from the 

woods flooding our garden, especially in the winter. I note that this issue seems to 

be getting worse in recent years. I broadly support the outline proposals but have a 

few observations - While I appreciate and largely support the concerns of the Friends 

of Queen’s Wood, I don’t think that doing nothing is a responsible option. - I would 

support the observation of the works by appropriate conservationists to ensure that 

the works are not done in an unnecessarily insensitive manner. I would be 

particularly keen for the removal of trees to be kept to an absolute minimum and for 

this to be decided in consultation with interested parties, rather than simply carried 

out by contractors. - I would like to ensure that the pipe connection from the leaky 

dam and berm at the far East of the Wood into the sewer is run as far as possible in 

line with the slope of the wood. If we are going to have these flood measures, it 

would be preferable that they are as effective as possible. 

286 Wood Vale I support the general aims of the scheme - in particvular the management of water 

run off form the leaky dam etc to the storm sewer. The danger is that blockage 

could occur to the main drain at Wood Vale and taht must be cleaned on a regular 

basis. 

287 Wood Vale 

288 Wood Vale 
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289 Wood Vale strongly opposed to the proposed flood mitigation scheme for Queen's Wood. We 

feel as though the scheme is being rushed through without proper consultation or 

scientific study of the impact on the wood. It seems as though the proposed works, 

such as creating 2, wide channels, would significantly affect the wood. Also, bringing 

materials in from outside the wood could introduce species from outside. Rare 

plants will be damaged and lost. If a flood mitigation scheme is to go ahead, please 

allow for a proper consultation first. The wood is hundreds of years old. Delaying 

such works, even by months, to get the right result/answer seems like a good trade-

off. 

290 Wood Vale 

291 Wood Vale . I am a resident of Wood Vale. My garden backs onto Queen’s Wood and I 

frequently walk through the woods either with my dogs or for birdwatching. I am 

contacting you to express my support for the proposals set out in your letter. 

Climatologists and meteorologists commonly predict that we can expect to see more 

intense rainfall episodes than has been the case in recent history. We have 

witnessed in particular over the past 12 months how heavy rain has caused 

considerable soil erosion in sections of Queen’s Wood, to the detriment of the 

wood’s ecology. The fast flowing water will almost certainly also have carried large 

quantities of soil/silt into the culverted stream that runs out of the wood and under 

Greenways until eventually joining the River Lea. Over time, this will presumably 

increase the risk of flooding downstream of Queen’s Wood. The proposed flood 

management measures appear designed to reduce the flow rate of water, reduce 

the rate of soil erosion and in turn reduce the risk of downstream flooding. They 

appear to be likely to be beneficial to the soil and therefore to the fauna and flora of 

the wood as well as to people living downstream in areas at risk of flooding. I 

recognise that if done badly and if contractors are not respectful of the woodland 

environment, the works could do some short to medium term harm to the wood. But 

it seems to me to be likely that the works would be beneficial and that the good would 

far outweigh any potential harm. As a country we have lost a large proportion of our 

wetlands. Creating even just a few additional slow moving water courses and/or 

ponds in Queen’s Wood would be a good thing and beneficial to wildlife that uses 

ponds, including the many amphibians that use the wood (judging by the volume of 

frogs and newts that visit my small garden pond). The stream valley that would be 

flooded makes up only a small proportion of the total area of the woods and does 

not appear to be particularly rich in important flora that could be lost as a result of 

the works. In any event, the creation of new wetland habitat may well attract new 

plantlife to the wood. My principal concern is how one can protect the water courses 

and natural dams from vandalism. Fences and log piles around the existing ponds 

are routinely deliberately damaged or destroyed and logs removed so that they can 

be burned in unauthorised fires on summer evenings. There may be no easy solution 

to that concern, but I flag it nevertheless, since I suspect that within weeks of creating 

any natural dam, the dam wall will be broken down and the water will drain away 

292 Wood Vale Can the yellow lines proposed for Wood Vale be minimized? Wood Vale is a very 

pretty road and a shame to spoil it with wide yellow lines 
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293 Woodland 

Gdns 

object to the proposed Flood Mitigation scheme which is being rushed through 

without it would seem adequate consultation or scientific study of its impact and for 

uncertain benefits for flood prevention. We understand that Friends of Queens Wood 

have highlighted various areas of concern and would urge you to reconsider and 

think about our wood and the damage this would cause to this much loved nature 

reserve. Kind regards Amanda Brown 

294 Woodland 

Gdns 

295 Woodland 

Gdns 

object to the proposed scheme which is being rushed through without adequate 

consultation or scientific study of its impact and for uncertain benefits of flood 

protection. We understand that the Friends of Queens Wood have highlighted 

various areas of concern and would urge you to reconsider this proposal, and 

undertake a proper consultation, in the light of those concerns. Yours faithfully 

Lizzie Twigger 

296 Woodland 

Gdns 

Last chance re this - you just have to say something like: Dear Sirs, We write to 

object to the proposed scheme which is being rushed through without adequate 

consultation or scientific study of its impact and for uncertain benefits of flood 

protection. We understand that Friends of Queens Wood have highlighted various 

areas of concern and would urge you to reconsider. Regards, Gemma and Matt 

Frenchman 

297 Woodland 

Gdns 

I don't know enough about flood management to comment generally, but I am 

heartened to see this proposal and its focus on natural measures - and protecting 

the wood as much as possible. It is a treasure and deserves both time and 

investment to protect it for future generations 

298 Woodland 

Gdns 

object to the proposed scheme which is being rushed through without adequate 

consultation or scientific study of its impact and for uncertain benefits of flood 

protection. I understand that Friends of Queens Wood have highlighted various 

areas of concern and would urge you to reconsider. Yours Anthony Bice 

299 Woodland 

Gdns 

Great solution. Ecologically and environmentally responsible, positive, and cost 

effective. 

300 Woodland 

Gdns 

could you explain how this proposed scheme will affect the woods? I understand 

that there are no clear benefits and may be a number of disadvantages to local flora 

and fauna, aside from the disruption over the next few months. 

301 Woodland 

Gdns 

object to the proposed scheme which is being rushed through without adequate 

consultation or scientific study of its impact and for uncertain benefits of flood 

protection. We understand that Friends of Queens Wood have highlighted various 

areas of concern and would urge you to reconsider. 

302 Woodland 

Gdns 

I am against this scheme as I do not think it has been worked out properly. Cost 

,time to do scheme. Start date. Finish date etc. This type of scheme can easily run 

over time and budget. Will the council members pay for this out of their own pockets 

if this happens or just pass cost on to us saying unforeseen costs. I fully endorse 

Friends of Queens Woods View on this. Pleases do not go ahead with this scheme 
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303 Woodland 

Gdns 

I write to object to the proposed scheme which is being rushed through without 

adequate consultation or scientific study of its impact and for uncertain benefits of 

flood protection. I understand that Friends of Queens Wood have 

highlighted various areas of concern and would urge you to reconsider. Thanks, 

Katrina Willcox 

304 Woodland 

Gdns 

.................It is good that this matter has attained the level of priority to warrant funds 

being made available to tackle the problem especially given the effects of climate 

change on our area. However, such a project is not to be rushed. If for some reason 

the funding is time limited, it is better to do nothing at this time than cause damage 

which will be irretrievable. I recognise that it has been a time when normal 

consultation processes have been undermined by the constraints put on 

organisations due to the pandemic. But this is no reason to rush through a scheme 

as significant in its outcomes as this one, nor to limit true accountability. During the 

pandemic footfall has increased massively causing compaction and loss of 

vegetation. Not only would this be increased further but remediation of existing 

damage would be delayed . This is the worst possible time for any major work like 

this. Queens Wood is a place of enormous importance to local people: it is unique 

in many ways - at least 500 years old. It's soil, plants, trees and diverse wildlife of 

special note and must be treated with the utmost care. Any invasion after so many 

years since it was last worked on in1898 requires great precision and intimate 

knowledge of all implications. It is not clear to me whether this action even requires 

legal permission to progress. Nevertheless, it is wrong for a speedily devised 

drainage scheme to progress without the crucial input of specialists in biodiversity 

being adequately consulted. Without the very people who care for the wood being 

fully included in the decision making process. Please pause implementation of this 

scheme for the near future and move to full consultation involving input from all 

stakeholders to arrive at a more appropriate solution. The wood is not only a unique 

location for nature in an urban setting. For humans it is a place that provides solace 

and enhanced mental health. Your proposals raise considerable concerns that the 

works planned will undermine both of these essentials 

305 Woodland 

Gdns 

306 Woodland 

Gdns 

All sustainable management of the Wood is to be applauded. Thank you. 

307 Woodland 

Gdns 

I strongly oppose the proposed flood mitigation scheme. This scheme seems to be 

rushed through without adequate scientific study of its impact and for uncertain 

benefits for flood prevention. The much increased footfall in the woods during the 

pandemic already causing stress on the flora and the trees. I understand the need 

for an improved flood protection but this is not the right one. 
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308 Woodland 

Gdns 

Firstly, there is no explanation of the need for the scheme. I've lived in the 

neighbourhood for twenty years and have not witnessed any severe flood disruption 

to either the woods or the streets around Wood Vale. Perhaps it would be useful to 

provide some explanation of why there are funds available for a project like this, but 

there appear to be none available to cover routine maintenance such as road 

gully/drainage clearance. The highways infrastructure to deal with localised flooding 

already exists, but is not maintained to function as it was designed. Secondly, in 

recent years the management of Queens Wood has been extremely heavy handed 

and this seems another example of unnecessary intervention. Always, the claim is 

that the natural habitat and bio-diversity will be improved. Always, the opposite is 

achieved. There are now fewer bird species and less woodland flora and fauna than 

there were even ten years ago. Thirdly, there is no mention of estimated costs 

associated with the scheme. The relentless reduction in council services seems hard 

to square with proposals like this. In conclusion, unless you can provide any 

justification for this proposal, I feel I must register an objection 

309 Woodland 

Rise 

I would strongly urge the Council to fully consult with the Friends of Queen's Wood 

about the Council's plans about flood mitigation. |t is the essence of good 

governance that the local community have buy-in. The Friends of Queen's Wood are 

a group of dedicated volunteers who are devoted to the well being of the woods and 

spend their free time assisting in the upkeep of the Woods. Frankly the Council 

should not be pissing them off. Haringey Council can do better than this 

310 Woodland 

Rise 

I live in Woodland Rise and use Queens Woods most days - we all share the view 

of the precious resource this unspoilt area is I see your plans however I would 

appreciate more information about the problem you are trying to solve? Do you have 

statistics / forecasts I have never experienced flooding issues here Many thanks in 

anticipation 

311 Woodland 

Rise 
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312 Woodland 

Rise 

I'm a local resident and frequent visitor to Queens wood and have just received your 

consultation notice I am also a local Scout leader and have run many nature trails 

within the woods so have some understanding of the current environment and how 

young people interact with it. I Support this proposal. Suggestions: I 

believe some flood management is well overdue in the area and a more natural 

approach via leaky dams and wetland will be a great improvement to the current fast 

flowing open ditches The start of the the northern stream (proposed installation of 

LD2/05 LD 2/03 LD 2/04) currently is a breeding ground for frogs - it will be important 

to maintain this habitat during these works not only for the frog population but also 

as the frogspawn is a key food source for a number of other animals including the 

large population of dragonflies found in the woods Thought should be put in to 

providing some suitable crossing points over the watercourses during this work as 

the wood is busy and there are many young visitors - lots of whom enjoy playing in 

the ditches at the moment, failing to provide sensible crossing points will just 

encourage children to make their own which may accelerate erosion of the banks 

into the watercourses Additionally the incorporation of some wetland areas 

accessible to members of the public without disturbing them (via a boardwalk or 

bridges) would be a great benefit and further diversification of the current 

microenvironment of the woods Overall I wholeheartedly support the proposals to 

improve the watercourses within the wood 

313 Woodland 

Rise 

I appreciate some form of flood relief is long overdue in Queens Woods but am 

concerned that the proposed measures haven't been thought through in enough 

detail. I would like to see the responses to the detailed issues raised by the Friends 

of Queens Woods 

314 Woodland 

Rise 

315 Woodland 

Rise 

objection to the proposed flood mitigation scheme in Queen's Wood. I walk in the 

woods everyday and believe building large channels would not only look terrible, but 

would also cause long term damage to the plants and animals within the woods. It 

feels like there could be a much more eco-friendly way to solve the flooding, there 

needs to be a more considered scientific study into the best way to achieve flood 

prevention. 

316 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

objection to the proposed scheme in its present form. It is apparent that the major 

and irreversible ecological damage to an ancient woodland that would result from 

the scheme has either not been properly considered or is being disregarded. As an 

ordinary resident of the borough and user of the Wood, I urge both local and central 

government to reconsider the current proposals for the reasons set out in this 

excellent summary 

<https://www.hampsteadgardeners.co.uk/newsstories.php?newsstoryid=31> by 

David Bevan, FLS, MCIEEM, MCI Hort., who was the Conservation Officer for LB 

Haringey from 1989 to 2005, and the comprehensive report by John Miles of the 

Haringey Rivers Forum 
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317 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

.....I have total respect of the views of Friends of Queens wood. Therefore I am 

opposing the Flood scheme project. During lockdown hundreds of people have been 

in the woods Please listen to the people who understand the woods. 

318 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

I am deeply shocked to learn of your plans for Queen’s Woods. These are ancient 

woodlands, which should be protected and preserved. Instead it seems you have 

some plans over which you have not even consulted either the Friends of Queen’s 

Wood and it seems you have not involved the Conservation Officer either. What a 

dereliction of duty! If you are concerned about flooding, you should stop people 

putting tiles/paving and tarmac etc on the ground in their properties, as this does not 

allow water to sink in.. 

319 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

I am horrified to learn of the flood mitigation scheme Haringey proposes for these 

ancient and "protected" woods. I write wholeheartedly to register my opposition to 

this. Clearly your proposals leave a lot to be desired and stand very much to harm 

the woodland's natural habitat, whereas the current small-scale manual digging of 

ditches and water runs, using indigenous tree-fall branches to create barriers where 

necessary, are more than sufficient to alleviate any potential flooding and off-load 

water from boggy areas when there is any persistent rainfall. Please HALT your 

proposals now! You need to go back to the drawing board - think about preserving 

rather than endangering the ecology and wildlife of these woods. 

320 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

STRONGLY OPPOSE the Queen’s Wood Natural Flood Management Scheme 

based on concerns that it will irreversibly damage an area of ancient woods that has 

evolved over centuries and should not be interfered with. Preserving, enhancing and 

increasing green and natural spaces is in fact part of the Council strategic plans and 

protecting this specific site with its immensely valuable biodiversity should be top 

priority. While I appreciate the need to manage flood risk in the area, the Council 

has provided no proof of the effectiveness of the scheme in preventing flooding to 

downstream properties in case of extreme weather. On the other hand, the risk to 

the woods (which are a nature reserve protected by an act of Parliament) greatly 

outweighs any potential benefits: the proposed scheme is just too disruptive and will 

lead to long term damage. The unavoidable use of heavy machinery and the 

importation of foreign materials including wood and clay, will have an impact on the 

woods that cannot be fully anticipated, and any ill effect will be impossible to redress. 

Since the Council can't prove either that the project has zero impact on the ecology 

of the woods, the scheme should be halted immediately and alternatives explored 

instead. As a note, there is no "ecological constraints review document" attached to 

the information letter to residents. Why not look at alternatives that make use of 

already built-on land - for example pavements, roads or why not use the playing 

fields/tennis courts as floodable planes instead? 
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321 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

...this project would have a catastrophic impact on a much-loved Local Nature 

Reserve and ancient woodland. I therefore wish to register my strong objection to 

the proposed scheme. Queens Wood is rare Queens Wood is a rare surviving 

remnant of ancient woodland in an urban environment. It is extra special because it 

has a rich understory of holly and brambles and wild flowers. By contrast, Highgate 

Wood and Coldfall Wood are almost completely bare between the trees so that you 

can look straight through. This makes Queens Wood a valuable habitat for many 

species including plant species rare in London. Queens Wood is fragile This 

ecosystem is very fragile. The layer of topsoil is thin and has taken hundreds of 

years to develop. If the London Clay underneath is exposed in the wood, it is not 

re-colonised by plants but remains as a scar for years to come. I observe that the 

Friends of Queens Wood therefore undertake any necessary maintenance work with 

extreme care. When an area was coppiced a few years ago they used Shire Horses 

rather than mechanical means in order to avoid soil compaction and damage. One 

ton dumper trucks have no place in such a delicate environment. We should not 

undertake a scheme which will cause the removal of trees to make way for the 

diverted channel or new berms. If areas are further wetted, trees with waterlogged 

roots will also die due to the change in their habitat. The human value of Queens 

Wood The value of the Wood is that you can lose yourself in nature, because from 

it's middle you cannot see to its edges. Even though Queens Wood is small it is 

intensely used by local people for walking, playing and re-connecting with nature. 

Just a 20 minute stroll through the Wood can ease stress. It’s use has risen steeply 

during the Covid pandemic as more and more people have discovered it. This in 

itself has caused damage to the fragile soil of the wood as paths have widened to 

four or five times their previous width and roots have been trampled. The existing 

paths are under great strain, there are already not enough of them to cope with 

demand, and it is not acceptable to have paths out of bounds due to construction 

work or permanently lost under swamp. In conclusion, I strongly believe that the 

problem of water run-off from a busy road should not be dealt with by wrecking a 

rare ancient woodland of such great amenity value. 

322 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

I write to raise concerns about the proposed flood mitigation scheme. While 

accepting that some management is necessary: 1) The assessment of the flood risk 

and the proposed solutions do not appear to have been published. It is impossible 

for any member of the public to know whether the risk is substantial or minor, and 

consequently whether the works are appropriate, urgent or indeed necessary. 2) 

Neither has any detailed environmental impact been published. The documents 

provided simply present plans and specifications. Again, this prevents the public 

from being able to form an opinion on the matter. 3) The plans propose diggers of 

up to 1.5 tons and dumpers of up to 1 ton. It is hard to see how these can be 

introduced into this ancient woodland without considerable damage, and I therefore 

object strongly to the current proposal on these grounds alone. 
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323 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

. ...This action is being taken without detailed examination of the improved benefit to 

drainage that these works are seeking to remedy, when their impact is balanced by 

the detrimental effect on this conservation wood. It is not the case that proper 

detailed analysis, or consultation, is occurring in this case. Please can the Council 

take great care to consider the actual benefit of this highly invasive action before 

proceeding and work with conservationists and the Friend of Queen’s Wood towards 

a joint solution; the best outcome for the environment must take precedence when 

considering the necessity of intervention 

324 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

Like many who enjoy these natural surroundings I am worried the work outlined 

seems: - invasive, and potentially destructive, of a precious natural resource -

unnecessarily big in scale and over-the-top in function - insensitive to the delicate 

ecosystem and local need - badly timed, given the time of year, and the pandemic 

Most egregiously, I object as a Haringey rate payer that the Council is proceeding 

without an open consultation, since many who use Queens Wood do NOT live in the 

adjacent streets that may have been given official notice. I live a 10 minute walk 

away, and many like me would like to be kept informed. Last but not least, Queens 

Wood has existed for centuries, and the use of the techniques proposed seem quite 

out of keeping with this ancient woodland. It is no exaggeration to say Queens Wood 

is a lifeline for people, and for countless species, in our delicate balance of people 

and planet. Kindly listen to and properly include those who care for and use this 

special space. 

325 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

objecting to the council’s proposal to carry out extensive flood mitigation works in 

Queen’s Wood to: ·to construct 250m of widened or new 2m wide channels along 

the existing stream valleys in the wood, ·to pile up banks of clay to contain water 

when it rains heavily. In particular I am concerned that the scheme will see 

construction vehicles coming into the wood to pile up banks of clay. It will also bring 

polluted culverted water from the surrounding area into the streams running through 

the wood. The wood is at least 500 years old and the topsoil has built up over this 

time and cannot be replaced. Ancient tree roots are likely to be damaged and trees 

will inevitably die. Plants rare in London will be destroyed. Some of the clay and 

topsoil imported onto the site risks bringing in invasive species. This will cause untold 

damage to what is a local nature reserve, protected by act of parliament. Queen’s 

Wood is much loved by local people. I and my friends and family have found much 

comfort from walking in both Highgate Wood and Queen’s Wood and never more so 

that during lockdown. I am aware that in both woods footfall has increased massively 

causing compaction and loss of vegetation. Not only would the proposed scheme 

increase this further, but it would also mean that recovery from current damage will 

take longer. 

326 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

I am very upset that there will be a lot of damage caused by the proposed works. 

The wood is a designated nature reserve containing rare plants. By digging the 

ditches these may be lost forever. I am also concerned about the pollution from an 

open sewer. It all seems rather pointless given that flooding occurs very rarely. 

Please could the council consider a less damaging scheme if something has to be 

done 
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327 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

objecting to the proposals for the proposed flood mitigation scheme in Queens 

Wood. I agree with all of the concerns raised in the FQW newsletter here 

<https://www.fqw.org.uk/flood.htm> I walk in the woods every days and am 

concerned that the council is not fully consulting users of the wood and protecting it 

fully. 

328 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

concern regarding the “Major Disruptive Work" you are planning on Queen’s Wood. 

My main concern is that you have not fully consulted with Friends of Queen’s Wood 

and also that the Conservation Officer is not a part of these plans. On this basis, I 

object to any plans going forward. 
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329 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

I was only recently made aware of the plans for Queen’s Wood (Re: Residents letter 

sent out 22/02/2021) and am surprised & confused that there is absolutely no 

mention of this in the L.B. Haringey’s own Queen’s Wood - ‘Park Management Plan 

2020 (Amended Jan. 2021)’ !? The confusion is exacerbated by the fact that the 

Residents’ Letter states that.... L.B. Haringey had been assessing Flood 

Management measures in Queen’s Wood since April 2018! I can find no mention of 

a flood problem mentioned in the 2020/21Management Plan, why not? (if I’ve 

missed it please enlighten me?) Having looked at these plans (in the Resident’ letter 

& also on L.B. Haringey website) there are a number of questions that I have that 

require answers and/or further clarification & consideration:- 1.Why is there no data 

to confirm Flood Risk & why are other reports/ documents missing from the Plans? 

There is not any clear evidence provided about why there is a Flooding Problem 

associated with Queen’s Wood, apart from a rather vague reference to ‘..Surface 

Water Flood Risk to ...Wood Vale & surrounding areas..’ I see no details of 

Hydrological/Hydrographic Report (i.e. - Runoff totals from this part of Moselle Brook 

Catchment area alongside rainfall totals, recorded Flood events; yearly, 5 yearly, 

10+ yearly totals & averages etc. etc.!) Without this data no flood risk can be 

demonstrated & could even be accused of being ‘hearsay’! I’d like to see this data 

please! Reference is made in the plans to 2 other documents:- 1. Site Ecology 

Survey 2. Ecological Constraints Review Document, to be used alongside the plans. 

Why are these missing and not available on the Haringey website? Some of the 

following questions might be addressed in these documents, but maybe not? 2.Why 

20+ ‘Leaky Dams? Leaky Dams have been seen as a way to try to mitigate against 

the Hydrological effects of Global Warming in UK River catchments,; and are to be 

applauded! However present trials in UK have mostly been conducted on large river 

catchments in areas of open countryside in England ( i.e. - Calder Valley, River Eden 

etc. ) Over 20 seems excessive for such a small catchment as Moselle Brook, though 

I realise that these need to be laid in ‘series’ along a stream. I would have thought 

6 - 10 would be sufficient in Queen’s Wood streams, as long as they are regularly 

maintained! - Who’s going to do this regular ( x2 yearly) maintenance? Also they 

need to constructed out of local materials ( timber from Queen’s Wood) and not 

‘imported’ timber which could bring in problems like ‘Ash Die-back Fungus’. Suggest 

6 trials at first and see if there’s a need for more. It would be poor environmental 

management to allow Queen’s Wood to be swallowed up by a small lake/muddy bog 

killing off trees at their roots due to lack of oxygen at their roots! 3.What will be done 

to conserve existing trees, especially rare species and/or those with T.P.O.’ Queen’s 

Wood is a small part of an Ancient Woodland (1,000+ years old) which used to cover 

this area to the north of London. This is shown by there being many large old Oaks 

in the wood alongside some ‘Key Indicator Species’ such as the ‘Wild Service Tree’ 

( sorbus torminalis) which cannot be re-introduced once lost. These are trees which 

should have Tree Protection Orders (TPO’s) . The plan is vague in the extreme on 

how the environmental impact of any works will be minimised. There are plenty 

more questions to ask & be answered! In my view the plan appears to be over-

management of a perceived problem (no data to support it?) which may have some 
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merits but at present is ‘over-kill’! ‘Kill Queen’s Wood’ could be the result if this goes 

ahead as outlined This whole matter should go before a Public Enquiry so that all 

concerns can be addressed. 

330 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

reconsider your plans for a flood mitigation scheme in Queens Woods. These woods 

are a nature reserve and it is rare to find such a large expanse of land in central 

London that essentially still retains a feel of natural wilderness. The works you are 

planning would be invasive, remove the facilities from public enjoyment for some 

considerable time and would ruin the diligent work of the local community to preserve 

the nature and habitat for all. I visit the woods every week at all times of the year 

and feel feel qualified to say that there is no need for these works which would be 

nothing more than harmful to this community asset. 

331 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

Haringey is not recognising the importance of trees and clearly has a terrible tree 

protection strategy across the borough. The benefits of mature trees is recognised 

and established yet this council continues with felling and works without proper 

investigation into alternative approaches. The mature oaks in Queens Wood, the 

trees in Coldfall, the disaster of unchecked felling in Parkland Walk, the felling of 

street trees and now the flood migration in Queens Wood. Shame on you for bot 

putting trees year and protecting them at all costs. 

332 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

I am concerned that the proposals will potentially result in non local pests being 

intrudiced by utising non local wood and clay, the closure will result in degradation 

from extra use of paths. Has not considered the change in use during the pandemic, 

has not considered the impact of the dams on the flora and forna of the woods. I 

think the only way forward is to involve the Friends of Queens wood in all decisions 

333 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

objection to Haringey Council’s plans for a flood mitigation scheme in Queens Wood. 

Having looked carefully at the information given by the Council and the concerns 

raised by Friends of Queens Wood, I am convinced that the plans contain too high 

risks for significant and lasting damage to the precious - and protected - environment 

of this ancient woodland. I am also concerned that it may not even have the desired 

effect, while causing significant damage. 

334 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

The Woodland Trust has been made aware of the following scheme and has 

concerns regarding potential direct impact to Queens Wood, which is designated as 

ancient woodland on Natural England's Ancient Woodland Inventory. Protecting 

ancient woodland from harm must be an absolute priority when determining next 

steps on this project, and whilst natural flood management can work well in the right 

place we would appreciate more detailed information on the proposed impact to 

Queens Wood from the plans. We would welcome the opportunity to provide a full 

response, but acknowledge that the consultation deadline for this scheme ends 

today. Is it possible to secure a consultation deadline extension or alternatively, 

engage with the Council separately on this project? 
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335 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

alarmed by the new proposals which have been put forward for Queen’s Wood. It is 

most important to think twice about the Engineering works, make sure that all parties 

think as one about the way forward, take good note of the impact this will have on a 

unique environment. I cannot stress more vehemently just how fragile, how 

wonderful this nature reserve is and I wish to add my voice to those objecting to any 

further development - the wood is already being served by those who love Queen’s 

Wood and volunteers already attend to necessary coppicing with love and care. 

Once the ancient wood has been changed, it is changed forever. Those of us who 

use it regularly have felt the benefits of the wood in its natural state for years and 

especially during lockdown. Please do not destroy this valuable asset to local life. It 

is too important to rush through changes which will possibly destroy what we have 

in our midst. 

336 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

No to the Council's Proposed Flood mitigation scheme in Queen's wood as alerted 

to me by The Friends of Queen's Wood 

337 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

object to the proposed Queen's Wood Natural Flood Management Scheme in its 

current form for all the reasons put forward by the Friends of Queen’s Wood. I also 

assume that Queen’s Wood has been in existence for slightly longer than the houses 

on Wood Vale. Caveat emptor and all that. Further, why the rush and why the 

secrecy? I, like many thousands of local residents who regularly enjoy the Wood and 

value it greatly, was not consulted since I do not live on its immediate periphery, and 

only accidentally found out about the scheme from a friend two days ago. The tiny 

notices put up at some of the Wood’s entry points are emminently missable - perhaps 

deliberately so. Be honest and serious about your consultations! Take lockdown into 

account and the time it takes for knowledge of proposed plans to filter through to the 

wider community. We are not all obsessive readers of tiny planning notices on the 

street or niche social media. But you have a responsibility to all Haringey residents 

and are their servants. 
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338 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

objecting to the council’s proposal to carry out extensive flood mitigation works in 

Queen’s Wood to: ·to construct 250m of widened or new 2m wide channels along 

the existing stream valleys in the wood, ·to pile up banks of clay to contain water 

when it rains heavily. In particular I am concerned that the scheme will see 

construction vehicles coming into the wood to pile up banks of clay. It will also bring 

polluted culverted water from the surrounding area into the streams running through 

the wood. The wood is at least 500 years old and the topsoil has built up over this 

time and cannot be replaced. Ancient tree roots are likely to be damaged and trees 

will inevitably die. Plants rare in London will be destroyed. Some of the clay and 

topsoil imported onto the site risks bringing in invasive species. This will cause 

untold damage to what is a local nature reserve, protected by act of parliament. 

Queen’s Wood is much loved by local people. I and my friends and family have found 

much comfort from walking in both Highgate Wood and Queen’s Wood and never 

more so that during lockdown. I am aware that in both woods footfall has increased 

massively causing compaction and loss of vegetation. Not only would the proposed 

scheme increase this further, but it would also mean that recovery from current 

damage will take longer 

339 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

The plans appear to offer little or no benefits to the woods and present high risks to 

flora and fauna, including the trees. The documents published by the Council do not 

present any analysis of the flood problem that the scheme is designed to solve - why 

not? How is it possible to determine what might or might not be required when the 

"problem" is not discussed in any way. The proposed scheme looks very much like 

a clumsy, invasive and damaging intervention. The possibility of all sorts of damage 

appears extremely high. There appears to be no public consultation meeting planned 

where the plans and a range of views could be aired and discussed - why not? It 

would be easy to hold a meeting via Zoom, if not in person. My suggestion would 

be: ·Public meeting ·Share understanding of the problem ·Share possible options 

·Discuss benefits and costs of each 
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340 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

The information provided in terms of the 2 page plan does not adequately explain 

the proposed works and we are particularly concerned that the flood mitigation works 

have been designed without having engaged directly with the Friends of Queens 

Wood, whose detailed knowledge of the Wood’s history and flora and fauna has not 

been sought as part of the design consultation process . I understand also that the 

mitigation design relied on the Haringey environmental report rather than a detailed 

Environmental Impact Study of the precise plans, which should surely be the 

minimum when carrying out such extensive works in an ancient woodland . The 

detail of any method statement with a plan of works and consideration how the 

implication of that , in terms of introducing marge mechanical machinery and 

commercial vehicles into the wood during any proposed works should also be 

considered . This matter in particular should be considered in the context of the 

considerably larger public use of the woods over the last 12 months or so arising 

from the pandemic . The engagement with the Environment Agency, should also be 

available for public consideration as I understand their interest is mainly to do with 

off site flooding issues and the proposed works may well not be the ideal or only 

solution to alleviate them . 

341 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

horror at the proposed scheme outlined by Haringey Council to mitigate flooding in 

Queen’s Wood, an area of ancient woodland, and the damage your works and 

unexplained turmoil will create. A scheme utterly unnecessary when when you 

yourselves acknowledge “Haringey is not currently considered to be an area at high 

risk of flooding”. I have thoroughly researched the plans and they are extremely 

worrying. Queen's Wood will be ravaged and there's insufficient reason to carry out 

these actions. I grew up in Highgate and the special woodland that we all appreciated 

as a natural amenity, untouched for 500 years is now under threat because of some 

hair-brained scheme? I can only wonder at what is behind your actions? I suspect 

nothing to do with flooding at all. Leave the Woods alone. Let the 500 years of 

unspoilt woodland remain that for 500 more. 
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342 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

very concerned about this plan, which looks to bring huge disruption to this rare and 

special ancient wood. I have been visiting Queen’s Wood all my (long) life, and it 

holds such special wildlife, trees and plants. Within London, the very old trees there 

are very unusual, and they hold all kinds of special wildlife as a result. Once 

damaged, they cannot recover to the value they held before - it is not a matter of just 

planting some more. The wood is protected for its special features, I believe by Act 

of Parliament. I was there today, seeing sheets of wood anemones - not rare in the 

countryside, but rare in London because associated with ancient woodlands. You 

should hear from the man who leads bird walks in the woods - he knows exactly 

which are the unusual species that he rarely finds elsewhere in London (he does 

bird counts in a number of London parks etc for his job, I believe). It is very 

concerning that the Friends of Queen’s Wood oppose this scheme - I am sure that 

if the risk of flood was serious, and corrected by the planned measures with only 

reasonable impact on the ecology of the wood, they would not be doing so. The map 

shows work affecting a massive proportion of the area covered by the wood - how 

can this be necessary? I have never seen any sign of flooding, even in the recent 

period when paths became very muddy. Even if for some reason it is agreed to be 

necessary, which seems unlikely, there also is concern about how the work is 

proposed to be done - the amount of material to be brought in from elsewhere, risking 

introducing species that could compromise the welfare of the established plants and 

animals. Please reconsider this scheme - and make sure to reach agreement with 

the Friends of Queen’s Wood on any revised version that is put forward. 
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343 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

strongly opposed to the proposed Flood Mitigation Works in Queens Wood in their 

present form. 1.As a general principal, I support both SUDS schemes and schemes 

aimed at daylighting the culverted rivers and brooks in the Borough. However, 

schemes of this sort need to be carried out with sensitivity for the characteristics of 

the area where activities are proposed, and to take into account ecological, 

historical, and human perspectives using a holistic approach that addresses both 

environmental and Engineering requirements. Such schemes should be able to build 

on the results of a detailed environmental impact assessment and should integrate 

environmental expertise and the detailed knowledge and understanding of local 

groups in development and implementation. They also require the commitment of 

sufficient resources to carry out the necessary preliminary factfinding, to carefully 

assess different possibilities for meeting all the potential criteria and objectives, and 

to ensure that any measures are carried out in such a way as to avoid negative 

impacts, including proper assessment and maintenance measures. 2.The proposed 

activities in Queens Wood fail to meet any of the above demands. Rather they 

appear to be aimed at a single goal, fulfilling a legal requirement to install flood 

mitigation measures while making use of time-bound funds, regardless of the 

appropriateness of either the measures or the timing. They appear to overlook the 

requirement to manage a local LNR and Site of Metropolitan Importance for Nature 

Conservation for the benefit of the wild plants and animals that it supports, or to 

manage one of the few areas of ancient woodland in Haringey for the benefit of local 

residents. 3.The Friends of Queens Wood have monitored and maintained the 

wood over very many years. They have been deeply involved with the Wood and its 

surrounds and have unparalleled, intimate knowledge, based on the records and 

information collected over many years. Among the ‘Friends’, is David Bevan, the 

long-serving former, Chief Ecology Officer for Haringey. He has clearly laid out the 

ways in which this scheme threatens to damage the nature and ecology of Queens 

Wood. There are many others with specialist knowledge who have raised similar 

concerns. All of this expertise and knowledge was available to Haringey when it 

proposed the scheme but has been comprehensively ignored. All have expressed 

concern about the impact the proposed works will have upon this rare and fragile 

habitat. Consultation means engaging with this wealth of knowledge, not pro forma 

ticking of a box. 4.Haringey’s recent record on managing its natural resources in an 

environmentally sensitive and informed manner for the benefit of residents already 

appears poor. From the unnecessary removal of swathes of vegetation from another 

nature reserve - the Parkland Walk - to the widespread use of herbicides to ‘tidy up’ 

the edges of managed grass areas across its housing estates, Haringey seems to 

be demonstrating a lack of awareness of modern developments in the management 

of urban biodiversity. The Queens Wood scheme is yet another example. 5.Overall 

development responsibility for a major scheme in a significant nature reserve and 

ancient woodland cannot be held simply by the flood Engineers from Highways and 

Parking. The ecological, historical, and human management responsibilities for an 

ancient wood and nature reserve must be given priority and the scheme developed 

in a way that is consistent with them. 6.I request Haringey to put a hold on this project 
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while they assess the objections with a view to ending the project or engaging with 

local groups effectively so that they can address the concerns in a meaningful way. 

344 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

I contacted someone who lives in Wood Vale bordering onto the woods to ask 

whether there have been incidences of flooding that might warrant such a scheme. 

Her response was that in twenty years there has been one incidence of blocked 

drains on the road itself but nothing that originated from within the woods. My 

comment at the time was that this seemed like a solution looking for a problem and 

nothing I was read or heard since persuades me otherwise. Queen's Wood is a 

precious local resource that still looks largely natural (unlike Highgate Wood which 

is much more municipal in nature). However over the past year massively increased 

footfall has caused much damage to undergrowth and the last thing the wood needs 

right now is a major project involving heavy machinery that scars the terrain still 

further. But it's not just a question of timing. I fundamentally dispute that the drainage 

scheme is necessary. The clay soil in the wood's drainage basin absorbs a 

phenomenal amount of rainfall and it is rare to see more than a trickle flowing in any 

of the current channels. As a consequence of this retention, large patches of the 

woodland floor stay fully saturated and boggy for extended periods. The existing 

steep-sided streams have indeed been formed by vigorous fluvial erosive action but 

in my opinion it is entirely wrong to assume or conclude that this must be a 

consequence of recent flood events. Most probably the drainage network is ancient 

and initially formed by glacial meltwater (when terminal moraines at the southern-

most edge of the great Devension ice-sheet reached what is now Muswell Hill). 

Indeed it would be a sad geomorphologic loss for man-made modifications to destroy 

such rare evidence of our glaciated past. 

345 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

totally opposed to this flood mitigation scheme in its present form as it has been 

drawn up with a total disregard to its effects on the habitat for a historically rare part 

of London’s green infrastructure. There has been an arrogant lack of consultation 

from the Highways department with hydrology specialists with a conservation 

background as well as with the Friends group which has in depth knowledge of the 

wood, its and its biodiversity. The ‘information’ they circulated to residents is woefully 

inadequate and lacking in detail. They have continually refused to meet with the 

Friends’ committee or even reply to their legitimate questions. 

346 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

object to the proposal which seems to carry serious risks for this ancient woodland, 

from disturbing the ecosystem and possible introduction of new species, to unsightly 

new structures and construction damage . I have enjoyed the unique and special 

spaces of Queen’s wood for 40 years, and hope to be able to continue to do so 
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347 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

Queen’s Wood is of metropolitan importance for the whole of London and nationally 

protected in perpetuity by an Act of Parliament. It is also a Local Nature Reserve 

treasured by myself and many thousands of fellow-users in North London and 

beyond. The first thing you need to understand is that Queen’s Wood started at 

least 400 years ago from a hilly clay base, and that over hundreds of years it has 

built up its soils, soils which are only found in Ancient Woodland. This is what has 

created the asset we have in 2021: magnificent mature and diverse trees, coppices, 

fabulous fresh air quality, an endless variety of amazing fungi to discover, 

invertebrates recycling the wood and providing food for all manner of beautiful and 

singing birds, small mammals, and a rare and exquisite plantlife that can only be 

found on Ancient Woodland such as this. The scheme as it stands completely fails 

to recognise the characteristics and value of Queen’s Wood. For example, 1. 

Bringing in clay and topsoil would disrupt the soils that have developed over time, 

alter their Ph and thus destroy the conditions for the Wood's ecosystem. Where will 

you get these soils from? 2. The scale and extent of the intervention is unacceptable: 

270 metres of new channel, all about 2 metres wide and 250 metres of berm. 3. 

There are proposals to bring in timbers - these will carry new pests. 4. And to plant 

new flowers - such ignorance! - new flowers will out-compete the precious rare 

species we already have in the wood. 5. There has been no environmental 

assessment - how on Earth has this come about? 

348 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

am opposing this scheme which is poorly thought through and of little benefit. I have 

read through the relevant information I agree with friends of Queens wood concerns 

and conclusions that likely damage great outweigh the benefits I walk daily in these 

woods and they are so important to the local environment and locals mental health 

349 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

I live downstream of Queens Wood on Park Road where the Moselle tends to flood 

so I know that some solution is needed to contain water flowing down through this 

area. However I think the present Scheme needs wider consultation to avoid 

ecological disruption to the Woods. Import of new materials, construction of the 

berms, realigment of ditches no environmental impact assessment all need to be 

reconsidered; this Scheme should not be rushed into at a time when the Woods 

have a key role during this pandemic as such a valued public amenity. 

350 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

There is definitley a need to combat the flooding and enormous muddiness that 

occurs near the path out to Wood Vale 
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351 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

The Highgate Society has seen these proposals and we write to register our strong 

opposition. Such major Engineering works in an ancient woodland of Metropolitan 

importance for wildlife would be unacceptable as proposed, even if they were 

necessary, but we are shocked that such extensive ecological and archaeological 

damage is proposed on an unproven basis, and to propose it on such tenuous 

grounds, without proper hydrological survey of the wider region or liaison with the 

necessary expertise in a range of hydrological, ecological and archaeological 

aspects, is deplorable. The necessity for heavy plant and equipment, and vehicles, 

would cause extensive damage far beyond the actual area where the works will take 

place, and the series of dams proposed through the length of the wood will transform 

it from an important ancient oak and hornbeam woodland to a partly swampy 

environment, and these two aspects - use of heavy plant and the increase in wet 

conditions - will result in the deaths of extensive areas of trees through the wood -

some of them hundreds of years old. This will itself result in an increase in pollution 

locally, in complete denial of Haringey's aims to reduce pollution and plant more 

trees, and will in our view be ecological vandalism. We agree with the Friends of 

Queens Wood that the scheme is being rushed through without adequate scientific 

study of its impact and, more importantly, without any scientific justification. We 

understand that the measures are to address "flooding" (whatever that means in 

practice) to gardens below the wood, said to result from run-off from the Wood. 

However, this argument is patently flawed: (1) We have seen figures, being sent to 

you by another interested party, which show that the works will actually increase the 

flow of water to the affected area; (2) A far more careful survey of local hydrological 

conditions must be conducted. It is surely obvious that: (a) Queens Wood, and 

Highgate Wood above it, are the only permeable parts of the locality, and that their 

present capacity to absorb rainwater (it is absurd to call it "flood water") naturally, 

without any artificial works with unproven outcomes, is vital for the surrounding area; 

(b) despite the fact that the majority of the area above the affected houses and 

gardens is not woodland, but houses, hard standing and roads, many with regularly 

blocked surface water drains, no study has been made of the proportion of rainwater 

running off these hard surfaces and down into the affected properties. There is 

surely every possibility that this is the source of the greater element of the "flood" 

water. (3) The proposals include unnecessary destruction of a historic ancient -

mediaeval or even earlier - boundary earthwork at the southern edge of the wood. 

We presume this is because no effort was made to ascertain what historic 

archaeological features are likely to be affected by the works. In a historic ancient 

woodland, where archaeological features can be expected, this is completely 

unacceptable, and if any works prove to be necessary, mitigation measures must be 

included to ensure minimal damage to archaeology. This will require an 

archaeological survey, by approved consultants, before any work commences. We 

have therefore asked Historic England's Greater London Archaeology Service to 

ensure that the archaeological implications of any works are understood and 

mitigation implemented. In summary, the Highgate Society considers these works 

ill-considered and based on inadequate parameters as regards the cause of the 
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underlying problem they are aimed at solving, and as a result may cause immense 

ecological and heritage damage without addressing the real issues. We therefore 

urge a halt to the project until proper consideration can be given to the actual cause 

of the problem and a collaborative approach taken involving hydrologists, English 

Nature, GLAAS and the experitse and local knowledge of the local community. 

352 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

rather alarmed to hear about the flood mitigation plans, which seem excessive and 

unnecessarily complex. I gather the proposals come from the Highways Dept. and 

that there has been no consultation with the Parks Dept. or with ecologists. We are 

talking here about ancient woodland and an ecologically sensitive area. What 

assurances can you give that we will not loose trees and habitats for wildlife, for birds 

and insects in particular? Is a long, open and wide channel, with banks on each side, 

necessary? Please explain the reasons behind these plans. Is the housing in Wood 

Vale at risk in some way? Are there any problems further down, in the playing fields 

towards Park Road? 

353 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

.... I wish to register my objection. I am deeply concerned about the impact that 

theses proposals will have on a unique environment. The woods have been and 

continue to be a valuable and essential part of our neighbourhood, and particularly 

in these strange Covid times, have been the area that has been a sanctuary. Please 

can you confirm that you have received this objection and that you will have a rethink 

about what you can do that can protect these essential ancient woodlands from 

something that serves your purposes but not those of the local people that use the 

woodland. 

354 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

object to the proposed Flood Mitigation Scheme in Queen's Wood, This is an 

unnecessary waste of money and would cause terrible damage to this beautiful 

ancient wood. 

355 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

strongly opposed to this proposal and object to it. We lived in Wood Vale for 54 

years at the lower end and even in years of massive rainfall the houses were never 

under threat. This ancient wood is a site of Metropolitan importance because it has 

been untouched for so long and has many plants that are rare in London. Digging 

wide channels would disturb the soil and cause irreparable damage, putting ancient 

and vulnerable trees at risk as well. The wood is suffering from over use and massive 

compaction at present. This is completely the wrong time to be proposing any major 

work in the wood and this is completely unsuitable. There are other more sensitive 

solutions to a supposed risk. 
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356 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

to object most strongly to the proposed Engineering works planned for Queen’s 

Wood. This wonderful nature area, home to many bird and other species, is 

protected by an act of Parliament as a Reserve. It gives much pleasure to people 

of all ages who, particularly during the lockdown period, have found the walks 

through this ancient wood so very beneficial to their mental and physical health. It 

has many plants, rare in London, which would be lost forever with increased footfall 

causing stress to the flora and trees. Under this proposal, whole areas of the wood 

would be closed to the public during major construction and vehicles would be 

parked in the wood for an unspecified period. This scheme is being rushed through 

without adequate consultation or scientific study on its impact, and for unproven 

benefits for flood protection. Please re-consider this assault on our local nature area, 

so precious to many and a peaceful oasis in the city. 

357 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

strong objections to the proposed flood mitigation scheme in the wood. My main 

concerns are: Queen’s Wood is a very special place, both as a public open space 

for rest and recreation and as a nature reserve, protected by its own Act of 

Parliament and many subsequent designations. The key to its special character, 

both as an open space and as a nature reserve, is the mix of flora and fauna in an 

ancient woodland setting. It contains many plant species which are not common in 

London and has a high and varied population of breeding birds, all of which need 

careful protection. The wood itself does not have a flooding problem. The 

desirability to improve flood protection elsewhere is understood but this scheme 

would be very damaging to the wood. It will create new and enlarged two metre 

wide channels and substantial holding pools behind large clay berms. Both channels 

and berms will be initially unsightly and possibly also dangerous to children. It has 

been suggested that they will mature with vegetation cover, but many are in dark 

places with almost no groundcover and will remain bare. The exposed clay sides to 

the ditches would not be a growing medium anyway. Timber and soil will have to be 

brought in from outside which will upset the delicate ecology of the Wood and may 

bring in invasive species. The water in the opened-up sewer will mainly be highway 

run-off. It will contain pollutants. This would include salt which would not separate 

out in a pool, but could poison much of the vegetation. Unfortunately the wood is not 

in very good condition, and has the additional severe stress from the increased 

footfall caused by people exercising there during the pandemic, causing further 

damage . Much of this use of the wood will continue at a high level indefinitely. 

Access to the construction sites and the use of vehicles during the work will damage 

further areas of delicate vegetation to an extent that cannot be fully remedied 

afterwards. 
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358 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

protest most strongly at your proposal to install a flood mitigation scheme in Queen’s 

Wood. This is woodland of ancient origin which would be severely damaged by the 

works involved. It is no good at all to attempt to replace torn-up shrubs and trees 

with new ones, once the scheme is in place. We are only recently beginning to learn 

how complex our ecological systems are: from birds and mammals, to trees and 

shrubs, mosses, lichens, fungi and (these are not just the ones you see, most are 

underground) to tiny micro-organisms. All interlock, rely on one and other and can 

take hundreds of years to build up together. Trees and shrubs, especially old ones 

are one of the most important parts of this. By cutting these down you destroy far 

more than it seems at first sight. Queen’s Wood is a very special place, to be enjoyed 

by all. Please rethink, and find another site, one already compromised, a site that 

has been spoiled already 

359 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

objection to this scheme as someone who has been a regular user of this woodland 

for over 30 years. When I first moved to the area I was involved with the local MP in 

trying to get the council to take an interest in the woods. That was a time of chronic 

neglect and now the opposite is true. Surely you can find something else to spend 

this money on. Flooding is not a major problem in the woods and this scheme is 

entirely unnecessary. Queen's Wood is exceptional because of its wild nature and it 

is very disturbing that some individuals within the council feel compelled to interfere 

with it. If you have unused funds in your budget then perhaps you could just improve 

the eroded paths. 

360 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

object strongly to the proposals for “flood management” works in the Wood. The 

“floods” against which the works are proposed to protect would not adversely affect 

the Wood itself, but the works proposed to avoid them would, very definately, 

adversely affect the Wood and its amenities. In particular by interfering with the 

present drainage structure in the Wood, more road run-off from Muswell Hill Road 

would be likely to affect all the plants, and the rare existing flora would likely 

disappear as more robust invasive plants would be attracted to the boggy areas 

which would be caused in the Wood, which is a designated Site of Metropolitan 

Importance for Nature Conservation. The Wood is an ancient wood, one of the few 

remaining in Greater London and as such should be preserved in all its aspects. The 

Council should find other ways to avoid these floods, rather than destroy a rare and 

legally protected wood which gives great pleasure to many people. 

361 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

We are very privileged in this borough to have ancient open spaces such as Queens 

Wood. Please be responsible and protect our mature trees, not just for the 

environment but also for people’s health and well being. A wrong decision will take 

a generation to put right and I want to believe those of you responsible for the 

decision making do not want a guilty conscience if trees are destroyed. 

362 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

With regard to the proposed flood mitigation scheme for Queens Wood, Highgate. 

Please could you provide me with details of local consultations undertaken and refer 

me to the scientific impact study informing this work. 
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363 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

OBECT to tis proposed project. Although flood mitigation ma be needed in Queen's 

Wood this particular scheme proposes major Engineering works which will endanger 

many rare plants and risk damaging the fragile structures of this ancient and special 

wood. In addition this scheme could spread invasive species into the wood. Crucially 

there as been inadequate scientific study of the impact of this proposal and any 

benefits of this particular scheme on flood prevention are unclear and uncertain. 

364 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

I am writing to protest against the proposed flood mitigation scheme which will cause 

damage to the existing nature reserve without sufficient scientific study of the impact 

of the proposed scheme. Queen’s wood has been an essential green space for 

enjoying nature and finding peace and this has been even more important during the 

pandemic. The beauty of the trees and the birdsong brings joy to many local 

residents and this needs to be preserved. 

365 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

strong opposition to the proposed works. They endanger the eco-systems and bio-

diversity of this ancient woodland while encouraging invasive species. In the process 

it is highly likely that earthworks dating back to Elizabethan times will be damaged. 

The proposed berms, made from imported clay, will be unsightly and could well 

prove dangerous to visitors trying to walk over them. I am also astonished that the 

proposals , apparently prompted by fears Haringey of being sued by wealthy house-

owners in Wood Vale, seem to have been elaborated without reference to the parks 

department and the way in which Haringey originally attempted to execute these 

without public consultation 

366 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

on behalf of the Hornsey Historical Society. The Society is very concerned that the 

proposed flood management works will seriously affect the historic character of this 

Wood and result in the loss of ancient boundary profiles. We are also concerned that 

the introduction of foreign substances and timber could have a serious effect on the 

ecology of the Wood. We fully support the objections made by the Friends of Queens 

Wood and hope the Council will reconsider the proposals in the light of these 

objections. 

367 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

objection to the proposed flood management scheme for Queen’s Wood. These 

points have been made elsewhere but deserve repetition: -bringing new timber, 

topsoil and clay on site is likely to bring new pests and invasive species into the 

wood - the culverted water from the roads is likely to increase water pollution in the 

streams - introducing new materials and heavy construction vehicles is likely to upset 

the balance of the topsoil in the woods, which has been built up over 500 years and 

is impossible to replace once lost - veteran and ancient trees with extensive root 

systems are likely to be damaged or lost. We are very lucky in our borough to have 

a deep pool of both expertise and enthusiasm for the natural environment. One of 

the best loved and most experienced members of this group is David Bevan 

(formerly Haringey’s Conservation Officer) whose critique of the scheme should be 

noted. In the past few years some excellent work has been done to improve Lordship 

Recreation Ground. The success of the scheme was firmly based on engagement 

with local conservation and environmental groups and the wider community. I hope 

the Council will shelve the current proposals and convene a working group to come 

up with a better, more practical and more beneficial plan to prevent flooding 
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368 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

strong opposition to this scheme which, I understand , was planned without prior 

consultation with the Friends of Queen’s Wood. The wood is a local much-loved 

nature reserve, protected in perpetuity by act of Parliament, and the scheme risks 

doing irreparable damage to tree roots, plants and topsoil, not to mention the 

additional damage caused by the presence and movement of construction vehicles. 

Plants which are rare in London risk destruction. Closing off some footpaths during 

the works will result in excessive overuse of the remaining footpaths, which 

themselves have been subject to heavy footfall during the pandemic. I am totally 

opposed to this scheme. 

369 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

opposition to the work that is going to be done: I agree with the objections voiced by 

David Bevan, former Haringey Nature Conservation Officer, about probable 

widespread damage to the ecology of the wood, which is a Local Nature Reserve 

and therefore extremely valuable. It would be very helpful if the present Nature 

Conservation Officer were able to give her opinion about the proposed works before 

they start, and also to have a discussion with the Friends of Queen’s Wood about 

exactly how the ecology is going to be preserved. 

370 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

Please do not allow the major Engineering work that will significantly impact the 

biodiversity of Queens Wood by allow Thames Water to dig a 2 meter channel along 

existing fragile stream beds and installing large wooden structures intended to slow 

water flow. Queens Wood is a wonderful environment for both wildlife, trees and 

plants and people to co-exist. As a dog walker, living in Islington on the haringey 

border, i love this space and i can see no real justification for this heavy handed 

interventions that may of may not prevent flooding, that may of may not happen. 

When this happened on Hampstead heath -we had the luxury of a huge expanse of 

land- unfortunately we do not have this at Queens Wood. This by comparison is a 

small ecosystem, and unique in an inner city area. With your brilliant minds put them 

together and find another intervention that doesn’t include destruction (even ALBEIT 

in the short term) parts on an Ancient Woodland which is loved and used by so 

many people. The pandemic has meant people have come to rely on the peace and 

tranquility of this space even more, to support their well being and mental health. As 

a nation we have fallen back in love with nature and need to do our utmost to protect 

it- especially in inner city areas. We are in the middle of a climate crisis and there is 

no justification for this type of vandalism ; we can not allow another habitat to be 

destroyed (even in the short term) for something that may or may not happen with a 

proposal that may or may not work. There is no space for lazy thinking and easy 

solutions that will so heavily impact this precious and fragile environment. You need 

to go back to the drawing boards and find an alternative solution. I say NO to this 

interference of a beautiful space and I would like my objections to be heard. 
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371 Other 

Roads / 

areas 

Queen's Wood is an oasis of calm and access to nature particularly in this time of 

Covid restrictions. The footfall has increased markedly over the last year. This 

seems a strange time to embark on a such a scheme particularly as the paths have 

already been widened by the increase in footfall. As carrying out the planned work 

is likely to affect the many users of the Wood, I'm surprised that there doesn't seem 

to have been a wider consultation. I would like to be reassured of the benefits of the 

scheme to the ecology of the wood and also what will be in place to protect this 

ancient environment. 

Total 371 371 
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Appendix 2 - Frequently Asked Questions 
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_______________________________________ 

Frequently Asked Questions 

Queen’s Wood: Natural Flood Management (NFM) Scheme 

Introduction / Background 

• Queen’s Wood is an ancient woodland, a local nature reserve, a site of importance 
for nature conservation, along with Highgate Wood and Parkland Walk, and an 
ecological site of metropolitan importance. 

• Due to the sloping nature of the site and defective drainage infrastructure beneath, 
the site in which much of the river was culverted many years ago, presents a flood 
risk to downstream residential properties, and nearby sporting facilities in the Wood 
Vale area. 

• Queen’s Wood falls within one of the Borough’s Critical Drainage Areas (CDAs), 
Haringey’s Surface Water Management Plan (2011) as well as the Environment 
Agency’s (EA) Surface Water Flood Map which identified this area as having one 
of the highest numbers of properties at risk from flooding and where the effects of 
climate change are likely to increase this risk. 

• Haringey as a Lead Local Flood Authority, in partnership with EA, explored a range 
of mitigation strategies to minimise of flooding to the woodland and downstream 
properties. These options include: 

a) Do nothing. 
b) Do minimum – Continuing current annual maintenance regime. 
c) Repair / replacement of existing pipes in the woods and on the highway. 
d) Remove pipes and create open channels. 
e) Property level protection. 
f) Creation of a Flood Wall on the site of the existing wall. 
g) Daylighting of the existing storm water sewer and add natural flood 

management (NFM) features. 

• These options were then evaluated to narrow down to a short list where one option 
was subsequently chosen. This process was undertaken in a structured manner to 
ensure that the preferred option was arrived at in a logical manner, using the “Five 
case model”1 methodology. 

• There is also an existing surface water sewer (SWS) running all the way within the 
woodland from west to east which is severely damaged and leaks into the woods 
and discharges into Wood Vale. To repair or replace these pipes will cause damage 
to the woodland due to its line and the necessary excavation involved. 

• Considering the delicate ecological and historic nature of the site, the EA and the 
Council preferred a Natural Flood Management (NFM) approach to the scheme. 

• The proposed NFM on-site interventions include: 

The Five Case Model is the approach for developing business cases recommend by HM Treasury, the Welsh Government, and the UK office of 

Government Commerce. 
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1) The daylighting (open channelling) of the existing Thames Water SWS and 
diversion of these water flows into an open watercourse, or a modified existing 
watercourse, across the site. 

2) The construction of instream NFM structures such as channel stuffing, and leaky 
dams constructed from large woody debris to create natural attenuation and to 
control the flow within the watercourses. 

3) The formation of temporary wetted areas by installing earth berms to provide a 
floodplain’ for the watercourse to spill into during times of heavy flows. 

4) The installation of localised retention basins to create attenuation and settlement 
areas. 

• All these proposed interventions are to cater for 1 in 100yr plus 40% Climate 
Change allowance2 with slowing the rate of the water flow to reduce erosion 
and protect properties from flooding. The project will help to reduce the level of 
floor risk to 10 residential and 2 non-residential properties. 

• These NFM proposals were discussed with the Council’s Park Team, 
representatives of Friends of Queen's Wood (FQW) during a site meeting on 
the 17th October 2019 and there were no objections to the development of such 
proposals. During virtual meetings in April 2020 and December 2020 which 
were attended by these representatives, our consultant and Environment 
Agency officers, there was no opposition expressed over the developing 
scheme proposals. 

• Following this meeting FQW submitted many ecological and other survey 
details to Council for consideration in the detailed design. FQW were concerned 
about the NFM features and the potential impact on the woods. Additionally, 
FQW submitted many questions to the Council, all of which were answered by 
officers. 

40% Climate change is Peak rainfall intensity allowance to making sure there is no increase in the rate of runoff discharged from the site for the 

upper end allowance. 
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FAQs 

1. What is the scheme value? 

The budget costs for 2021/22 is £262,000. This information is available from the Council’s 
Cabinet Meeting report of the 9th March 2021. 

2. What is the estimated cost of flood damage to properties? 

The estimated cost of damage to properties has been worked out to £452k. 

3. Which properties are subject to potential flooding? 

10 properties in Wood Vale along with Hanley and Georgian Tennis Clubs are subject to 
potential flooding. 

4. Why cannot Thames Water upgrade their surface water drains? 

There is an existing Surface Water Sewer (SWS) running all the way within the woodland 
from West to East which is severely damaged and leaks into the woods and discharges 
into the SWS in Wood Vale. To repair or replace these pipes will require excavations 
across the woodland, new manholes and diversions of the line of this SWS. 

Thames Water are in agreement with our Natural Flood Management proposals and have 
shown interest in becoming our partner and providing some funding as a contribution to 
the scheme budget. 

5. What is the source of this proposed scheme? Who, if anyone, will benefit from it? 

Queen’s Wood falls within one of the Borough’s Critical Drainage Areas (CDAs), 
Haringey’s Surface Water Management Plan as well as the Environment Agency (EA)’s 
Surface Water Flood Map all of which identifies this area as having one of the highest 
numbers of properties at risk from flooding. This risk is likely to further increase in severity 
and duration due to climate change. Droughts and heatwaves are also likely to become 
more severe and increase in duration as a result of climate change. Dry ground can result 
in more severe flooding as precipitation cannot be soaked into the ground as quickly and 
therefore may result in higher surface water runoff rates. Such climate changes will impact 
the functioning of the Wood’s existing drainage. 

The main beneficiaries will be for residents and occupiers downstream of Queen’s Wood 
in the Wood Vale area as these properties will be better protected from future flooding 
events. For the woods, the proposals are of an open stream and a managed drainage 
system that controls woodland soils being washed away. 

6. How does it relate to the Council's overall policy on climate change? 

The scheme has been designed to cater for a 1 in 100-year flood event with a 40% 
allowance for climate change to provide assurance that the project will remain fit for 
purpose in the future. 
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The proposals align with the overall principles of London’s Climate Change Adaptation 
work as well as the Council’s emerging Parks and Green Spaces Strategy. 

7. Queens Wood is ancient woodland, and thus could you advise whether these 
works would require planning consent? 

Planning is aware of the proposals. This is considered permitted development and 
planning permission is not required. Permitted development includes the improvement, 
maintenance or repair of watercourse and land drainage. 

8. Where is the evidence on which it is based? In 50+ years as a local resident I have 
never witnessed any flooding in this area. 

Haringey, as a Lead Local Flood Authority, in partnership with the EA, has explored a 
range of mitigation strategies to minimise of flooding to downstream properties. 

These options and the preferred one are in line with Haringey’s Surface Water 
Management Plan as well as Environment Agency (EA)’s Surface Water Flood Map. 

There is indication of excess water in open spaces downstream of the woods. 

9.  What impact assessment, if any, has been made on the ecology of Queens Wood 
and by whom? 

Ecological assessments have been undertaken and the design team have taken expert 
recommendations into account within the design proposals. As part of this process, our 
ecologist and design consultants have reviewed the information provided by the Friends 
of Queens Wood Group along with all other consultees and members of the public who 
provided such data for consideration. The Council will ensure that ecological concerns will 
be addressed both before and during site works. 

Method statements will be agreed with the contractor prior to the commencement of 
individual elements of work. It is proposed that the Contractor will employ an Ecological 
Clerk of Works (ECOW) who will oversee the works and ensure that there is minimal 
impact on sensitive ecological habitats during the works. The ECOW will have the power 
to stop the works at any stage should they consider that there is an undue risk to the 
environment or ecology within the wood. 

10. What will be the overall cost to the public purse? Have the proposed costs been 
published? 

This is an Environment Agency and Council Funded Project. The budget costs for 2021/22 
is £262,000. This information is available from the Council’s Cabinet Meeting report of the 
9th March 2021. 

11. What alternatives have been considered and costed? 

Haringey as a Lead Local Flood Authority, in partnership with EA, explored a range of 
mitigation strategies to minimise of flooding to the woodland and downstream 
properties. These options include: 
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a) Do Nothing – No further maintenance to the drainage system. 
b) Do minimum – Continuing current annual maintenance regime 
c) Repair/Replacement of existing surface drainage water pipes in the woods and on 

Muswell Hill Road 
d) Remove surface water drainage pipes and create open channel 
e) Increase property Level protection 
f) Creation of Flood Wall on the site of the existing wall. 
g) Daylighting of the existing storm water sewer and add Natural Flood Management 

(NFM) features to slow down the flow 

These options were then further evaluated further in terms of cost benefit analysis, flood 
prevention effectiveness and construction disruption to the ancient woodland. 
Considering the delicate ecological and historic nature of site, the option of ‘Natural Flood 
Management’ (NFM) emerged as the preferred solution. 

12. What steps have been taken to discourage house owners from concreting over 
gardens and paths? 

The important contribution that landscaping, planting and green space makes to 
mitigating flood risk and enhancing biodiversity is well known. Paving in gardens is 
classed as permitted development and can be installed without planning permission in 
the case of a front garden the area being less than 5 m2 or the surface proposed is 
porous or the runoff is directed to porous or permeable areas. 

If the new hard standing to be constructed is more than 5 m2 in area, then planning 
permission will be required for laying traditional, impermeable surfaces that do not control 
surface water running off onto the road. Planning permission will not be required if the 
new driveway uses permeable surfaces such as gravel, permeable concrete, block 
paving or porous asphalt, or if the rainwater is directed to a lawn or border within the 
same property to drain naturally. 

13. What worried me right from the start was the fact that the scheme seemed to be 
'driven' by the Highways Agency who had somehow been provided with the money 
to undertake this very invasive irrigation of the wood. It would seem that Haringey 
has been trying to keep the scheme well under the radar and any attempts for 
clarification of specific details were not forthcoming. They were decidedly 
unwelcoming of any offers of the Friends of Queen's Wood providing expert 
knowledge of the woods and its ecology. 

The proposal is driven by the need to address flood risk to properties downstream of 
Queen’s Wood, in the Wood Vale area. Queen’s Wood falls within one of the Borough’s 
Critical Drainage Areas (CDAs), Haringey’s Surface Water Management Plan as well as 
the Environment Agency (EA)’s Surface Water Flood Map which identifies this area as 
having one of the highest numbers of properties at risk from flooding, which is likely to 
further increase in severity and duration in the future due to climate change. 

The project is jointly funded by the Environment Agency and Haringey Council. 
Information about the project and its funding is available in the Council’s Cabinet Meeting 
report of the 9th March 2021. 
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A six-week public consultation exercise has recently been undertaken. We are currently 
reviewing the feedback and will address it as part of our next steps. 

The Friends of Queen’s Wood have been consulted at various stages of the project’s 
development and their input has and will continue to be welcomed. Over the course of 
the project the Friends have asked several questions, which have been answered, 
whether in writing or at site or virtual meetings. 

14. I have studied the plans and they give lip-service to being environmentally 
considerate but, if you look at what they are proposing, it will be impossible to 
fulfil that commitment. 

The proposals are based on a ‘natural flood management’ approach, designed to reflect 
the nature of, and to minimise negative impacts upon, the ancient woodland. 

Haringey, as a Lead Local Flood Authority, in partnership with EA, explored a range of 
mitigation strategies to minimise flooding to the woodland and downstream 
properties. These options include - see answer to Question 11. 

These options were then further evaluated further in terms of cost benefit analysis and 
construction disruption to the ancient woodland. Considering the delicate ecological and 
historic nature of site, the option of ‘Natural Flood Management’ (NFM) emerged as the 
preferred solution. 

Ecological assessments have been undertaken and the design team have taken expert 
recommendations into account within the design proposals. As part of this process, our 
ecologist and design consultants have reviewed the information provided by the Friends 
of Queens Wood Group along with all other consultees and any members of the public 
that provided such data for consideration. 

Method Statements will be agreed with the contractor prior to the commencement of 
individual elements of work. It is proposed that the Contractor will employ an Ecological 
Clerk of Works (ECOW) who will oversee the works and ensure that there is minimal 
impact on sensitive ecological habitats during the works. The ECOW will have the power 
to stop the works at any stage should they consider that there is an undue risk to the 
environment or ecology within the wood. 

15.What is the real motivation behind Haringey's Flood Mitigation scheme? 

The motivation and funding for the project is explained in our responses in questions 13 
and 14 above and are to prevent flooding to properties. 

16. The big question is, "Do we really need flood mitigation through Queen's Wood?" 
If it really is a yes, Haringey needs to make a big effort to explain to us well-informed 
locals point-by-point why it needs to be on such a large, devastating scale. 

The scheme is to address the identified flood risks within Haringey’s Surface Water 
Management Plan (and the Environment Agency)’s Surface Water Flood Map is required. 
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The Council and the Environment Agency have looked at a range of options that would 
result in a resolution to flooding problems, and the natural flood management option has 
been identified as the most appropriate solution bearing in mind the nature of this ancient 
woodland site. 

To provide further assurance, we are currently considering the feedback received from the 
consultation. We will work with the representatives of both responders and groups to 
ensure that the project is understood in terms of how ecological risks will be managed, 
how the project’s objectives will be achieved and what benefits could be delivered to the 
wider community. 

The Council will invite representatives of the consultees to a site meeting for further 
discussions, to investigate their concerns and how these can be addressed. 

17. Is there is an increased risk of surface water flooding in this location? 

Queen’s Wood falls within one of the Borough’s Critical Drainage Areas (CDAs), 
Haringey’s Surface Water Management Plan (as well as Environment Agency (EA)’s 
Surface Water Flood Map which identifies this area as having one of the highest numbers 
of properties at risk from flooding which is likely to further increase in severity and duration 
in the future due to climate change. Droughts and heatwaves are also likely to become 
more severe and increase in duration as a result of climate change. Dry ground can result 
in more severe flooding as precipitation cannot be soaked into the ground as quickly and 
may result in higher surface water run-off rates. This means that climate change may 
impact on the functioning of the Wood’s drainage. 

As Lead Local Flood Authority, and in consultation with the Environment Agency, the 
Council undertook a detailed study which explored a range of mitigation strategies to 
minimise of flooding to downstream properties. 

18.Have ecological assessments been undertaken and carefully considered as part of 
proposals? 

Ecological assessments have been undertaken and the design team have taken expert 
recommendations into account within the design proposals. As part of this process, our 
ecologist and design consultants have reviewed the information provided by the Friends 
of Queens Wood Group along with all other consultees and members of the public who 
provided such data for consideration. 

19.Will protection measures be taken both before and during the works? 

The Council will ensure that ecological concerns will be addressed both before and during 
site works. 

Method statements will be agreed with the contractor prior to the commencement of 
individual elements of work. For this scheme, it is proposed that the Contractor will employ 
an Ecological Clerk of Works (ECOW) who will oversee the works and ensure that there 
is minimal impact on sensitive ecological habitats during the works. The ECOW will have 
the power to stop the works at any stage should they consider that there is an undue risk 
to the environment or ecology within the wood. 
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20.Has the team engaged with local stakeholders, including biodiversity specialists, 
and is the team committed to a transparent and collaborative process? 

The proposals for a Natural Flood Management (NFM) scheme within Queens Wood were 
not unsupported by representatives of Friends of Queen's Wood (FQW) during a site 
meeting on 17th October 2019 with Council Officers. 

Since then, officers have received further feedback through engagement with local 
stakeholders, including FQW, at virtual meetings which took place in April 2020 and 
December 2020. The outcome of this consultation is currently being analysed and a report 
will be published once complete. The council also engaged their inhouse nature 
conservation officer within parks team for biodiversity issues. Feedback received during 
these sessions is being carefully considered by our consultant team as proposals are 
further developed. 

21.Please can you let me know if Queen’s Wood Natural Flood Management scheme 
includes water from outside the wood? for example surface water from adjacent 
roads? 

Please note that due to the sloping nature of the site and poor drainage infrastructure 
running through the site, this presents a flood risk to downstream residential properties 
and nearby sporting facilities in the Wood Vale area. The catchment drainage area 
includes that from surface water run-off from Muswell Hill Road, Highgate Woods, 
Summersby Road and South Close as existing. 

22. Will the works be in specific areas with vulnerable flora and fauna and what that 
works will be? 

The work in the wood is essential part of Flood Alleviation. The proposals are shown in 
the plans and any ecological information will be considered. 

23. What stage is the project at now (May 2021)? 

The scheme is on halt at the moment. 

24. What is the present surface water quality and will the existing streams change? 

We are not aware of any water quality standards for opening up watercourses. Current 
proposals include a stilling pond located at the point where flows are diverted from the 
drain into the water course. This will remove larger silts and sediments. 

Research of the performance of SuDS features confirmed that organic pollution will break 
down ‘naturally’ in soils that experience a wet and dry cycle. 

We are working with our partners Environment Agency, Thames Water and Thames 21 
who are expert on this issue and the water quality is that as currently flowing through the 
woods. Thames Water have checked that from the upstream catchment that this is surface 
water runoff. We are not changing any flow of water or disturbing the existing streams. 
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25. The route of the diverted flow in the Frogpool area is not made clear but appears to 
be through the pool. Could you confirm if this is correct? 

There is existing pipework running under the pool. Our aim is to minimise the work in and 
around the Frogpool. We are proposing to divert the ditch through pipework around the 
frog pool on the path and return to the watercourse downstream. 

26. The use of small machinery and manual tools is more responsible and appropriate 
in an Ancient Woodland and the fact that existing excavated soil is to be used for 
berms wherever possible, is an improvement. We would be very concerned if 
imported soil were used. 

Topsoil from within the woods is proposed. Any imported topsoil will need to be approved. 

27. There are references to ecological restraints and particular flora at risk but nowhere 
in the list of restraints are nesting birds mentioned. 

According to the advice from our ecologist MKA, where the timing is not feasible, works 
should be preceded by a nesting bird check. Therefore, our contractors will carry out 
Nesting bird checks if within breeding season. Several visits throughout the breeding 
season will be carried out to check for presence, including later in the season. A route for 
machinery and contractors will also be determined in advance. 

28. It would be helpful to have more clarity on the approximate extent of the leaky dams 
when full. Will they vary in size? What will be done to avoid trees being continuously 
or frequently in water when they are species for example English oak, for which this 
would not be suitable? 

A copy of drawing no. INF01 showing the maximum level of water behind the leaky dams 
at the bermed areas is in the design details 

• Where a leaky dam is specified without the berm it is the intention that the raised 

water level will be restricted within the channel, these are therefore not shown on the 

drawings. 

• It is important to note that the water depth will decrease moving away from the dam. 

• The extents shown in the drawing are in the worst scenario where a significant 

storm event can occur. i.e. 1 in 100 yr. 

• The design approach was mainly to minimise where possible the number of 

significant trees within the ‘flooded’ area. It is also anticipated that these areas will 

drain and will not always contain water. 

29. Can it now be confirmed that funding is now fully in place, and if so if there are any 
caveats – in particular on timescale? 

The finding is in place for 2021/22 financial year and that approved from EA is for the 
current proposed scheme. 
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30. Who will provide the Ecology Clerk whose role seems vital? Will she/he be on site 
for the whole of the work? To whom will he/she be accountable? 

Our contractor will provide the Ecological Clerk of Works as a part of the works contract. 
He/She will be on the site as and when required and when the works are beginning within 
the critical zones. The Ecological Clerk of works will be accountable to the Project Team. 

31. The textual notes on the detailed design drawings states that ‘tree removal along 
the route of the diversion is required’. What is the estimate of the number of trees, 
especially mature ones, to be removed? 

According to the recent detailed design drawings, only couple of the small trees and 
scrubs will be removed. However, we will relocate any berms to avoid tree removals. So, 
ideally, there will no tree removal along the route of the diversion. 

32. The visual aspect of the works, especially, the leaky dams, will depend very much 
on the extent to which they are holding water. When dry or muddy, they will not 
look pleasant. What estimates have been made of the extent to which in an average 
year these features will be muddy or dry? 

Leaky dams mimic the natural obstruction caused by trees and branches falling into the 
river. They range from a single large branch to several tree trunks tied together. Ove the 
time the wood might get rotten and as a part of continued management and maintenance, 
certain items may need replacing time to time if they are not working effectively. The 
dryness or muddiness of these leaky dams are going to be weather dependent. 

33. The detailed design has been changed so that the stream now runs through the 
Frogpool rather underneath. This reduces construction work but would radically 
change the Frogpool and its ecology. The MKA report was completed before the 
design change, so an immediate hydraulic and ecological study of the Frogpool 
area is now needed. 

While we are not doing work to the Frogpool, it is the case that Storm sewer will be 
conveyed through it, which was always the case. 

There is an inlet screen to the pond to the West and an outlet from the pond to the East. 
The TW pipeline is separate and there is a manhole to the West of the pond which we 
have identified as an overflow by installing a gully top. 

As a means of avoiding this, we will be proposing to divert the ditch through pipework 
around the frog pool on the path and return to the watercourse downstream. 

34. A major feature of the scheme is the construction of berms and adjacent ponds. 
Could you please supply detailed plans showing where the expected excavation 
for clay and topsoil will take place. These areas and the adjacent areas where 
coppicing could take place need an immediate study to start considering the 
effects on the ecology and to inform the design. 
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It is the intention to generate some of the fill material on site whilst creating the proposed 
watercourses as per the supplied drawings. However, this may not generate enough fill 
material to complete the required works. Therefore, we will be relying on the contractor 
for the locally supplied and carted imported fill material to construct the bunds. 

35. The design includes a ‘Stilling Area’. The public notice also refers to runoff from 
each rain event being detailed and treated in new drainage ditches. Please explain 
what this means?  

Stilling Area is depression in a channel / ditches to reduce the velocity or turbulence of 
the flow. As the water flows over through ditches into the downstream channel, it has a 
very high velocity or turbulence of flow. The excess flow must be dissipated so that it does 
not endanger the stability of bed and banks of the downstream channel. This is called 
Stilling area. 

36. What will be the provenance of any soils introduced to the wood? 

We will need to find out from our contractor before we place an order for the works, and 
we will update the FAQs with this information. However, it is assumed that it will be topsoil. 
The Council will welcome suggestions for sourcing this soil. 

37. What will be the provenance/type of wood used for the leaky dams if enough is not 
found in the wood? 

We will need to find out from our contractor before we place an order for the works, and 
we will update the FAQs with this information. However, it is assumed that if enough wood 
is not found then we will be utilising locally sourced wood. The Council will welcome 
suggestions for sourcing. 

38. Will the design/size of the leaky dams and berms vary according to the different 
stream channels? 

Yes, the size will vary accordingly. 

39. What plans are there to restore the site after the works – e.g., replanting? This was 
mentioned in the original ecology survey but not dealt with in detail. 

Any damaged trees, plants or scrubs will be re-instated back or replaced accordingly once 
the works are completed. The detail will not be known until the works are near completion. 

40. The bringing to the surface, water now running through the surface water drain will 
substantially increase the water in the stream. Can you indicate how much water 
there could be and how often flows will occur. 

The flow is rainfall runoff induced therefore it will greatly depend on the volume of rainfall 
across the upstream catchment. The worst-case scenario where a significant storm event 
can occur which is equivalent to 1 in 100yr storm. 

It is also noted that, most of the time the water level will be restricted within the channel. 
The depth will decrease moving away from the dam. It is however difficult to quantify the 
increase in water without qualifying it based on these parameters. 
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The inlet chamber has been designed to maintain a connection back into the existing storm 
sewer as an overflow and with a valve on the outlet to the stream which would allow the 
flow to be managed, if required. 

41. The consultation document refers to ‘runoff from each rain event is detailed and 
treated in the ditch. The retention time also promotes pollutant removal through 
sedimentation.’ What does detail and treated mean? What pollutants will be 
present, and will they be removed from the wood? What tests of the water quality 
have been carried out? 

‘Detailed’ looks like a typo and should read ‘detained’. Runoff will be conveyed more slowly 
through the surface channels when compared with the closed pipe system. This in turn 
allied with surface conveyance provides opportunity for treatment of runoff. 

The pollution anticipated would be diffuse pollution from upstream runoff. Organic 
pollutants would be subject to biodegradation within nature-based drainage components. 
Current proposals include a stilling pond located at the point where flows are diverted from 
the drain into the water course. This will remove larger silts and sediments. 

Research of the performance of SuDS features confirmed that organic pollution will break 
down ‘naturally’ in soils that experience a wet and dry cycle. 

42. All the works will be easily accessible to the public – of all ages. Where new ditches 
are dug, or existing streams enlarged the subsoil will be revealed. Typically, this 
will be clay. The surfaces of the bottom and sides will be slippery and sometimes 
wet. Such a surface will not often become covered with plant growth, so will remain 
bare. This would be unsightly and risky for children. Do you have any plans for 
amelioration? 

Excavations will be re-dressed with surface material. The design has sought to minimise 
excavation of new ditches and seeks to utilise the ditches and conveyance routes that 
currently exist across the site. It is the intentions that where the subsoil will be excavated 
from the places for the plant grown, the same will be replaced over by topsoil. 

43. The berms will be covered with topsoil. In some areas there could be natural 
regeneration or planting to hold this in place. How long would this process take, 
and will there be a need to prevent public access? In other places, little or no growth 
is likely.  How will these areas be managed? 

Topsoil will be scraped from footprint/underside of berms and areas where subsoil can be 
gained. The subsoil will be excavated the placed-on areas to be built up. Topsoil will then 
be replaced over berm and areas of subsoil excavation. 

The use of a Bio-degradable erosion control geotextile is specified for use on top of the 
berms as a means of providing structure and allowing regeneration to take place in the 
short to medium term. As with any landscape reinstatement it can take at least 1 year 
(growing season) for regeneration to take place. 
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44. Are you taking into account the presence of invasive Pennywort in Frogpool? 

While we are not doing work to the Frogpool, it is the case that water will be conveyed 
through it, which was always the case. The works will not commence here until the 
Pennywort is being removed. 

45. Are you able to confirm for example that the approach to earthworks is to avoid 
tree-felling & tree damage wherever possible? 

All excavation will be carried out by hand in areas identified as vulnerable to tree / plants 
damage. The works will be cleared in such way to reduce violent movements and therefore 
cutting or lifting of roots and plants. The spoil will be placed on clear spaces identified for 
temporary storage and moved there by wheelbarrow using a designated route, possibly 
boarded out or covered by ground protection boards. 

Compaction will be done by placing spoil or fill material if required by hand. 
Upon completion, additional soil will cover the area and a small compactor plate may be 
run over soil to complete compaction. 

46. If works are due to start in April, then this is the height of the bird nesting season. 
should this not be delayed until August/September when the nesting season ends. 

The contractor will be carrying out nesting bird checks including mounting bird boxes on 
the relevant trees following advice from our Ecologist. It is now likely that the works will 
not commence before September. 

47. The pandemic: Again, we know parks and green spaces are rammed with people 
during good weather, some come April/May there will be an awful lot of people using 
Queen’s Wood, as they did throughout the Covid period, that needs to be factored 
in. 

We are not closing the entire woodland. Only parts of woodland will be fenced off during 
the works. The remaining areas will be open for public and there will be some restricted 
use of the entire woodlands due to these necessary works. 

48. Will there be consultation over the proposed location of the compound and works 
access routes within the site? 

There will be discussions within the project team. 

49. Is all material for berms created only from on-site excavations? if not then where is 
this being sourced from? What licencing is required for anything imported? 

It is the intention to generate some of the fill material on site whilst creating the proposed 
watercourses as per the supplied drawings. However, this may not generate enough fill 
material to complete the required works. Therefore, we will be relying on the contractor for 
the locally supplied and carted imported fill material to construct the bunds. 

Importation will be by supplier with valid waste licence carrier certification. 
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50. Is the material for leaky dams from on-site sources or imported? if not then what? 
What licencing is required for anything imported? 

These will be logs acquired from the site where possible. However, it is assumed that if 
enough wood is not found then the same will be imported from a local forestry / 
conservation supplier. 

51. What protection is there for the shallow soils, the pH levels etc? 

The project is not measuring any pH levels on site. Shallow soils will be topped with fill 
material from the site or locally imported, where required in the construction works/routes. 

52. The existing (top)soils are very shallow (one or two inches) yet the proposed berms 
show 150mm topsoil. should this not be more like the 1 or 2 inches as per elsewhere 
in the site? 

We propose to scrape off the topsoil soil / leaf mould from the footprint of the berms, 
construct berms then spread saved topsoil over the berm before covering with coir 
matting. This topsoil depth will vary but probably no more than 75mm. 

53. How will the movement of soil operations be managed to avoid damage? 

Soils will be delivered to site and tipped in the compound area. It will be distributed to 
various areas along the existing paths in a 6-tonne dumper fitted with sports turf, low 
ground pressure floatation tyres. The dumper will leave the path directly adjacent to where 
the berm/s are to be construct, tip then return to the stockpile via the path. 

54. Are all the timbers to be site-won? If any are to be imported, what licencing is 
required for these? 

Vertical timbers may have to be imported if not available on site. These will be FCS 
certificated timbers. Any local sources that are suggested will be considered e.g., Highgate 
Woods. 

55. Are any of the timbers to be treated to prolong their life, if so with what? How will 
such chemicals impact on the site? If not, what replacement cycles have been 
considered and now will this be managed going forward? 

The timbers used will be FCS certificated timbers. For the replacement cycles, over the 
time when the wood gets rotten and starts to become ineffective, they will need to be 
replaced. The Council will welcome suggestions for sourcing any local timbers. 

56. Have the on-site timbers been assessed for suitability? 

The suitability of on-site timbers will be assessed at the time of construction works. If 
enough wood is not found, then the same will be imported from local forestry / conservation 
supplier. 
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57. Where is the works compound proposed to go and how will the contractor get to it, 
from it and around the site to do the works without causing damage/trampling etc 
to the site and ensure undisturbed public access along paths etc? 

It is the intention of contractor to use the Muswell Hill Road access near the café to bring 
both plant and machinery into the woods. It is also the intention to have storage by the 
café. We are yet to confirm and agree the access and storage arrangements with our 
contractor. This will be done under a Method Statement from Contractor and Council 
Parks officers’ approval will be sought. 

58. We’ll need to see this (plan of works), and comment on/approve this before any 
decisions are made or any works can commence 

A construction management plan will be provided before any works are commenced. 
Details will be posted on site and on the Council’s web page. 

59. Will the compound include welfare facilities and if so, how will they decommission 
this, i.e., without spilling anything into the Wood? 

The compound will include welfare facilities and it will be emptied once a week. We will 
however need to confirm with our contractor as a part of their Method Statements for the 
works. 

60. How will chemical? toilets be managed, brought to site and taken away? We don’t 
want large trucks accessing the site! 

The welfare facilities will be emptied once a week and we are assuming it is from near the 
café. We will however need to confirm with our contractor as a part of their Method 
Statements for the works. 

61. There is no information about the site circulation proposals. 

The contractors have proposed to work from the East of the site, westward re-opening 
sections after agreed completion. This proposal is yet to be agreed by the Council and 
may be subject to change. 

62. How will the works vehicles/operatives get around site when the paths are not fit 
for vehicles? 

The contractors will access via paths using low pressure vehicles. They will take the 
condition pictures of the paths before and after the works. 

63. What level of machinery will be held on site and how will it move around the site 
without it causing damage? 

Small dumper and mini excavator for main works and 14t excavator for loading and lifting 
outlet structure are currently proposed and this will be subject to details from the 
contractor.  The routes for vehicles will be part of the agreed Method Statements with the 
contractor. 
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64. Are all the excavations to be by hand, to avoid damage to the existing ecology etc? 

The works would not be achievable if carried out by hand, but it is the intention that works 
to be carried out in a sensitive manner. 

65. How will any damage be avoided/addressed/reinstated? 

Condition pictures of the work areas and the paths will be taken before and after the works. 
Any issues will be addressed / reinstated before signing off by the Council. 

66. Any tree removals must be kept to an absolute minimum and only be for very small 
trees or dead, dying, diseased or dangerous trees. 

According to the recent detailed design drawings, only a couple of the small trees and 
scrubs will be removed. We will relocate any berms to avoid tree removals. So, ideally, 
there will no tree removal along the route of the diversion. 

67. How will the contractor and works protect the various ecosystems, in particular: 

i. Trees/tree roots (in particular ancient trees, but also any trees)? 

Avoiding the root system where possible, use small low ground pressure machinery 
and protection with boards where necessary. 

ii. Birds (x27 species of which 5 are notable)? 

Daily nesting bird checks if within breeding season. Extra caution exercised if works 
will take place in the breeding season – several visits throughout the breeding season 
will be made by contractor to check for presence, including later in the season. 

iii. Bats (x11 species of which 7 are notable or rare) 

No trees with bat potential should be disturbed, and disturbance within the vicinity 
should be kept to minimum. An ECoW will be present to monitor works near trees with 
bat potential, and fencing will be erected to protect trees with bat potential. Additional 
bat boxes will be installed during the project. 

iv. Ancient woodland indicator plants 

Identify and avoid sensitive areas. Keep site routes to the very minimum. 

68. The areas at the north/west end of the site, the path that comes from the café and 
peels off toward the Frogpool, regularly floods and is eroding because of water 
damage. Why is this aspect of the flooding of the site excluded from the proposed 
scheme? 

The NFM scheme is not for the management and maintenance of Queen’s Wood. The 
intention of the current design is to address the major flooding issues to the fullest. 
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69. Pre-implementation we would like to see clear signage at every entrance and key 
locations around the site setting out what is going to happen, why and when. 

These details have been provided within our consultation letter. Again, all the affected 
residents will be sent a works notification letter providing them of any start and 
approximate finish dates. Any signing will be provided as a part of the fenced off working 
areas. 

70. Post-implementation we want you to allow for permanent signage/interpretation to 
explain what they interventions are for etc? 

This is Natural Flood Management Scheme, and we are just creating drainage ditches, 
leaky dams, and berms. These features do not require any permanent signing. 

71. The footpath at the Wood Vale end becomes impassable at this time of the year and 
is this being dealt with as part of this scheme? 

The scheme is not for the management and maintenance of Queen’s Wood as this fall 
within regular management and maintenance. 

The Council, for this project, are the Lead Local Flood Authority responsible for managing 
the risk of flooding from surface water, ground water and ordinary watercourses. 

72. Please can you explain where is water coming from that goes through Queen’s 
Wood? 

The catchment drainage area includes that from surface water runoff from Muswell Hill 
Road, Highgate Woods, Summersby Road and from South Close. 

73. Imported clay, timber and topsoil will encourage invasive species and damage 
trees. What will you do about this? 

The clay will be from excavations. Similarly, existing local timber and topsoil will be used 
for the leaky dams and earth berms. Our specialist has confirmed that the scheme should 
not encourage or result in an increase of invasive species. The project team has been 
informed that the development of invasive species is largely dependent upon weather and 
climate conditions and not necessarily on the provenance of timber and topsoil. 

74. Why can’t we have diverted the entire water from the woodland via a new pipe or 
pumped the water and discharge somewhere else? 

The topography of site is sloping in nature and has poor drainage infrastructure running 
at the moment. 

This proposal will fall within the remit of Thames Water as they are responsible for the 
existing sewer system. This proposal will require a major civil Engineering works and that 
will be expensive to pump the entire water going through the woodland to a different 
drainage system. This is likely to require bigger pipes in the Thames Water network and 
may result in flooding elsewhere. This is not currently considered a viable and affordable 
solution. 
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75. What are you going to do with any salt that may be present within the water running 
through the wood from Muswell Hill Road? 

We are not aware of any salt content within the water that is currently running within the 
existing surface water sewer. Again, we are not sure if Muswell Hill is part of the winter 
salting regime and if it is then the salt will only be laid in the winter months, as required. 
Most of the salt will be diluted within the snow/ice/rainwater therefore we anticipate there 
will be a minimal amount of salt will present within the water that will run through the 
woodland. It would also be possible to divert the flows down the existing pipe in the 
immediate period after future salting therefore mitigating any risk. 
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Appendix 3 - Friends of Queen’s Wood - 16th November 2021 

From: John Dorken <dorken24@aol.com> 
Sent: 16 November 2021 16:02 
To: Shah Pankit <Pankit.Shah@haringey.gov.uk>; lucyroots20@gmail.com; 
janedavidwarren@blueyonder.co.uk; sgbrown@gn.apc.org; Theakston David 
<David.Theakston@haringey.gov.uk>; Fraser Alex <Alex.Fraser@haringey.gov.uk>; Foskett 
Annabel <Annabel.Foskett@haringey.gov.uk>; simonrmason@hotmail.com; 
Adam.Single@HistoricEngland.org.uk; johnmiles68@yahoo.co.uk; richardward@hughpearl.co.uk; 
jessica.vangrootveld@thames21.org.uk; Rebecca.turnpenney@thames21.org.uk 
Cc: Henry Thomas <Thomas.Henry@haringey.gov.uk>; anna.parr@environment-agency.gov.uk; 
Philip.Duffy@mccloyconsulting.com; anthony.mccloy@mccloyconsulting.com; Farrow Simon 
<Simon.Farrow@haringey.gov.uk>; Boddy Peter <Peter.Boddy@haringey.gov.uk>; Stevens Mark 
<Mark.Stevens@haringey.gov.uk> 
Subject: Re: Queen's Wood NFM Scheme - SITE MEETING NOTE - 26 October 2021 

Dear Pankit 

Thank you for your email of 5 November below, with the accompanying notes of our site visit 
to the Wood on 26 October. 

We found the visit very useful. Particularly valuable was the opportunity, after 10 months, to 
meet with Philip Duffy face to face, and to discuss with him on site both the original proposals 
for the scheme and our own ideas for changes which could form the basis of a more 
acceptable solution. 

We have checked through the notes of the visit, and we believe that they represent a 
generally fair record of the visit and thus can form the basis of the next stage of the further 
work that will now be necessary. We assume that the Council is itself ready to start to do this 
work. 

I attach a note of the steps that we now feel are necessary to move forward. More information, 
as well as a new, detailed design, is essential; this is specified in the note. Once we have all 
the information we need and discussed it thoroughly with Council officers it may lead to the 
need for further revisions to this complex scheme or the consideration of its effects on the 
ancient woodland before the Committee of the Friends can consider whether or not to 
recommend members to accept the scheme. The information and opinions will then be given 
to the members of the Friends more widely for their consideration. It is expected that this will 
involve a meeting for a discussion. We would suggest that either at that meeting, or a wider 
one for the general public, representatives of the council are present to explain their scheme. 
Following the response from members the Friends will be able to formally state their position. 

We believe that this will require a lot of concentrated work between ourselves, the extent of 
which should not be understated. We on our part will strive to do what we can and we hope 
that the Council on its part will do the same. To enable us to use our resources to best effect 
we would welcome having an up-to-date project timeline. 

Best wishes 

John 

John Dorken, Chair, FQW 
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Friends of Queens Wood Attachment to email of 16/11/21 

Flood Scheme – Next steps 

Before the Friends, the public or the council can take any decisions a full set of information 
to understand the value and impact of the scheme will be needed. 

The immediate task will be for Highways to define their favoured scheme and provide full 
information to enable it to be considered. This should include: -

1. Detailed design 

2. Construction management plan 

3. Maintenance plan 

4. Detailed report of ecological effects 

5. Soil analysis 

6. Historic and archaeological impact 

7. Pollution impact 

8. Operational and hydraulic function 

A fuller description of each of these is given below. 

1. Detailed Design 
Before the meetings we sent a note outlining issues with the design and suggesting possible 
changes. Some of these are now included in the revised detailed plans being prepared. It 
should be noted that there is one large section of the scheme – from where the daylighting 
of the sewer takes place down to the Capital ring path - which seems to have major problems, 
and for which there is no clear way forward. 

2. Construction management plan 
Accessing and providing space for the works will impact further areas of the wood in ways 
comparable to the scheme itself, but none would be beneficial. This could affect the 
acceptability of some features. A plan must be agreed before the go-ahead for the scheme. 
It cannot be left until work starts as proposed by Highways. 

3. Maintenance Plan 
The manholes, silt traps, inlet and outlet structures will all need regular access by the council 
and Thames Water. This could involve vehicles and take place in all weathers. Again, this 
could affect the acceptability of some features, particularly those away from the path network, 
and a plan must be agreed before a scheme decision. 

4. Ecological effects 
As an ancient woodland as well as a public open space the wood is exceptionally sensitive 
to the impact of changes. Concerns that must be addressed before any approval could be 
contemplated range from the direct effect on the roots of centuries-old oak trees to the small 
plants and insects living in this specialised environment. A very detailed analysis must be 
done in advance. The concept put forward by Highways that it can be left until the contractor 
has actually started work is completely unacceptable. 

The ecology of the wood will also mean strict limits must be made on the calendar timing of 
any disturbance. 
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Through the development of the scheme, it has repeatedly been said (including in the public 
consultation) that there would be ecological benefits, but these were not satisfactorily 
specified. The recent changes proposed by the Friends may lead to the creation of two new 
wetland areas, but work is now needed to see if this can be achieved. 

5. Soil Analysis 
The stream beds and valleys are the result of action over centuries and need careful 
consideration. The soil expert will need to report before decision is taken. 

6. Historic and Archaeological Impact 
Queen’s Wood is classified as a Site of Archaeological Importance. Again, the main areas of 
concern are concentrated in the valleys and needs careful consideration. 

7. Pollution 
At present surface water in and leaving the wood is almost entirely from rainfall inside the 
wood. As such it is almost completely free of pollution. If the sewer from Muswell Hill Road 
is daylighted it will introduce pollution to the wood from highways, houses, gardens and 
industrial sites. This will cause significant but very variable pollution. It must be demonstrated 
that this pollution will not cause damage to the ecosystem in the wood. In addition, streams 
of running water are attractive to small children and can form a part of natural play. It must 
be demonstrated that any pollution is at safe levels. 

8. Operational and Hydraulic function 
The main purpose of the scheme is to reduce flood risk in Wood Vale, not in the wood itself. 
To do this there would be significant changes to the water flow patterns and quantities in the 
Wood and adjacent areas. It must therefore be demonstrated quantitively how effective the 
reduction in critical water flows will be, and how individual parts of the scheme behave. Such 
a detailed hydraulic analysis was done in 2019 for the concept scheme, but a new study is 
now needed for the very different present scheme. 
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Appendix 4 - Pictures of July Rainfall event 
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Property on Woodvale Woodvale 

Wood Vale Highgate Hill 
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Cranley Gardens 

Park Road Junction with 

Park Avenue South 

Park Road Junction with 

Etheldene Avenue 

Park Road Junction 
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Appendix 5 - The Statutory Notification letter along with 

Drawing 
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irectorate of Environment & Neighbourhood 

Statutory Notification 

l3 raJ Flood anag ma t Scheme 
OearR~t. 

In Aprl 2018 the L.oodon Bofaogh of Har1ngey In paf1nership wnh Enwa1imen1 Agew::y asses-98d several 

options for llood manegemen1 measures ln Oueen's Wood. Our approach to nooo t1 m3nagemerit ~ 

based oo 11s:.ng Na'lll Flood Ms.nagement (Nfl.1) lesllres, to rnuga1e the !lllrfooe water fl:lod rt!lk. 1n the 

properuee a1 Wood Vale end gurroundlng a:eas and tmpn,vlng amen.1y and ball'ri!f'Si1y v~ In the area. 

his W'ldt.ldes ~ Ill.at Soo.ooe water Is managed 81 cfose to SOl.l'Ce 89 po9s.l>le, and lll3l w.•at.ef lk>w 19 

managed by nalUral means. ra1he, than pipework. 

Ane1 Ille completion ot the feasibility 91Udy. the • few me :sa.es have been .cenUbed as bang both 
arNlronm able 8ffd cost effective In man8giig flood r1sk to pror:ect properties. 

;.. O\Mge the existing surla~ water sev,er lnlo an ooen WB'le<course. 

, Constroctlon a.f "channel s&ufflng· and leuy dams from large wood~ debm {example ph~ in dfll"1ng 

O\l'etleat �. mtm:icklng 1"8 natural oosuuction eaused D)' treeg aoo brand\es fa...ng Into 1he waiE!II' oourse 

Le y by name, ano na1ure, 1hey aaiw trapped wa~ ro drall\ sloWly and thereby ae2te natural 

attenuation MCI reduce 1he pe8't flow 

, Formaooo of '\o,etted aru-s· by .ns1a11.ng eY1b hfflM to dl\lert water lhroU~ wetland, creating klclger 

lb p81h and proi,tdlf'I!> a tl0cdpl8n r« the waterooine 

• lnstallshon o1 local: ed cb'alnage ditch~, to crea1e attenua11on and semement area3. Rooo tram each 

rain event delaUed and trae1ed In Ille d 1ch he retention t.me also promotes potutafl.t re,noval 

lllroogh M!dtmentabOn 

he p&an oveneat shows file tocaoon ol propose<l meaSl.Jrei.. To help deca:Je the sctlame we would 
to he )'OlD' !Jie'-'S Yoo can emau ug 81 trontllne oons uonAA,et1~v.go-, LI1'. or use _ endosed 

fteepo3L feedback card to comment on the 9dleroo and llndlcate wnethef )'Od wpport or objeet the 
meaeure!l.. Detailed Information lsav ble on the ·current hlgtwl&ys consu1tat1ans· page otowwebslte.. 

Please ensure your tMWS and comments reach us b~ the d'.ls.i,,g dam or F-r~ o:rt April 2021. 

Tl'le you for yo~ a1U!tlt.oo attd we look to""81?1 to be3nng tram ~u. 

Yoors fal 1\Jlly, HID ~)'~ P~tr.g 
:r,€4 I "W9° P~. Hcvie 

22$ H ~·11m Wrn; '.31itE'\ 
Lt;n'.lon Nnc,HO 

•✓ 

Head ot Hlg~ys and F> Ing 
•w~ I 11 ,g , '.l:Ju.' uh 
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Appendix 6 - Latest proposals, drawings (resulted from the 

on-site discussions and the consultation) 
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Site Notes based on discussions held at Queens Wood on 26th October at 11am 

General Notes: 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Construction method statements needs to identify construction traffic routes and all points of 

access. The Environmental Clerk of Works will oversee construction works. 

Compound area location to be confirmed. 

Works to existing channels & ditches to be kept to a minimum. 

Existing pipework will remain in place. 

Connection at the ‘daylighting’ location to be confirmed on site 

If straight fresh cut logs are available within the woods they may be used for dams. 

Otherwise logs may need to be imported. 

Berms to be dressed using existing excavated material over a layer of bio-degradeable 

Geojute erosion control type material 

Suitable additional imported material may be required to construct berms. 

All proposed amendments/ additions to design are subject to feasibility at detailed design. 

Location Plan (Drawing 110) 

AREA 
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AREA 

AREA 

AREA 

AREA 
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PROPOSED 375mm PRE-CAST 
CONCRETE PIPE TO REPLAGE 
EXISTING PIPE 

• 

J 
EXISTINclSTORM 

SEWER RETAINED 

I 
• • 

• 

• , , . 
' .,I 

• 
• 

• 

AREA 1 (Drawing 114): 

Currently water lays in this area on the path in periods of rain. Run-off from slope to south 

contributes significantly to surface water issues. 

Proposed amendments/ additions to design: 

- North of path- raise footpath surface to better define channel at tree 

- South of path-

o excavate a swale to collect run-off from slope 

o lay pipe across path discharging to existing drainage ditch 

-

PROPOSED PIPE 
CROSSING- DIVERTING 
SURFACE RUN-OFF INTO 

PATH SURFACE RAISED TO 
FORM CHANNEL TO NORTH OF 
PATH 

CHANNEL 

SWALE FORMED ALONG EDGE 
OF PATH TO CAPTURE 
SURFACE RUN-OFF FROM 
SLOPE 
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AREA 2 (Drawing 113): 

Notes: 

Currently water is conveyed through the Frogpool. This layout is still preferred, however, concerns 

were raised with regards to directing additional flows in this direction. 

Survey did not pick up a tree to the south-east of the frog pool 

Proposed amendments/ additions to design: 

- West of frogpool: 

o allow for ‘normal’ flows to be conveyed via. the frogpool & use a form of flow 

restriction to divert excess flows to new swale, therefore avoiding the frogpool. 

o Lay pipe from flow control to meet proposed swale. Note route and levels to be 

confirmed- Purpose to avoid existing tree 

- East of frogpool: 

o Amend route of proposed swale to avoid tree 

o Move proposed crossing point to the East to utilise better route to meet the existing 

channel 

WEIR/ REDUCED DIAMETER 
OUTLET TO FROG POOL WITH 

ROUTE OF 
SWALE 
DIVERTED TO 
AVOID TREE 

SWALE 
CROSSING 
MOVED TO 
BETTER AVOID 

‘DIVERTED FLOW’ 
PIPEWORK 
CONNECTING TO 
PROPOSED SWALE 

INCREASED FLOWS DIVERTED 
TO SWALE 
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AREA 3 (Drawing 112): 

Notes: 

Current proposals include the installation of Leaky Dams within the channel. Area is not heavily 

vegetated. 

Proposed amendments/ additions to design: 

Installation of Berms to increase possible storage in this area. 

PROPOSED BERMS 
TO IMPROVES 
STORAGE 
POTENTIAL IN THIS 
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AREA 4 (Drawing 111): 

Notes: 

The Dog Pond is currently a wet open area. 

Current proposals include the installation of Leaky Dams within the channel. Area is heavily 

vegetated. Concerns were raised about construction work in this area. 

Proposed amendments/ additions to design: 

Dog Pond: 

- Installation of Dam & Berm to maximise storage potential. 

Leaky Dam LD/BM1/02 

- Remove the proposed dam from this heavily vegetated location and incorporate it within the 

Dog Pond area. 

PROPOSED 
STORAGE AREA 
WITHIN DOG POND 
AREA 

REMOVE PROPOSED 
DAM FROM THIS 
AREA TO THE DOG 
POND 
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AREA 5 (Drawing 111): 

Notes: 

Area for proposed Leaky Dams and inlet structure is heavily vegetated. The channel is not defined 

through the vegetation. 

There are significant areas of impermeable surfacing behind the wall. Comments indicate that the 

surfacing in this area is not required to this extent. The wall acts as a flood wall. 

Proposed amendments/ additions to design: 

Channel to the West 

- Remove proposed dam from this area to prevent loss of vegetated area. 

- Move inlet structure to the east out of the vegetated area. Subject to detailed design this 

could be at the edge of the path or closer to the wall. 

- Minimise work on existing channel in this area 

At Wall 

- Remove hard surfacing (retain path network) to the rear of the wall, possibly lower levels 

locally to provide additional storage. Subject to detailed design. 

To the South 
- Re-route pipework from storage area to the south to suite updated proposals 

REMOVE 
SURFACING & 
REDUCE LEVELS 
LOCALLY 

REMOVE PROPOSED 
DAM FROM THIS 
AREA 

MOVE INLET OUT 
OF VEGETATED 
AREA 

MINIMISE WORK 
TO FORM 
CHANNEL 

INLET FROM 
STORAGE 
DIVERTED 
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AREA 6 (Drawing 112): 

Notes: 

Concerns raised over size of Leaky Dam BM2/03. Berm required to maximise storage potential. 

In general dams and berms are in a relatively clear area. 
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AREA 7 (Drawing 115): 

Notes: 

Concerns raise with regards to the location of dams LD2/04 & 05. Dams are within a heavily 

vegetated area. 

LD2/01, 02 & 03 are acceptable at these locations. 

Proposed amendments/ additions to design: 

- Remove dams LD2/04 & 05 

- LD02/03- this area may be used for storage if feasible and in conjunction with council 

measures to regenerate the area. 

POSSIBLE 
STORAGE AREA 

REMOVE DAMS 
LD2/04 & 05 
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Appendix 7 - Environmental Impact Assessment – Screening 

Opinion 
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ing Service 
Rob Ktzyszow9:kl AsslsWlt Dftetor P!snnlng. Building Standards & Sustalnablllty Service 

Jsn'le9 Jaullr"n 
Iceni Prefects Ud 
Oa \lrnci House 
44 Saffron HII 
L<lndon 
ECtNBFH 

Deat Sit 

OU, Nf: HGVJ2021/2160 
Ocwacl: Yanla Sleeal 
1"11 ,n .. : 01966040685 

Dia: 01/12/2021 

TOWN ANO COUNTRY PLANN.ING ACT 1990 (AS AMENDED) 
TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNJNO {ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSM"ENT) REGULATIONS 2017 

l ocation: 0uNn'•Wood. l4ndonH108JP 

Pwoposat Town&- ,aw� ,o(,,. ... o, ..... .._ __ .,,•••"IQ~20171M••• j1 ~ 
... , d C I 8 - NqlNlllt for & tOINU .. -opinion 

Thank you fot 1t)e screen1ng ~ request In retatlon to the di:Welopmeot abol.<e. ~h was received c,n 
24"' September 2021 by the Council. An eddencun was receil,,ed on 23/ 1 \/20:'lt . 

Ottie«s comlder there is sufllc.ent lnfotmatiOn p rol/lOed 1or !he Local Planning Autbo(lly to adopt an ops1ioo 
Bod a Screel'ing Opinion In relation to the ptc:iposed de...ebpnent Is attached below. Pu~ to 
Regulation 5(5) and having tega,d 10 the lnlormadon sl.OfNtled. the Local Ptannfn9 AU!hority has adopted the 
scree..-.g opinion that ttle proposal is oot EIA del/elopmeot 89 de-8erbed In the town snd Count,y Plannhg 
{&wlronmental ltrlpacl As-s:es~(l R8gl.Utlons 2017. 

Yotn slncerely 

flObtJle Mcf I """ 
HMdofO. II ;1n:111tllal Q ••itandPlarring&1k..m1•• ...... "' .... 01/12/2021 

Planning Service 
&11 Aoor, ANer Park House, 
.225 High Road. Wood Green. 
LoodOf'I, N:22 8HO 
T 020 8489 5504 
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.harlngey.gov .uk 

aaetMJLE:2~W1Wel«I OPINION 
TOWN AND OOUNTRY Pl.ANNING '8MAONMENTAL IMPAOT ASSES BfJCNT) ~--, 
LoOIIUkcM>n r,f 0#. I $ P'111l 

Queens. Wood, Lendon N10 3JP 

D11 1aJ21 iolDl411~,: ibNJl 

Natur91 llood management worl<S at Ouaen's Wood: 
• The da:,tlghti'lg (open d'laMelllogJ of the eide:Mg Thames Watersurtace watet sewe, aod dlvers.,o,n ot these 
water Hows. Into an open watercourse. or a modltied exisling watercourse, acros9 the Site: 

• The construction Ol lnetresm Nan.iral Flood Management (NFM•strucnns such as Channe, s.n.i11tng, end 
leai<y dam9 C()(16tnJCted from large woody Clebrb to crest;e ru11U'al a1ttWJ8!lon and i low control within these 
exlsoog and proposed waten:ouf"Sle9: 

• the loona!ion ol tempo,ary wetted ateas by lnstalllng esnh bew"tns to p<ovlde a Aoodpla!n' IOI' the 
wa.ercourse to - Into dur'hg tm es o, heavy tlows.: and 

• The Installation of tocslls.ed retention bas.Ins. to create attenuatloo and settlement ateas.. 

Constn.r.:Uon Manaoomen1 nfonnatiM 

the ton~ de-tails have been i:icovlded b>f 1he. Applc:an11: 

The Cons.ttl.Jctlon Envltonmenial Management Plan ("CEMP1 that will be In place lor the WOOC!3 b)' the 
conttacaor wm be a workhg docuneot that defines how the 9/~ w� mi'ligs.te its polential impacts thtough 
oons.truction on the waste gene,atlOn, etl\'lronmental polutlon / nulsat1Ce, contamination, trees p roteetton 
a-ld local community. TliS wlll be run:tw developed upon lhe wo.-ks order" being plaCed Wfth the .oonttactor, 
and wlll be linked to the melhOd staternetlls to, the canst.ruction works... 

With spec:ffic t'81etence to tt-.e Scteenlng ~t and ttl@ CEMP. al work will b@ undenaken In accocdance 

"""' a. Waste Ge,wation: 

• The waste hlerat~ In lioe With Arlfcle A 01 the revised Waste Framework totecuve 2008/98/EC}. 

b . Etwltonmemal ~ONnulsances (Including ool9e and dusl): 

• Best precdcable means (BPMs) in lne \Wlh Section 12 or the Cootrolol Pollution Act 1974: and 
• Ptant noise em'is.elons. and 8PMs. in llne wllh SS:5228. c. Cocwanwtlon 

• Defta' s. Contamlr-iated Land Report 11: Model Procedures for the Management or Land ContM'lln3tlon: and 
• 8$10175 Code of Practice fOI' the lnvestlga!lon of Potenll&ltyContamlnated Sites. d. itee protection 

• APA protectNe fMClng and proceel!res. In llne with BS5837:2005 
• BSS837:2012 Ttees. In relation to c:teslgn, demolltieln and consltUCllon - Recommendallona: 
• tne Department tor Ttat6port's ·Aoots tot Routes.·: G!Aclellnea on Highway WorkS and Trees': 811d 
• VOiume A of the National Joint Utllille9 Grot.p (NJUG) Guldellnes tot The Plannlng. lnstallatkln and 
Mafmen.n:e or UUl!ty N)p.ntus In Proximity to Trees (ls.sue 2~ 
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Cc:ntractors ate expecr.ed 1.0 oonfonn to! the Coundl's greenest borough sttategy. confrm hOW they will 
oomt:)fy with the Councl's Erwtronmental oti;ectives and U'lder'Ulke reBSOl'lable care 10 avoid 8"'/ damage to ..... 
'The Counch FanMI ao.-•· 0pWort 

this scteri'.g optiloo has beef\ considered .h the con.text of the Env'.-om'lenta5 Impact As!e9S1'11ent 
Regulations 2017 as a 'Nho&e. The Locai Plamflg AUlhof'tty has conSidered the pocential erwlronmeotal 
lf'f1)8Ct of the above development in accordance \Wlh the at>o...e Regulations, navlng ,egara to the selectlon 
crltetla tor screef'ling specified f n Schedule S ol the Regulatlons and the gUidance !O these RegL&a.tlons set 
out In the NaUon.8.1 Plannlng P1actlce G\.&dance {NPPG). 

The Cculeil heteby determlnK that the ptopos.ed devebpment is not lkely to have a s.gndlcant etlec:t on the 
eov!ro~ and thal i.'l Etw!ronmental knpact Al!Sessment Is therelore oot required. However. It mu~ be 
noted that this ,espoose Is spedllc to this deYelopment propom Any maierlal alteraslons to thfs proposal will 
requke a tut1hef' BA screening. 

locwwwttl& 

The proposed development can ~described as a ~1n1aod-waten,.,ay oonst.ruction and nood-rellet WOtks· 
"Dams and olhet h9tsl3.llons'" under the first column o! Schedule 2 ot the Town 80d Cot.r1b'y Planni119 
(En\llronmental ampac1 AS'sessmenl} Regliatlon9 2017. The area ol the devetopment does not exceed 1 
hec:tare as sec out In Scbed!Ae 2. Category 10(.h} 81d (,) 01 the Aeguatlons.. The Me Is not wltND a "sensitive 
l:W"ea• as defined by Regulation 2(1) and the Cou'lcll does not cons.idet ths.t the Site 19 wltlin an 
erwlronmetllally sensllve locatiion. Nonetheless, to er&re a lhOrough and robust screenhg p,oces,. the 
Council tes given~ consldel"atlon oi the proposed develOpmef\t's characterlstka and attlclpaled 
anvlronmenlal effects agans:t the seiecoon crtteria In Schedule 3 Of the Reg,iAatlons. 

The Sire 19 within the bot.ndar!M OI Oueen's WOod which CO\leta 16.7 hectates 01 land, however, thewo,king: 
are.a defl'led lo, this project IS 3,4689(J'l'I (0.35ha) meaning the area ot wor!(sb below 11'1!' 1ha threshold tt 
IN El.A. Aegulauons tor Schedule 1CJO'l) and 101q deve!Opments. 

The Site is bounded bV re9ideo'lla! propertiee along Ooslow Gardens and ~ t Gardens to IM-nc:wth. 
residential prope,tles along Wood Vale to the east and cutdng lhrough h. Priory Gatdeos to 11'1!' souh and 
Moswel HIii Aoad to the west. Thete 8ite a vaiiel}' or land U9E!S atOtftd the~. lncludlng tesldential 
dw&angs, retail uses, sehools end open spaces. Highgate Wood Is IOcated immedlstet, to the weet of the 
s1,e. The Site ra11s within the admlnlstrafhe bo\.ndaty 01 the LSH. 

The adopted development plal'I 1~ Hatlngey composes Strategic Polic:ies ane1 Development Managemen1 
Pollc:tes, which e,e t eed OOMgSlde the London Plan (202-t). The Haringey P113!"1rq Polley Map idenffl'!es !he 
IOlowlng designatlOM for this site: 

01.Jeen's Wood H!stooc: Park (Ancient Woodlandr. 
Statu!O,y Natl.ft Aeserw • 5'!e•o1 Importance tor Natura ConseMtlon (StNC): and 
Ecologkal Site ol Mettopoll&an lmpo(tance - Metropolitan Open Lane (MOL): 

It adjoha the lollowlng: 
PMdand WaJk Ecologlcaly Valuat:te Site· SINC and of Mettopolltan lmpol'tallCe (EVSMET3): 
Hlghga!e wooo: 
Stiephetd's HIii AIOtments: and 
Crouch End Pta~ Flelds. 

The sae has a Public Transport Accesslbillty Leote1 (PTAL) rating ol 3 to.4 on a scafe ol o 10 6b, dM'IOOstta!tng 
reasonable acoesSiblty by pbllc transport lhere are numerou9 DI.IS stops located In the vicinity 01 the site 
along the 8550 4 Muswell HHI Px>sd. The Cap(tal R#'1g \Valk also cro~s the Site. 
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Site does not comaln any listed bulldlngs and is not IOcated In a Conset\tatbn Alee (CA}. The Highgate 
CA is located inmedla:ely to the south-west and oont.alns a number cl statl.1101) and IOc.df listed bulldng9. 
The n88fest statutory 119ted bulldlngs are on Wood Lane. N6. 

The Site i9 IOcated Within the Highgate Wood and Oueen's WOOCI AlehaeolOglcal ~rlty Area (APAJ. The site 
Is located Within the Haringey At Quality Management Alea (AOMA}. deslgnateo !or exc:eedance!I et tne 
atnJal mean oo;ecllve fot nlttogen dioxide (N02) and 24-he:U mean objectNe for particulate man« (PMtO). 

FIOod Mapping shows thaa the site Is IOcated ..w!Nn Flood Zooe 1 - k>W p,obablity of flocdhg (le. land 
essessed as having a le$9 man 1 In 1.000 (0.1436) annual probGblllty) from fkN18180t.ll'Ces. However. 1YeaS 
across the c.entre Cl tMal?e are cons.dared to be at high risk ol swtace water ttoodng. 1be sue e not 
considered to be 81 risk of tlOodr'lg ftom reser'VOh. The S:1e s9 IOeated within a CtitlcaJ Drainage· Area (COA.). 

The topography Of the site eidWlt9 steep S1ope9 with gradients Of 1 In 10 comrronlyobsier'ted and ialla 
Sharply In-an eas:tem dltectlon.. The f3rilish Geologlcal Survey (00$) date IIIUS!f8:e9 that the bedfockgedOgy 
Is London Clay formatlOnwllh ldentited o...e'1ying no superlleial deposits. The lrCormatlon indicates IOw 
lnllltration potential tor the site. 

There Is no recent ancil or ree<vant planning hlstaty lor IN9 site. -The proposed development is consJde<ed to be a MIIOod ,eliet works" 0< "Oems :and other lnstalla11oos" under 
the tnt column ot Schedu1e 2 of the Town and Countiy Ptannlng (Envk>nmenta Impact Assessment) 
Aegulatlona 2011. 

The development proposal is judged to ·1a1 ~In tM scope of 1 O(h) and (i) 10 S<:hedue 2 to the Regu!a!ions 
and the area oC the de'lek>pment 19 oe&orw 1 hectare. The scheme Is tot natl.nl lood rellet wotka. The sae le 
not Jocate<i In a se~ area as defined b 1he Regu1aoons. n.-
the Na.tlonal Plannlng Pracbee Guidance (NPPG) lPara: 018 Re!erence ID: 4--018·20140306) states: ~ . . . It 
should nol be presuned that developments above lhe Indicative thresholds sho.ild &Niays be subject 10 
assessment, ot lhOse falllng bebw these ttwesholds could oo\'er gtve rise to s,gafflcant effects. especially 
~e the development lsln an en-wonmeotdj sensitive tocallon. Each develOpmett wfH need 10 be 
oonsldafed on its mer'lta. • In determining wtlether the development is likely to gl,e rise IO ~leant 
environmental ellects. recerence has been made 10 Schedule 3 ot lhe Regulatloos as per the assessment ...... 
, ••• 
When ee,eenlng Schedule 2 ptojE'C18, tne Local Platnng Authotlty mU9t take 8CCOU'lt ol lhe selecllon critel1a 
In Sched!Ae 3 of the 2017 Aegulatloos. Not al of the cr1teria wW be relevant l'I e-tery case. Each ca.,e shOuld 
be considered on lts own merits in a Dalanced way. Indicative etterla and lb'e8n06d Is a!So contained In the 
NPPG. 

, . The chatacterlstlcs cf development roost be oonsldeled tM1h partieular fegatd to tollowlng (.a)·(g). Ao 
assessment ol specil)c chalacterlWC:a ol tM development as they ,elate to the s~lon criteria lollow1 
below eac:h crtterla bebw. 

(a} lhe ~ sod design 01 the wtae de'Veiopment: 

The proposed development comptlses the pravls.k>o ot a new O'a\'lage system within Queens Wood. 

(b) c1.n1ulatlon with other exl9dng de\oelOpmeot and/or app,-oved development: 
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National Planning Pl'l:lCtio-e Guidance (NPPG) states {at paragraph 024 Ref: lD: 4-024-
20170128) that thete $'& occasions where other existing or app,oved dE!\lelOpmenl may be re,Jeyanl 
In ~ermlnlng ~her signlrkant effects ate li'kely as a consequence ot a proposed deYekls)ment 
There a,e no otherct.mulatHe de\'elopmeota to cons.det. 

(cJ I.he use of nat!Jral resources, In partlc!Aat land, SOI. watet and bk>dtvetslty: 

the proposed development would not lnvdYe any !ligtllflcant ot LnJSual use ol nanral resources 
and would not~~ the use of naual re90uroes that are coo91deted 10 be In short supply. 

(d) lhe production ot waste; 

The na11.tt of the proposed developtr1ent will not give rise to a slgniflcad amounl of waste. In th}s 
regatd, !he p,ocl.lcllOo of waste la not suttleient °' of a par'tfcular 9'gn.lflcance !Or' the purpose ol EIA. 

(e• pollution and nuisances: 

the proposed development would not geneta!e any algnlt.cant level 01.-envlronmeNal pollultoo or 
nui9anoe. Olnl!Q the construction ph8Se ot !he propos.eo development.. duSI U'OO'I coosti'uctlon WOl'ka 
and eml9s.on9 from construcl!lon vehietes are likely 10 be generated. lbese llll)8CtS are propo9ed to 
be managed In accotdance wtth alandan:I beSI practice msasu,es.. whlc:tt are to be set out in a 
Coretrocelon Enwoomentat Marogerl"l!W Pian (CEMP). The levels of Oust and emissions likely 10 tie 
gentn1ed !Offll this de~ent ~ the operational phase ate not consmted to req.J:re a full EIA 
to be 1.11oerta1<en. 

(1) lt'le risk of major accldM~ and/or di989ters~aot to the deYelopment coocerl'l!'!d. lnclidAg 
lhOse caused t),J cllmate change, h accordancewth scientific knO\.\tedge: 

The proposed development Is not likely to lead to an Increase In major :accidents due to the nature 
ot the proposals. 

(9) the r1m to n...nan hearth (lor exempte, due to water contamination or air pollutioo). 

The applcant advises thal be.SI ptaciice tec:tnques wm be employed to pteven1 1M risk ot accldeol.8! 
contamination or splllages during the conslr'UCtlon stsge. Oetrtil8 ot the conttol8 In place are to be set 
out In the CEMP. 

2.LooalklnofDc I ,c:Mffl 

The envtrOM'lent.81 sensltl·illy of geographlcal atees likely to be affected by d!Yelopment must be con!ideted, 
wlth partleular regw, to: 

(aJ I.he e,dst.lg and apptoved land U8e: 
As discussed uooer 1 (8) abo.le. 

lb) me relattve abundance, «--1 allabi!lty, quallty and regenetatlw cepacly 01 natural resources 
Oncludlng soil. land, water and bioaivers.t)".l i'I lhe area and Its undetgro1Jnd; 

The sne comptises a Local Nature Fleserve l}J4RJ, SINC and atea or ancient woodlSnd and as sucn 
~ are runetous trees within the Site u well as a diYerse mix OC wlla llte and natural habitats. 

As mentioned ab<we, llood mapping shows that the site is located within Flood Zone 1 which Is 
recogMed as an area 01 bw Pf'obsbil'IY OI flooding o.e. land assessed as having a less than t In 
1,000 fo.1%1 annual probabli'ly) lrom ttullbl sources. Howevet, areas aeroes lhe centre 01 the Site tw 
consideted to be at Ngh risk of a\rlace water flo~ 1l\e site Is not oonsldered to be at risk ol 
lloodlng from te&eNOlrs. 
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the absorption Cl!C)acty Of the ootutal envlroornent. paying particula, attention to the follo~ ., ... _ 
(I) wetlands, t\'.)arutl ateaS. dver mouths! 

NIA 

01) coastal zones and the rmrlne enYir'onment: 

N/A 

N/A 

0-., nal\ft re-serves and pa,ks: 

The Site comprls:es an area ot woodland and a LNR. Measures to i:rotect the lntegrfly ol the 
LNA and other ecOl.al c,e,1gnattons cutng lhe construction workSate to be set out h 1he 
CEMP. 

M Ewc::ipean sites-and ocner areasciassltl!!d or protecteo undet national legl91atlon: 

The site 19 not ~ 10 a~ European o, National designations. Only locsf de~lions 
aw1y:. a SINC o, Metropolltan Importance and pal'! ot the Highgate Wood. Queen's Wood. 
She,phe,d's Hil Allotments and Crouch End Playing Aetk MOL. whk:h d be protec!ed 
during the wod<s. 

(YI) areas ., wNch there has already been a «aiktl! to meet the en<Noomental OuaJrty 
standarda. laid down h UljC)n legls.kltlon and relevant to the ptojecc. ort\ whieh It Is 
considered tna1 thete i9 sucn a tail.ft: 

The s;te Is IOcated Wl hln the Haringey A.OMA. hOwewt I.tie p,opo,ed developmeM • not 
affect environments! QU&ky standsrd9 whleh have elreadJ been exceeded. 

(..t) densely popul81ed areas: 

The site comprises an area of woodland which il3 designated as a Hcstorle Partt. LNR, SINC 
and MOL so cannot be considered deosely poptAated. The land uses St.ffoo.ning the 9i'le 
comprises resldentl31 dwellings. retail usee, schools and open spaces, typjcal Of an LWban ..... 
('nl) klndscape:9 and ales 01 hlstorlcal, cuh!JraJ ot arcnaeol~t significance. 

The site comprises an ateaof HlstorSc Woodland and 18 IOcated within the Highgate 
Wood and Oueen'a Wood APA. "The ~te CA ls located lrrmedstety 10 the SO!Jth.weet 01 
the sie and thete a,e a numbet OI listed bull~, In the W::lnlty of the de. VH9t the site Is 
located Within an APA. no Impacts are anticipated given the nature Of lhe p,opo9ed wOtl<s. 

The stte i, 00! vMhln a ~,en~ area" (as detlrled by Reguleuon 2 (1)J end the site Is In Flood Risi(. Zone I. 

The NPPG notes that In certain case,. local de9;9'Wlons whleh are not Included In the deflnlUon OC •seosltlve 
81'esa", but 'MliCh ate nonetheless en-konmeotaty 9MSll:t\te, may also be , e1evan1 t'I detMTiinlng whethet an 
assessrneot Is reqt.ll'ed. As set out abo\'e the stte is subject to Joeal deslgneliom as set out In the ~lmlrwy 
ecofogkal AMessment (PEA) by MKA i dsted 1 Mil2020Jthese steas WII be adeqUately protected and 
ennances to m~ lse M'Vfronmental .-npam. 
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cta..olYf I: I of b P\IIWillil lmplot 

The proposed development was as~ed on the above. navlng regard to Sc:heo.Ae 3 (3) (a-d) of the EtA 
Regulatloos. lnltlal: assessment'9 and a~s were undertaken 10 intotm an I.Merstanding ol baseline 
oond!tlo09: ro lnfoon the design 01 the scheme. to understand any possible effects and to et8ute thal they 
can be managed SUCh uw potential Signlrkant ao.-etse etfects do not occur. 

During COt$tructlon. rn£n898ment plan, (~has a CEMP) wotAd be Implemented to manage all construction 
actMtfes. to prevent terpora,y pollution (9UCh as noise and dust mBMgefl'lent). It Is eonsb!red that due 10 
the extent ot the lmpae1 01 the Pfoposed deV'elopment Is locallsed due to lhe natl.Ire of the p,opo9als and can 
be s8U8factorlly aecomtn0da1ed. There!ore. the proposed de'Yelopmett 19 rot considered liikfly to have any 
adVe1'9e eflecta on the «wlronment that would require an EIA to be undertaken. 

During the de91gn procf9S and tollowlng ateqUEm from representati.-e OC Frieod9 of Oueen'aWood, an 
lntOffl'le<I site Wit was canled out by Pro}ecl t eam on 26., October 2021, with the COOS1.11ta11,. Conttactor, 
EnWOrment Agency. Gt>ater t.oooon Archaeok>glcal Aav190t'f Sel"kes ~. Park's representatiYes.. 
Thames 21, Other CCOSJ!te-es and re-J)l"e96nt8!tves 01 the f:ON to ascertain hOw the scneme eoncerm can be 
add(es.sed. 

The W ~ not loca1ed in an env~onmentafy sensitive area as deflned under Regl.'8.tlon 2 of !tie EIA 
Regulatlons, and then are 001 any deSignaled or P'C)tecled vlew8 applcable. No trees wlll ,~ remcwal. 
~~te meawre w II be set out wthln the CEJ.IIP and l~li!mented thtoughoul the constnJCClon phase to 
l)(O(act e.idsttlg trees. Further de.taJs 10 telatlon 10 the above ace stbmltted within the Prellmha,y Ecologlcal 
Assessment (PfA) by NKA (daled 10/6l2020). 

Histolfc Envffot'lmMJ 

The Site Is not located l'l a CA and thete iwe no tsted btJildlngs « structures on-W. Wh!lal N Site is located 
within an APA. no knpacta are anticlpa:ed gtveo the nature o, the proposed works. 

The pro1)0981s wl l resoo ~ a redJctlon In pea)( now ra1e and !low VOIJme oownstream of the site and hence a 
reduction In IIOod rl9k d::lwn9tream of the site. The proposals adopl a nature-based eppro&a usiig natU'SI 
l'bod management tectnlques which tern~ attenua!e st.a1ace runott and allow natural losses 10 occur. 
Su-face runotl tkr.vs wll be tempo(&rily heid: upak>pe of berms where los.se9 w•1 oocu to the SU"f'Ol.ndlng 
SOIis, and upstteam 01 hstaled leaky dams. The k!Gky dams wHI aid the reduct.::>n in peak tloN rates and 
consequenlty reduce th~ 09k: 01 erosion wl1hin elddng watercoul'9H. ~elore, ther'e ate uni<ely to be 8tPJ 
Signlllcant erwltonmen1a1 Impacts !rom the Pf'OPOS,ed dminage teawres.. A hydraulic asseument was 
submitted tor conslderetlon as prE!l)&r'ed by McCIOy Consultlog t(lated April 20l9). 

EcotlogyMd Albotlcufflire 

The arte comprises an 8'88. of ti9torlc woodland aod as such lher'e ate runerous ttees on-site. Dl.l'lng the 
consuucuon pnase. appropriate protecc1on measures d De lmplemarnea to limit tne impact on eX1St1ng 
trees, including tempot.y tfee protectbn teoclng Bod ~ care iO root potec110n areas. and replr.tlng wtl 
be lncorpotated Into the landscape design 10 compensate let any losses. 

the (PEA) underta!<en ty MKA Ecology l.Jmil·ed In May 2020 Included a Phase 1 habitat survey, protected 
species sc~ suvey and deslltop study o( p-otected and notable sttes and species f't the. This was 
supported b'f a srte 'nSII undertaken on 27"" April 2020. The csetailS of m~ tlndings are liste1 in the 
afotementfooed documenl Section9 4.26-4.M. 

In response to the aboW! findings. the PEA. ldentdles recorM'leodations where appropriate. Tile site l)(O',lldes 
a ruJmbet of opportunlt.M '°' biodll/$"$ily enhanoement. rouding the ,etendon aod eoh&OCEr'l"leOI of eldsdng 
hablWs ot value. The a,ess ~ WOf'k9 are proposed cO!Ad rurlher be enhanced t:,; the Inc.us.ion ot 
addltlonal wet/damp woodland plant species and native Shrubs, as well as deadwood fea.ures and bird 
boxes and ertwleemens to e:ldstlng ponds. Bat box p,ovlsb'le are recommended to be specified following 
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10f' these species. It is aot~led 1h8! these- measutes will help to 9eCUre biodMnlty gains kit 
OiJeen'sWood. 

Consttuc1lon tram::: i9 expected to be kept to a minimum and not stliclpated to gwen rtse to Impacts on me 
eovitonmerc tha1 an EfA wcdd be requ~ 

WdSte 

>rry materials geoeraled wa be organised t'I such a manner th-al m&JCimiSes ~ and no ma!erlal IS 
proposed to go to landfil. Best practice rneeswes are 10 be lncorpomted Into a CEMP. whlc:h wm ~ 
oompled wllh tlvoughOl.it the works. In place prior to any worlU on site. 

No waste Is anticipated to be prodUoed once the proposed d!Welopment t8 complete and opetatlonal. It i!I 
anticipated that there would be no significant advel'Se etfecca essocia!ed Wllh C0<1Sttucllon Cll'operallonal 
waste management as a t eslll ot che j:)(oposed developmenL 

Noise and Air Ouallry 

the proposed development Is not expected to gt\'e rise to a slgnlttCant .icresse .-i terms or noise. Th&slte Is 
located in p,oxlmlly to resldentlal propert!es and therefore nolse ccnslderatklnS will be lncotl)O(ated 
appropr'lalely. 'The site is IOcated Wlthtl the- Haringey NJMA however. the proposed de~opment wlll not 
affect eovironmetllal quality standards which have al'eady been exceeded. 

MoMorirg is proposed to be unde11Bken during ccnstruetlon In order to ensure that the exl9tlng badcground 
emls,lon le-Yeh of the site ate not adYei'sely aflected.. My~ associated with the construcllon 
proce99 wlll latgely be attributed to vehicuar mo\iements and be milgated by a catefully cootroled vehiele 
mo'Yement bo~ system. Construction effects fn tetms oc dust are u,l11<ety to be slgntlicant. 

Conrsmtnsred Lana 

The stte i9 not d~d as-·contamlnated laod' Lnder Part IA ol the En,;lronmental Protection kt 1990. 
A conslt\Jction management plan (CMP/ CEMP) wlll be- prepared and lnelJde undertaldng excavations prior 
to the corrmencemeot OI works on-site. completion OI contarnh!,tlon sc-eening and a human heafth risk 
as~smenL A .... -at~ br!ei Is also reootnmended dtdlQ thei rede-telopmern works to emure that If made 
ground (thal Includes Mthropol:)gkal debris.. I.e. ash, drlket etc.) and I or ~lsual / olfadory (malOdorous) 
8\l'ldet'lce OC potential contaminatSon are ldel"llmed than workS shOuld be stopped. the Councl notified and 
advfce shOuld be 90Ught from an approp&uely qualified and experienced Geo-Envfronmen1a1 Engineer. 

4. Oood 1I:n 

Ha'oing consloereo the ctwactei',sUcg 01 lbe potential tnpects above. ll ls considered that. whilst lhe Sloe ls 01 
hl9torlcal, na1ura1 and atchaeologlcal ~caoce.. Its desqwlons are llrrited a1 the local level and at D.3Sha. 
11 ls below the stze thi-eShOld to warrant a tull ElA. Therefore. there fa 1.dlkety to be signltic:ant effects 11\8! 
WOIAd require an ElA to be tmM&ken. AJI potenti'il t'IISks and coocems are addreised with best practice. 
statutory and suftable mitigation measwes. For the teas.ons se! out above It Is conSideted that development 
d not have any u,usuety complex and poteotlal!y hazardous. environmental eltects to wa1rant an Ell\. 

aaseci on the assessment oi the crlte.rla in Schedule 3 afld pursuant to RegulatKln S(st and having regarded 
for the lnfo,mation subrrilted. the Local Planning Authority has aoopted the screenlog opnK>n that the 
proposal Is not EIA de-veiOpment as described In lhe T f.NJn and Coultry PlaMihg (&virontnenal 1mpac1 
As~smenf) AegulatlOos 20'17. 
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lfhl-EJA.IAM.192 17 1 

8c.www*• ~ 0 I I tport2aj/(Port2b)- -ID ll••U,O I (PM 11,j (Ooly r YN 
lht q,,.i 1tlo111 Mid 11 ; I 'Ion ol In pert 2o) - lo • --• - -Llclly'I 
~ esrNo or Not Known":'' or NIA' Ne!JfNO or Not Kflo,wn '"" or N/AI 

1.1 Wm construction, opet'atiOn or Yes No WOfb a rot signlflcat1 W\ scale 
deoommia,slooing 01 the project and Construction IMC)aC19 will be 
lr,vOl...e 8cti0fl8 Which wlll cause managed by CEMP 
phySIC:al Changes tn the 
topography d the area? 

1.2 WIii construction « operation Yes No - Constn.clloo impacts aoo 
ol the proj&Ct use nah.r'al re9ource consunpuon win not be 

11:'SOIJl'Ce!I above OI belO'II 9'QJnd significant ano maniaged in 
such as land. soil. water, BCCOfdance with CEMP 
l'l\8.tetl&!s/mllnemls or energy~ 
ate non-f8newable o, tn short 
suoply? 

1.3 Ale there any areas on/around No NIA 
the locatloo \\Nch C()f'lfa!n 
Important. high quality or scarce 
resourceg which could be atteeted 
by the project, e.g. t«Mtty. 
agriculufe, wMer/C089&a1, 
fisheries. ninerals'? 

2.1 wm the p,qe,cc. pr-oduce solld No NA 
waste-9 cung consirucdon or 
open,liOn 

S.1 WIii the pro}eci , etease Yes No - Construction and operat1ona1 
poilUIIW'ts or e,rry nazardous. IOldc rtlpacta wa be mitigated by 
or noxious 91Lb9tances to air? ca,p 

U Wm the ptqe,cc cause noise Yes- Nol'se anel \llbtation. No - Coosttuctlon I mpac,s are 
80d \llbratkln or release ot llght, teropomry and mitigated by Cl:MP 
heal. enecgy or electromagnetc 
radlatlon? 

u WIii the~ iead to tlSks °' No NIA 
contamination or land« water 
from teieasei8 oC polkllants on10 
ine ground ot tmo surface waters. 
groundwater-. coastal watetS « the 
sea? 

4.1 WIii there be any r1stc ot me,:>t 
aecidents -Oncludlng thOse caused 

No NIA 

by clW!ate change • .n accoo:ia.nce 
~ sclenlifk: knowledge} durtig 
construction., operation or 
deconwnissiool---? 
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.2 WIii the project present a risk Yes-AW Pollutlon No • CooS'tJ\Jction and opera~nal 
to the populstion (havt"lg regacd to 
poplAa!lon density) and their 
human health dl.ri'lg oonslrlJCtb\, 

S:, quallty Impacts w» be 
lrillgated by CEMP. 

ope,alk:w\, deieomnliS$!0Alng'? (lor 
ex&Ol)le We to water 
conusmlnatfoo or air pollutlon} 

5. 1 Ate there any water re,souroe9 v .. No - the proposal would have 
I~ 9Ul1ace waters, e.g. some Impact on peak llows to 
rtwrs, takes/poom. coas&al o, .surface wa.!etSbut would not ha!/e 
uode,ground wetetS on or at<lU'ld a sqvflcant effect. 
the IOcaUon ~h C()llAd be 
attected by the project, patbeularly 
ln terms ot their volume and tlOod 
rlSk? 

6.1 Ate there any protected areas v .. No • The EcOlogieal A.ssessmerw, 
~ ate designated Of clasSlfled and reds OC specie'9 surveys 
lot thee' tettestrial. allian a.no along with the mlUgatlon l)l'oposed 
matine ecol091ca! v&ui!. or ~ wcdd e~ there are no 
non•deslgna1ed I non-daWled 
a,-eas whk::h are Important or 

slgnltlcam etfecu on ecOlogy. 

sensmw for reasons 04 their 
teffl!Stnal. avian and marine 
ecdoglcal value, IOca1ed on or 
around the IOcatlon and ~h 
col.Ad be attected by the profect? 

{e.g .• wet.18nd9. waten::outses 0t 
othet wster-bodies. lhe coastal 
zone, mc:uualns. forests or 
woodlands-, \.#'designated natl.We 
r~ea or patks. (Where 
designated hjlC:ate level ol 
designation f ntematiOnal. national. 
regiOnal or local))). 

U Could Mr/ proteceed, 
lf1l)Ottant « sensltNe speclea ol 
Dot-a or fauna which use areas on 

v .. No ~ltigatlon woutd el'l&.tt 
mpacts 81'e no slgnlrkant. 

or around the site, e.g. tot 
breeding, nesting. r«agng, 
resting. 
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Are the-re any areas oc feature& No N/A 
on or around lhe location which 
are protected foe their fandscape 
and soeruc va)ue, and/or any non-
designated / non•olassifted 01eas 

or features of high land scape or 
scenic value on or around the 
location which could be affected 
by the project? Where designated 
ind icate 18\tel of designation 
-Ont8f'national. national. regional or 
local). 

7.2. Is the project in a location No No 
where it ls likely to be h.ighfy 
visible to many people? QI so, 
from where, what cfirection, and 
wt.at distance?) 

1.1 Are the-re any areas oc features Yes-APA and CA No • Impacts to assets of value 
wttich are protected for their assessed and mitigated 
cultural heritage or arohaeolog ical 
value. Of any non.desJgnated I 
classified areas and/or features of 
cultural heritage or archooologicaJ 
importance on or around the 
k>cation whid'l could be affected 
by th& project (inc!Uding po tential 
impacts on setting, and views to. 
from and within)? Where 
designated Indicate level 

8.1 Ate the-re any routes on or Yes No - routes may need closed for 
around th.e locat ion which are construction but this would be a 
used by the pU:blic for access to temporary impact and not o f 
,eaeatkin or other facilities, which environmental significance .. 
coutd be affected by the ptoject? 

,.2 Are the-re any transport routes Yes-Art8fiaf and local roads. Rai No - Temporary ooostruction 
on or around lhe location which and bus routes. impacts managed and m ltilgated rn 
are susoeptibfe to congestion or accordance with construct ion 
which cause enWonmentaJ management requirements. 
problems, wh.kh could be affected 
by the project? 
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Ne Wlete e1Jstlng ilnd UNS Yes - Me le en u,t., tocatlon WCltl No 4 sea• ot deotftopment, WOlAcl 
or COfM'IUdty facllitles on ot rni:.«I use surtOllldngS. not mpact OCbet than IM:IUgh 
arol.Rt lhe lOcatlon whehtXMJld teml)Of'8ry consll'UCtJOn lmpectS. 
be attecled by the profEC11 E.g. 
houling. dlnlety popull..a •••· 
lndu•try / commtl'ct. 
la,m/agt1ct.1t11al hOI~ 
forestry. tourism, mining. 
quar'r)Wl9. tscll!les retaoog to 
health, ~ pbCe!; OC 
wcrttlip, lelSan /'apotts I 
rtcttellOf\. 

10.ZAte. lhete an; plans, lot Mute No NIA 
land tJSeS on or around th! 
locat!on .t.:h co.Ad be attected 
bylhep,qeet'? 

11, 1 II N tocatio"'- ta I ; 1$ l)lt IO No NIA 
~ Mbsldenc:e. 
land91tdes.. erosion,_ or~ 
/ Bdvet"!ie di'nstic condilJOnS., e.g. _.., __ 
M....,.MIOI. ~COUldceuH 
IN PfotlCl lO f)r ... nt 
envlrOM'l«UI problena? 

12.1 Could thi9 projeet IOgethe, No NIA 
Wl'lh eMS.~ andlot ~ 
devtlq),nent retult ~ CU'!Ulllk)n 
Ol il'np«lt toget.het CIUMg 1ht 
DOnl~ltlonpMM? 

18.1 IS the~ llkety IO lead to 
ttansbourdaty effects? 

No NIA 
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